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ABSTRACT
This dibsertat10n presents an investigation of the phenomenon of
complementation 1n the syntax of Moroccan Arabic, a language which has
not been the subject of extensive research 1n theoretical syntax.
In particular, the present study examines a construction which I
have termed "Matrix-Object Dislocation." This construction is similar
to Left-Dislocation, in that the interpretive operation in both construc-
tions is the same, namely anaphoric binding. Matrix-Object Dislocation
differs from Left-Dislocation, however, 1n that, with the former, an
element dislocated from a closed complement appears in the position of
object of the matrix verb, while with Left-Dislocation the dislocated
element does not occur in the domain of any verb.
Chapter I constitutes an introduction to the syntax of simple sen-
tences in Moroccan, presented within the theoretical framework of Lexical-
Functional Grammar (LFG) of Bresnan (1982a,b,c) and Kaplan and Bresnan
(1982). Chapter II 1s a discussion of Moroccan complex sentences, and
together Chapter~ I and II provide the theoretical assumptions and
details of Moroccan grammar upon which the work in the final two chapters
is based.
Chapter III presents an extensive study of the Matrix-Object
Dislocation construction, in which the dislocated element 1s shown to
be in matrix object position, but at the same time does not function as
a normal object with respect to certain syntactic operations. This
apparently anomalous behavior has its roots in the fact that, though the
dislocated element is a constituent-structure object of the matrix verb,
it is not, in most cases, a thematic argument of that verb. The dislo-
cated element, bearing the function OBJ to the matrix verb, serves to
give prominence to an argument in the complement clause, and therefore
also bears the TOPIC function with respect to that clause. Verba in
Moroccan subcategorize for this TnPIC function, as not all verbs that
take closed complements allow Matrix-Object Dislocation.
Chapter IV constitutes an investigation of complements to verbs
other than the Matr1x~Object Dislocation verbs. These complements
superficially appear to be open complements, but clo6dr examination
2
3reveals that, for the most part, they are functionally closed complements.
Only a small class of verbs are found to take open adjectival complement&.
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The language under investigation in this study is Moroccan Arabic,
one of the Arabic colloquial languages. which is spoken in Morocco, North
Africa. I will henceforth use the term "Moroccan" to refer to Moroccan
Arabic.
This first chapter is a sketch of simple sentences in Moroccan,
discussed in the framework of Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) of Bresnan
(1982a,b,c) and Kaplan and Bresnan (1982). During the course of this
discussion I will provide a brief introduction to the LFG framework; for
detailed information about LFG and analyses of syntactic phenomena within
that framework, however, I refer the interested reader to Bresnan, ed_ (1982).
1.1 Word order
Moroccan is a language whose word order varies among speakers. For
some Moroccans, SVO is the no~l surface order of constituents, while
other speakers consistently USd a VSO order. All speakers accept either
order, but usually have a preference for one order or the other. In this
dissertation I will assume VSO to be the underlying word order for Moroccan,
for the reasons to be detailed below, and as that is the order used by my
principal 1nfo~ant.
There are several differences between the SVO and VSO orders.
Speakers who prefer the VSO order feel that there is a difference in the
1 2prominence of the NP muhend between the following two sentenC~6. J
9
(1) a. !a muhend •
.
came(3sgf) Mohand
'Mohand came.'
b. muhend ~a.
Mohand came(3sgf)
'Mohand came,'
The d1fferen~e in the two sentences 1n (1) is that (la) is a normal
3declarative sentence, while in (lb) the NP mubend has received prominence,
For speakers who use the VSO order, sentence (lb) is an example of a
sentence in which the subject NP has been left-dislocated. Left-
Dislocation, which 1s discussed in detail in Chapter 3, usually involves a
"resumptive" pronominal affix; however, there are no subject affixes in
Moroccan other than the subject agreement markers, which are always
obligatory on any ve~b. The status of these agreement markers is
discussed below. With respect to (lb), this order of constituents would
only be appropriate 1f Mohand were being discussed in some previous
discourse. One could not start a conversation about him by using the
order in sentence (lb). On the other hand, 1£ Mohand is being discussed,
1 The third person singular masculine morpheme is not phonologically
realized in the perfect; I have, therefore, glossed this morpheme
with parentheses,
2 The phonetic symbols used in this dissertation are:
9 • one of the "emphatic" (pharyngea11zed) consonants
e· the voiced pharyngealized fricative (~ )
~ • the voiceless pharyngealized fricative ( ~ )
e .. schwa ( a )
Other symbols are standard pllonetic symbols.
3 I use the term. "prominence" in a non-technical manner here; I will
later equate this term with the function TOPIC.
then (la) would 1e an inappropriate order.
For many speakers, an indefinite non-specific subject NP may not
precede its verb, as shown in (2) below.
(2) a. !at bent.
came-3sgf girl
'A girl came.'
b. *bent ~at.
girl came-3sgf
'A girl came.'
It is a fact about Moroccan (and many other languag~s, as well) that
non-specific NPs cannot receive prominence in a sentence. (This issue
is discussed in Chapter III in some detail.) If, as I claim, the subject-
first order puts prominence on the subject, then it 1s to be expected that
(2b), where the subject is indefinite and non-specific, would be ungram-
matteal as a normal declarative sentence.
Questions provide yet another reason to assume tlaat SVO is not the
basic word order for Moroccan. 4 (3a) below is a simple transitive
sentence with the VSO word order, and (3b) is the result of questioning
the object NP in (3a). Similarly, in (4), the (a) sentence 1s an SVO
sentence eqUivalent to (3a), and the (b) sentence is the result of
questioning the object NP in (4a),
(3) a. Aaf muhend na!at.
saw(3sgm) Mohand Najat
'Mohand saw Najat.'
b. §~n ~af mu~end1
WO saw(3sgm) Mohand
'~o did Mohand. see?'
4 This argument was pointed out to me by A. Fasai Fehri.
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(4) a. muhend ~af nalat.
.
Mohand saw(3sgm) Najat
'Mohand saw Najat.'
11
b. *~kun mUQend ~af?
who Mohand saw(3sgm)
'Who did Mohand see?'
Questioning the object is not possible with the SVO order, as S(6n in (4b),
but (3b), where the order is VSO, is a well-formed question. One possible
explanation for the ungrammaticality of (4b) is that question formation
triggers a rule of subject-verb inversion; this rule is not, however,
motivated elsewhere in the grammar of Moroccan, and thus postulation of
such a rule would unnecessa~ily complicate the grammar. The most likely
explanation for the above facts is that VSO is the basic word order of
Moroccan sentences, and a single phrasal constituent may precede the verb
5
when it receives prominence.
There appears to be no difference between word order in main clauses
and the order in subordinate clauses; those speakers for whom SVO is the
preferred order accept SVO in subordinate as well as main clauses, as
illustrated in (5) below.
(5) a. muhend laf dik Ibent f~eftu.
Mohand saw(3sgm) that the-girl in-Sefrou
'Mohand saw that girl in Sefrou.'
5 There are some speakers for whom VSO 1s the preferred order that tend
to use the SVO order in certain cases (which I have not yet clearly
determined). One of these cases seems ~O be where the subject and the
object are both definite NPs or names. Thus, (1i) is preferred to (1).
(1) laf muhend na!at •
•(ii) lIluhend 'af na!at. 'Mohand saw Najat.'
•
I thank A, Fassi Fehri for b~inging this fact to my attention.
b. €reft belli mUQend saf dik lbent fsefru.
. . .
know-lag that Mohand saw(3sgm) that the-girl in-Sefrou
'I know that Mohand saw that girl in Sefrou.'
c. m~at lfas dik Ibent elli muhend Saf f~ef~u.
went-3sgf to-Fea that the-girl that Mohand saw(3sgm) in~Sefrou
'The girl that Mohand saw in Sefrou went to Fea.'
Though both SVO and VSO word orders are possible in Moroccan, I wJ.ll,
as mentioned above, assume the VSO order in this dissertation.
1.2 Types of simple sentences
1.2.1 Intransitive verbs
The sentences given above are examples of sentences which consist of
a verb and its subj~ct (e.g. (la», and a verb with both a subject and an
object NP «3a) and (4a». Several other types of sentences are possible
in Moroccan.
Moroccan (and Arabic in general) is one of the languages which is
referred to as a "subject PRO-drop" language. This nanle is used for
languages in which a lexical subject NP 1s not required in a sentence. In
Moroccan, a subject NP need not be present in a sentence, and subject
agreement markers appear on each verb whether or not a subject NP is
12
present. Therefore, a fully interpretable sentence in Moroccan may consist
solely of a verb, as shown in (6) and (7) below.
(6) a. !a.
came (3sgm)
'He came. ,
'b. !at.
came-3sgf
'She came.'
c. !iti.
came~2sg
'You came.'
(7) a. kanekteb.
CONT-lag-write
'I'm writing,'
b. kaykteb.
CONT-38gm-write
'He's writing.'
c. katketbu.
CONT-2pl-write
'You're (pl.) writing.'
The sentences in (6) consist of verbs in the perfect tense, while those in
(7) are in the imperfect. In (6a) there is a ~ morpheme which indicates
that the verb's subject features are third person masculine singular, and
the '-t suffix in (6b) indicates third person singular feminine. The -ti
suffix in (6c) is the second'person singular marker, In (7), the prefix
ka- is the continuative morpheue, and the morpheme E= in (7a) indicates
first person, while the ~ prefix in (7b) indicatea third person singular
masculine. The t- prefix in (7c) refers to second person, and the
accompanying ~ suffix is the plural marker. Singular in the imperfect is
indicated by the lack of a suffix (except for the second person singular
feminine form, where the feminine =! suf;1x occurs).
Table I below gives the subject feature markers for perfect verbs,
using the verb kteb 'write' as an example, and Table II gives the subject
6feature markers for imperfect v~rbs, again using the verb kteb.
6 The third person singular masculine perfect form will be used through-
out this dissertation as the citation form of verbs, following the
,traditional Arab grammarians. Moroccan has no infinitive verb form.
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TABLE I kteb 'write'
Person Number
Singular Plural
1 kteb-t kteb-na
2 kteb-t1 kteb-tu
3m kteb ketbu3f ketbat
TABLE II kteb 'write'
Person Number
Singular Plural
---
I n-kteb [nektebl n-kteb-u [nketbu]
2m t-kteb [tekteb] t-kteb-u [tketbu]2£ !.-kteb-i [tketbi]
3m l.-kteb [ikteb] l.-kteb-~ [iketbu]3f t-kteb [tekteb]
The verb pattern C1C2eC3 , as in kteb, 1s a very common pattern for
perfect verbs. I will call the form of the verb represented by this
pattern the "vt2rb root" (VRoot ). Other verbs, la 'come,' m~a 'go,' and
§ri 'buy,' for example, consist of one or two consonants and a vowel; these
verbs are considered irregular in terms of conjugation. Othe~ types of
irregular verbs exist as well, but as this section is a brief introduction
to simple sentences, rather than a study in morphology, I will not detail
the patterns of the various verb types here.
Tables I and II show that each verb contains subject feature markers
which indicate the person, number, and, in certain cases (third person
singular perfect, and second person singular tmperfect), the gender of the
verb's subject. Th~se features are expressed in & suffix on pexfect verba,
and in both a prefix (person) and suffix (number or gender) on imperfect
14
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verbs. All verbs have this same set of affixes attached to the Va '
oat
though their phonological shape (and that of the verb) will vary) depending
on the ~honologlcal environments in which they occur. I will return shortly
to tbe question of the interpretation of the subject markers.
Since in Moroccan verbs may occur with or without an overt subject NP)
the following rule will generate both of the sentences in (9) below.
(8) s .. V (NP)
(9) 8_ !a muOend.
came(3sp) Mohand
'Mohand came. '
b. !a.
came (3sgm)
'He came.'
Rule (8) says that a verb may be
has used the longer expansion if
expansion.
followed by an optional NP, and thus (9a)
this rule, while (9b) has used the shorter
An analysis of a sentence in LFG consists (in part) of a constituent
structure (c-structure) and a functional structure (f-structure). The
c~structure 1s derived from Phrase Structure (P-S) rules, which contain
funct10nal annotations providing information necessary for the construction
of f~structure8. Information from the lexicon is also used in the
construction of an f-structure, which in turn provides 8ra~wat1cal 1nforma-
t10n for rules of semantic interpretation.
The annotated p~s rule for a simple Moroccan intransitive sentence is
given in (10) below.
(10) (NP)
tSUBJ=-+
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The arrows in the functional notation are used to instantiate values in
f-structure. The t arrow refers to the f-structure of the "mother" node,
i.e., the node ~ediately dominating the node in question. Here. the
"mother" node is S. The + arrow refers to the f-structure of the node to
which the equation 1s attached, the "daughter" node. These equations
simply mean that information about the f-structure of the node on the right-
hand of the "." 1s 1nformatio14 about the f-structure of the node on the
left-hand side.
The equation t-t is usually (in the unmarked case) associated with
heads of phrases. This equation means that the features of the daughter
node f-structure (+) are transmitted up the tree to become features of the
mother node f-structure (t). Thus, since V is the head of S, the properties
associated with the verb will also be properties of the sentence. In the
unmarked case, the t-+ equation is usually omitted, though for clarity!
will always include it.
The functional equation on the NP 1n (10) states that that NP's
f-structure (+) is the subject of S, the mother node f-structure (t). This
NP is in parentheses because it 1s optional.
The lexical entry for a predicate consists of three parts: the
predicate arsument structure, which sets forth the arguments on which a
particular lexical item exerts selectional restrictions, the grammatical
functiun assisnment, which details the functions that are syntactically
subcategorized by the lexical item, and the lexical form, which matches
functions with arguments,
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The lexical entry for the verb see in English, as in the sentence
Diane saw Bob, is given in (11) below.
(11) see a. predicate argument structure
b. grammatical function assignment
c. lexical form
SEE <1,2>
{(SUBJ) (OBJ)}
SEE «SUBJ) (OBJ»
See has a dyadic predicate argument structure, whose first argument, the
perceiver, is assigned the function SUBJ(ECT), and whose second argument,
the thing/person perceived, is assigned the function OBJ(EC'£) (cf. Bresnan
(1982a:289».
Modifying this model, the lexical form of the intransitive verb !a
'come' in Moroccan will be that of (12) below.
(12) ~a
In (12) the t refers to the f-structure of the V node, which is syntactically
identified with the f-structure of the S through the tat equation on the V.
The lexical form in (12) means that the lexical item ~a is a verb (V), and
that its "meaning," indicated by the fRED feature, is '!ta' with a monadic
predicate argument structure, i.e., it subcategorizes only for the SUBJ
function.
As mentioned above, all verbs must contain a subject marker, Since
rule (10) can generate sentences without an overt subject NP, I assume that
when the subje~t NP is absent, the subject markers function as the subjent
argument of the verb. When a aentence does contain an overt subject, then
the subject markers are merely phonological rea11zations of the features
of the subject NP, having no PRED (meaning) value. This situation is
reminiscent of clitic doubling in Spanish, and the analysis I adopt here
for Moroccan subject affixes 1s based on the analysis of Spanish object
clitic doubling given in Montalbetti (1981).
Sample lexical entries for the subject markers are given in (13) and
(14) below (cf. Tables I and II). The imperfect markers are represented
by the examples 1n (13), while (14' includes representative perfect
subject markers.
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(13) a. n-
b. t-
AF, (tSUBJ PREDa'PRO')
tSUBJ PERS-l
tASPECTmIMPERFECT
AF, (tSUBJ PRED-'PRO')
tSUBJ PERS;;;;2
tASPECTQIMPERFECT
Note: The -1 second person singular feminine marker in the
~perfect and the ~ plural marker in the imperfect are
dependent affixes, i.e., they must occur in conjunction with
an imperfect affix which has a PERS feature. Thus, ~ is
marked with the features tSUBJ NUMQPL, tASPECT-IMFERFECT, and
-1 has the features tSUBJ GEND-FEM, tSUBJ PERS~2 tASPECT-
IMPERFECT. These affixes also occur with IMPERATIVES.
(14) a. -t AFt (tSUBJ PRED~'PRO')
tSUBJ NUM-SG
tSUBJ PERS-l
tASPECT-PERFECT
b. ;:!!: AF, (tSUBJ PREDu'PRO')
+SUBJ NUM-SG
tSUBJ PERS-2
tASPECT-PERFECT
c. -(a)t: AF, (tSUBJ PRED-'PRO')
tSUBJ NUM-SG
tSUBJ PERS-)
tSUBJ GEND-FEM
tASPECT-PERFECT
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The equations in the lexical entries given above for a representative
set of subject affixes (of the catdgory AF(FIX» indicate information
- 7about the subject of the verb to which they are attached. If a lexical
subject appears in a sentence, its feacures must match those of the subject
affix appearing on the verb.
Pronouns and pronominal affixes have the PRED value 'PRO.' The
equation tSUBJ PRED=1PRO' appeaxs 1n parentheses in the above lexical
entries, indicating that this feature is optional. It is the optionality
of this feature that allows the two interpretations of the subject affixes,
one in which the affix actually functions as the pronominal subject of a
verb, and the other in which the subject affix is merely an agreement
marker. Principles governing the well-formedness of functional structures
will assure that the correct option is chosen, as I will illustrate in the
discussion to follow.
The subject affixes are attached to verb rootd in the lexicon by
morphological rules, and together they form a phonological word. Neither
the affixes nor the V
aoot may stand alone as a phonological word; they must
occur together, and are inserted as a unit into the verb (V) node in
a-structure. This process is illustrated schematically in (15) below.
7 I use the term "affix," rather than "clitic," to denote the subject
(and object) markers, as the items in question attach directly to a
VR t' and both the affixes and the Va are dependent elements; thatis~oneither may occur independently oro~fie other (see above). These
affixes have been referred to as c11tics elseWhere in the literature
(e,g., Fassi Fehr1 (1982».
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(15) m~a-t. 'She went.'
c-structure:
s
I
t=--+
V
I
m§at
(by rule (10»
lexicon:
tSUBJ PREDA'PRO'
tSUBJ NUMmSG
tSUBJ PERS-=-3
tSUBJ GEND;;aFEM
tASPECT=PERFECT
The grammatical features of the affix thus become features of the V.
To show how the P-S rules and the lexical information interact to form
f-structures, below are possible sentences generated by rule (lO)(repeated
8here for convenience), and their possible f-structures.
(10) s + V
t-+
(NP)
tSUBJ-+
(10) a. S + V
t-+
b. S ..,. V
t-+
(NP)
tSUBJ-'+
(16) miat na¥at. 'Najat left.' (by rule (lOa)
a. lexical entries:
mJa: V, tPRED-'M§A«SUBJ»'
8 For a detailed discussion of the construction of f-structures, see
Kaplan and Bresnan (1982).
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-at AF, (tSUBJ PRED~'PRO')
tSUBJ NUM:;;SG
tSUBJ PERS=3
tSUBJ GEND;::;FEM
tASPECT;:aPERFECT
na~at N, tPRED='NAJAT'
tNUM;;;SG
tPERS=-3
tGEND-=-FEM
b. c-structure (annocated with functional schemata)
t=+
V
x2
I
+PRED:;;'MSA«SUBJ»'
(tSUBJ PRED-'PRO')
tSUBJ NUM~SG
tSUBJ PERSQ3
tSUBJ GENIPaFEM
tASPECT=-PERFECT
m!lat
-
tSUBJ-=t
NP
x3
tPRED=-'NAJAT'
tNUM=SG
tPERS"3
tGEND=FEM
na~at
Note: To facilitate comprehension of the formation of the
f-structure, each node has been assigned a variable.
c. equations for instantiation in functional structure, given by
the c-structure and the lexicon:
1. xl-x2 vii. x2SUBJ GEND-FEM
i1. xlSUBJ-x3 viii. x2ASPECTRPERFECT
111. x2PRED·'M~A«SUBJ»' ix. · x3PRED-'NAJAT'
iv. (x2SUBJ PRED-'PRO') x. x3NUM-SG
v. x2SUBJ ~~SG xi. x3PERS~3
vi. x2SUBJ PERS-3 xii. x3GEND-FEM
(iv. through viii. are given by the lexical entry for the subject
affix ~, and ix. through xii. are given by the lexical entry
for na!at.)
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d. possible f-structures:
1. xl
x2
SUBJ x3 PRED 'NAJAT'
PRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
SUBJ11. xl
x2
PRED 'MSA«SUBJ»'
ASPECT PERFECT
x3 PRED 'NAJAT'
NUM sa
PERS 3
GEND FEM
PRED 'M~A«SUBJ»'
ASPECT PERFECT
The f-structure (16di) is the result of having chosen the SUBJ PRED~
'PRO' equation for the affix. Since both the affix and the NP SUBJ were
chosen, the SUBJ PRED has two values, as meaningful elements such as PRED
are unique. The f-structure (16dii) is the result of ~ having chosen
the optional SUBJ PREDQ'PRO' equation on the subject affix. The consia-
tency condition, which is discussed below, will rule out (ledi) as an 111-
formed f-structure, as the PRED feature does not have a unique value.
I will now demonstrate in detail the construction of an f-structure.
F-structures consist of pairs of "fnames" and "fvalues." The fnamea are
the elements on the left in an f-structure, and their values arE. on the
right, as indicated below.
(17)
Thus, in (16dii), one fname is SUBJ, whose fvalue is everything
inside the brackets labeled x3. Another fname is PRED, whose fvalue is
'M~A«SUBJ»'. NUM is an fname whose value in (16dii) is SG, just as the
fnames GEND and PERS have the fvalues FEM and 3, respectively.
To illustrate the procedure for the construction of an f-structure,
I return to the items in (16a, b, and c): the lexical entries, the
c-structure, and the equations. Equation (16ci) is taken from the
c-structure equation +=+ on the V node. That equation states that the
features of the V are the features of the S. Since V is associated with
the variable x2, and S is associated with xl, the equation becomes xl~x2)
substituting the variables for the arrows, where xl is the f-structure of
the t node, and x2 is the f-structure of the ~ node. To construct an
f-structure, therefore, the variables xl and x2 are listed as follows:
(18) xl
x2
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Next, (16ci1) indicates that xl's SUBJ is the f-structure x3. This
equ~tion also comes from the c~·structure, where x3 is associated with the
NP node, and its mother nt-'de 1s the S node. Therefore, tSUBJ can be
written as xlSUBJ, as the t referred to in the equation is the f-structure
of S, which has been assigned the variable xl. The + refers to the
f-structur? of the NF, which 1s x3, and thus tSUBJ-+ can be written
xlSUBJ-x3. This equation is introduced into the f-structure as follows:
(19) xl
x2
SUBJ
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This part of the f-structure indicates that the subject of the S (xl),
and thus also the subje~t of the V (x2) by t·;::;·~) is the f-structure x).
Since the V has a subject affix attached to it, the properties of that
affix become properties of the whole verb. The lexical entry for the
affix -at indicates that its mother's subject's PRED value is (optionally)
'PRO,' its mother's subject's number is singular, its mother's subject's
person is third, and its mother's subject's gender is feminine. The affix
is attached to the verb, which bears the t~+ equation, and thus the
propertie~ of the affix are properties of the S. Ther~fore, the equations
tSUBJ NUM=SG, tSUBJ PERS~3, tSUBJ GEND~FEM can be written x2SUBJ NUM~SG,
x2SUBJ PERS=3, and x2SUBJ GENU~FEM, respectively. Choosing the PREDR'PRO'
equation on the affix gives the equation x2SUBJ PREDm'PRO.' These equations
are now instantiated into the f-structure as follows:
(20) xl
x2
SUBJ x3 PRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GENU FEM
The lexical entry for the NP na~at reveals that its number is singular,
its person is 3, and its gender is feminine. Since the SUBJ NP 1s assigned
the variable x3, the above information may be written x3NUM-SG, x3PERS~3,
8"d x3GEND·~EM. The NP na~at also has the equation x3PRED~'NAJAT.' The
partial f-st,:,ucture using the lexical entry for na!at is given in (21) below.
(21) xl
x2
SUBJ x3 PRED 'NAJAT'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
If the op~ional equation on the affix -at is chosen in the sentence
m~at na~at 'Najat left,' then the resulting f-structure, that shown above
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in (16di), is ill-formed. The partial f-structure is given in (22) below.
(22) xl
x2
SUB~ x3 PRED 'NAJAT'
PRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
The f-structure labeled x3 is ill-formed, as the PRED feature has tWD
values, violating the consistency condition on the well-formedness of
f-structu~~s. The consistency condition is stated bAlow.
(23) Consistency requires that every grammatical feature have a unique
value.
Therefore, when a subject NP occurs and the PRED value is chosen for the
subject affix, the f-structure will be ill-formed, a violation of consis-
tency. (l6dii) is the well-formed f-structure for the sentence m~at na~at
'Najat left,' as each of the features has a unique value.
I will now examine the possibilities for sentences generated by rule
(lOb).
(24) m~at. 'She left.'
a. lexical entries: same as in (16a).
b. a-structure:
S 1I
t-+
L
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c. equations for constructing f-structure:
i. xl=x2
11. (x2SUBJ PRED='PRO')
1ii. x2SUBJ NUM=SG
iv. x2SUBJ PERS=3
v. x2SUBJ GEND=FEM
vi. x2ASPECT=PERFECT
These equations are from the lexical entry for the affix =!!'
except xl=x2, which is from the V node in c-structure.
d. possible f-structures:
1. xl
x2
11. xl
x2
SUBJ FRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
PRED 'M§A«SUBJ»'
ASPECT PERFECT
SUBJ NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
PRED 'M§A«SUBJ»'
ASPECT PERFECT
The f-structure in (di) above is the result of having chosen the
SUBJ FRED-'PRO' equation on the affix =!l; this f-structure is well-formed.
(d1i), on the other hand, the result of ~ having chosen the SUBJ PREDa'PRO'
equation on the affix, is not w~ll-formed, as the SUBJ has no PRED value.
When the optional equation is not chosen, the subject affix merely acts as
an agreement marker; in the sentence m~at 'She left,' however, the subject
affix must function as the pronominal subject of the sentence, not as an
agreement marker, as no lexical subject occurs. Thus, the f-structure in
(dii) above 1s not well-formed for semantic interpretation, as the subject
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function has no PRED value. Well-formedness conditions on f-structures~
then, will reject the cases where no subject NP is chosen, nor is the PRED
value for the subject affix, and where both the subject NP and the PRED
value for the affix are chosen.
The following ungrammatical sentence will be ruled out by the consis-
tency condition.
(25) a. *m~at muhend.
went-3sgf Mohand
*Mohand (she) went.
b. f-structure:
SUBJ PRED 'MOHAND'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
GEND FEM
PRED 'M~A«SUBJ»'
ASPECT PERFECT
Consistency, which requires that each feature have a unique value,
will reject the f-structure in (25b), as there are two values for SUBJ
GEND. In this way, agreement between the subject affix and the subject NP
is ensured.
Two further conditions on the well-formedness of f-structures will be
important in sentential analysis:
(26) a. Completeness requires that every grammatical argument subcate-
gorized by a PRED must appear in the functional structure of
that PRED;
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b. Syntactic coherence requires that only the arguntents that are
subcategorized by a given PRED appear in the functional structure
of that PRED.
An example of an tmcomplete sentence, and its f-structure, is given
1n (27) below, and an incoherence sentence and its f-structure is given in
(28) •
(27) alt *§eft.
saw-lag
*1 saw.
b. lexical entry:
'~AF«SUBJ)(OBJ»'
c. f-structure of (a):
SUBJ [PRED ' PRO 'JPERS 1
NUM SG
PRED 'SAF«SUBJ) (OBJ»'
ASPECT PER~ECT
(28) a. *mAat na!at muhend.
went-3sgf Najat Mohand
*Najat went out Mohand.
b. lexical entry:
'M~A«SUBJ»'
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c. f-structure of (a):
SUBJ PRRD 'NAJAT'
NUM SO
PERS 3
GEND FEM
PRED 'M~A«SUBJ»'
ASPECT PERFECT
OBJ PRED 'MOHAND'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
(27c) 1s an incomplete f-structure because the 08J function subcategorized
by the verb ~af 'see' does not appear in that f-structure. (28c) is
incoherent because there 1s an extra argument 1n the f-structure, the DBJ,
which 1s not subcategorized for by the intransitive verb m§a 'go.' There-
fore, each sentence in (27) and (28) will be ruled out because of i11-
formed f-structures.
To summarize this section on intransitive verbs: In order to capture
the facts that (a) an overt subject NP need not appear in a sentence, i.e.,
a sentence may consist of just a verb, and (b) subject affixes always
occur on verbs, even when a subject NP is present. the following steps
were taken:
(1) the subject NP is marked as optional in the sentence P-S rule;
(11) the equation tSUBJ fRED-'PRO' was introduced in the lexical
entry of subject affixes as an optional value; if chosen, the
subject affix functions as a pronominal subject; it not chosen,
tIle subject affix merely acts as an agreement marker with no
PiED value.
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Independently motivated conditions on the well-formedness of f-structures
will rule out the cases where neither the SUBJ PRED~'PRO' value for the
affix nor a subject NP is chosen, or where both the subject NP and the
SUBJ PRED-'PRO' value are chosen~
1.2.2 Transitive verbs
In Moroccan an object argument of a tLansitive verb may be represented
either by an NP or a pronominal affix, but not both. These facts are
illustrated in (29) below.
(29) ~rat lbent wa. lx ehz.
bought-3egf the-girl the-bread
'The girl bought the bread.
b. ~ratu Ibent.
bought-3sgf-3sgm the-girl
'The girl bought it.'
*Iratu Ibent wc. lx ebz.
bought-3sgf-3sgm the-girl the-bread
*The girl bought it the bread.
In (29a) the object of the verb _ra 'buy' is expressed by an NP, l~webz
'the bread,' whereas in (29b) the object is the affix ~ (third person
singular masculine). (29c), where both the object affix and the object NP
appear, is ungrammatical.
Sentences (29a) and (29b) can be generated by the revised sentence
rule given below in (30).
(30) s + V
t-+
(NP)
tSUBJ-+
(NP)
tOBJ-+
In rule (30), the NP marked with tue OBJ function is optional. Thus, the
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sentence in example (29b), where no object NP appears, will be generated
as the shorter expansion of the rula. In that case, the object affix
functions as the object argument of the verb, as demonstrated below.
The situation with respect to objects is unlike that of subjects; with
the subject, both the subject affix and a subject NP may co-occur, whereas
with objects, an object affix and an object NP are mutually exclusive. The
natural way of accounting for these facts within the framework used here
is to assign an obligatory tOBJ PRED-'PRO' equation to the object affixes
in the \exicon, as shown by the representative examples in (31) below.
Table III details the Moroccan object affixes,
TABLE III
Person
1
2
3m
3f
Object Affixes
Number
Singular
-ni
-(e)k
-u/-h
-ha
P1Ul:al
-na
-kum
-hum
Note: The third person singular masculine object affix is realized as -u
when the verb ends in a consonant, and as -h when the verb ends in
a vowel.
(31) a. -ni AF, tOBJ PRED-'PRO
+OBJ NUM-SG
tOBJ PERS-l
b. =2 AF, tOBJ PRED·'PRO'
tOBJ NUM-PL
tOBJ PERS-2
c. -u AF, tOBJ PRED-' PRO'
tOBJ NUM-SG
tOBJ PERS-)
tOBJ GEND-MASC
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The object: affixes (henceforth "suffixes," a sp~c'ial case of the
category AF) cannot stand alone as phonological words; they must be bound
to a verb (not a VRoot ). Thus, as with the subject affixes, the object
suffixes combine with a verb to form a word, and this word 1s inserted into
the V node in c-structure. All the features of the object suffixes thus
become features of the verb, as is the case with the subject affixes.
Since, as shown in (31), the OBJ PRED-'PRO' equation is obligatory
on object suffixes, it must occur in the f-structure every time an object
suffix appears. Consistency will then rule out the case where both an
object suffix and an object NP occur together in a sentence. The resultant
f-structure in such a case 1s given in (32).
(32) a. *§eftu muQend.
saw-lag-388m Mohand
*1 saw him Mohand.
b. f-structure of (a);
SUBJ [=n ';~OJ
PERS 1
PRED '~A~«SUBJ)(OBJ»'
ASPECT PERFECT
OBJ PRED 'PRO'
PRED 'MOHAND'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
In (32b) the OBJ function has two PRED values. and so the f-structure 1s
inconsistent, and thus rejected. Were neither an object suff1.x nor an
object NP selected (cf. (27a», the resultant f-structure would be incom-
plete «270», and thus 111-fo~ed and consequently rejected.
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The difference, then, between the object suffixes and the subject
affixes is that the latter are obligatory and may co-occur with a subject
NP, while the former may never co-occur with an object NP. These differ-
ences are quite simply accounted for by the optionality of the SUBJ PRED~
'PRO' lexical equation associated with the subject affixes, and the oblig-
atoriness of the OBJ PRED='PRO' equation in the lexical entry of the
object suffixes.
The possibility of optional tG PRED-'PRO' equations (where G-SUBJ or
OBJ) predicts that the following three classes of languages would exist,
for languages that utilize subject and/or object clitics ur affixes.
(33) I. A language in which the tG PRED~'PRO' ~quat1on is obligatory in
the lexical entry of the clitic, i.e., a clitic m;\y never
co-occur with a corresponding lexical subject or object;
II w A language in which the ta PRED~'PRO' equation is an optional
part of the lexical entry of a clitic; i.e., a clitic may occur
with a corresponding lexical subject or object; if it does, the
tG PRED-'PRO' equation is not chosen, and the clitic is merely
an agreement marker. If no lexical subject or object appears
1n a sentence, the clitia functions as the pronominal subject
or object, and the equation is chosen;
III. A language in which the tG PRED-'PRO' equation does not appear
in the lexical entry of the clitics; 1.e., a clitia is merely
an agreement marker at all times, never functioning aa a pro-
nominal subject or object.
All three types of languages are, in fact, found for the case where
G-SUBJ. An example of a language in Class I is Irish (McCloskey and Hale
(1982». Moroccan is a Class II language, and German belongs to Class III.
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The same three classes ar~ also predicted for languages with object
clitics) but Class III does not exist for the case where G=OBJ, Languages
with object clit1cs always seem to allow the non-occurrence of a lexical
object when an object clitic appears, and thus the object clitic never
functions uniquely as an agreement marker. Classes I and II, on the other
hand, do exist for languages with object clit1cs. An example of a Class I
language is French, where an object clitic may never co-occur with a lexical
object. Class II is represented by Spanjsh (cf. Montalbett1 (1981» and
Swahili) where in some cases a lexical NP object and an object affix do
co-occur.
The analysis of subjects and objects proposed in this chapter treats
both functions in an identical fashion in terms of subcategorization. Such
an analysis 1s supported by LFG, in which neither subjects nor objects have
special status with respect to subcategorization and government; agreement
and government symmetries are thus expected 1n languages. The Government-
Binding (GB) theory of Chomsky (1981), on the other hand, a theory in which
sentences are analyzed in terms of structural conf18urat1on~ rather than
grammatical relations, claims that there are subject-object asymmetries in
languages. GB accords subjects a special status, as they do not neces-
sarily behave in the same manner as objects with respect to certain
linguistic processes.
The lack of a Class III language for objects may indicate that there
is in fact a difference between subjects and objects in terms of what types
of processes languages allow with respect to each function. Although
asymmetries are expected in GB, however, that theory does not predict the
.asymmetry in the language classes discussed here, the lack of a Class III
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language with respect to the object relation.
1.2.3. Prepositional arguments
In Moroccan as well as English. some verbs subcategorize for a
prepositional argument in addition to the SUBJ (and OBJ) functions they
may take. A prepositional, or oblique, argument is assigned either the
function OBLe or OBLe OBJ, where e refers to one of the set of thematic
roles, AG(ENT), INSTR(UMENTAL), EXP(ERIENCER), SO(URCE), GO(AL), etc. 9
The function OBLe OBJ is subcategorized for by verbs which can
generally occur with only one particular preposition, where that preposition
is metely a case-marker, having no PRED value. Thus~ one lexical entry for
the preposition 1- 'to' is that given 1n (34) below.
(34) 1- tpCASE~OBL GO
{EXP}
The above lexical entry indicates that the preposition 1- is a case-marker
whose value is an OBL with the thematic role GOAL or EXPERIENCER. Since
the prepqsition merely functions as a case-marker, the argument of the verb
that takes an OBLe OBJ is the OBJ, the function associated with the NP in
the PP.
Verbs that subcategorize for an OBLe OBJ argument differ as to
whether that argument is obligatory or optional. Verbs in Moroccan that
take an obligatory OBLe OBJ include €~a 1- 'give to,' Eqel ela 'remember.'
!a mea 'be suitable, go with,' ~a 1- 'strike as,' ttsbab 1- 'seem to,
9 See Chapter IV for evidence that a PP is not an XCOMP in Moroccan.
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think (contrary to facq,' and m~a 1- 'lose.' Without the preposition,
four of these verbs have a completely different meaning: Eqel 'recognize'
(va. Egal €la 'rem~nber'), !a 'come' (va. ~a mEa 'be suitable,' and ~a 1-
'strike as'), and mAa 'go' (va. m~a 1- 'lose'). Thus, with the meanings
given above, the prepositions are obligatory, The other two verbs E~a 1-
'give' and ttsbab 1- 'seem to' never occur without the preposition (except
with the "Dative"; see belo~).10
Example sentences for each verb are given in (35) through (40) below.
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
€taw leflus lmuhend.
g~ve-3pl the-money to-Mohand
'They gave the money to Mohand.'
Eqelt Ela dik ~~riq.
remembered-lsg on- that the-road
'I remember that road.~
!at had lkeswa mEa na!at.
came-3egf this the-dress with Najat
'This dress goes with (suits) Najat.'
!at lmuhend zwina.
came-3sgf to-Mohand beautiful-f
'She struck Mohand aa beautiful.'
(va. €qelt dik ttr19~
'I recognize that road.')
(va. zat had lkeswa.
'This dress came.')
(39)
(40)
10
ttsQ8b!1 xer!u.
seemed(3sgm)-to-lsg went out-3pl
'I thought (contrary to fact) they went out.'
mlaw leflus lmuQend.
went-3pl the-money to-Mohand
'Mohand lost the money.'
The subject of the verb ttshab 1- is iavariably an abstract third per-
son singular masculine in the perfect, rather like the "dummy" subject
it in English.
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Representative examples of the class of optional OBLe OBJ verbs
include xaf 'be afraid,' gal (1-) 'say (to),' and Eya (men) 'be tired of,
from.' xaf may occur with one of two prepositions, while the other two
verbs each select only one particular case-marker. Examples of the use of
these verbs are given in (41) through (43) below.
(41) a. xeft men ssbeE.
feared-lag frOm the-lion
'I was afraid of the l10n.'
b. xeft €la fa~i n~iQ.
feared-lag on myself lag-fall
'I was afraid for myself that I'd fall.'
(42) galt lmuQend ym~i ll~anut.
sa1d-3sgf to-Mohand 38gm-go to-the-store
'She to;l Mohand to go to the store.'
(43) €yit ~ dak ~~da€.
tired-lag from that the-noise
'I got tired from that noise.'
Sample lexical entries for representatives of the class of OBLe OBJ
verbs are given in (44) and (45) below.
(44) eta: V, tPREDa'£!A«SUBJ) (OBJ) (OBLoo OBJ»'
(45) mAa 1-: V) tPRED·'M~A L-«SUBJ) (OBLEXP OBJ»' (~'lose')
These lexical entries, together with that of the preposition 1- given in
(34) above, are used to construct the f-structuree given below for sentences
(35) and (40), which are repeated here for convenience.
(35) e~aw leflus lmubend. 'They gave Mohand the money.'
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(46) SUBJ [PRED 'PRO']
NUM PL
PERS 3
PRED 'ETA«SUBJ) (OBJ) (OBLGO OBJ»'
OBJ [PRED 'LEFLUS' ]
NUM PL
PERS 3
OBLGO peASE OBLGO
OBJ PRED 'MOHAND
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
(40) m~aw leflus lmuhend.
•
'Mohand lost the money.'
(47) SUBJ [FRED ' PRO t ]
NUM PL
PERS 3
PRED 'M~A L-«SUBJ) (OBLEXP OBJ»'
OBLFAP peASE OBLEXP
oaJ FRED, 'MOHAND'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
The peASE e value in the OBLe f-structure must match the e value given
10 the subcategorization requirement of the verb; if the two values do not
match, the f~structure will be ill-formed. Thus, a sentence such as
*mlaw leflus men muhend is ill-formed, as the preposition~ has the peASE
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value OBLSO ) and the verb m~a (with the meaning 'lose') requires an OBLEXP
peASE value.
As mentioned above, an oblique argument may be assigned the OBLe OBJ
function, or the OBLe function. The sentences in (35) through (40) provid~
examples of verbs that subcategorize for an OBLe DBJ. III this type of
oblique argument, the preposition is a case-marker and has no PRED value.
With OBLe arguments, on the other hand, the entire PP is the argument of
the verb, and the preposition is a meaningful element. It thus has a PRED
value, and itself subcategorizes for an object, as illustrated in the
lexical entry below.
(48) 1- P, tPRED='L-«OBJ»'
The lexical entry in (48) indicates that 1- is a preposition (not a
case-marker in this instance), and that it takes an object argument.
OBLe arguments are usually locatives or directionals, and verbs that
subcategorize for an OBLe generally take a range of locative or directional
prepositions. Verbs 1n this class in Moroccan include waf~ 'send,' ~ 'go,'
w~e1 'arrive,' and dxel 'enter.' Example sentences with these verba are
given in (49) through (52) below.
(49) a. ~if~~ leb;a lmuQend.
sent-lag the-letter to-Mohand
'I sent the letter to Mohand.'
b.
c.
9if~~ lxwebz mea mmu.8ent~lsg the-bread with ~~ther-3sgm
'I sent the bread with his mother.'
!if~~u ~ kaza lief;u.
sent-lag-3sgm from Casa to-Sefrou
'I sent it from Casa(blanca) to Sefrou.'
(50)
d. ~if~~ muoend ~hum.
sent-lag Mohand behind-3pl
'T sent Mohand after them.'
a. mAat llwad ba~ tsebben.
went-3sgf to-the-r1ver to 3~gf-wash
'She \'lent to the river (in order) to wash (clothes),,'
b. m~it mEahum Qetta llwad.
went-lag with-3pl until to-the-river
'I went with them until the river.'
c. m~it men kaza lsefru.
-' .
went-lag from Casa to-Sefrou
'I went from Caaa to Sefrou.'
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(51) a. wselna leddar bekri.
. - .. .
arrived-lpl to-the-house early
'We arrived at the house early.'
b. wselna hdahum.
arrived-lpl ~t to-3pl
'We arrived next to them.'
c. w~elna ie~~u~ubil.
arrived-lpl in-the-car
'We arrived in the car.'
(52) a. dxelna le448ft
entered-lpl to-the-house
'We entered the house.'
b.
c.
dxelt mea mmi.
-- ..
entered-lsg with mother-lag
'I went 1n with my mother.'
dexlu men ~Ier~em.
entered-3pl from the-window
'They came in through the window,'
A representative lexical entry for the verbs in the OBLa class is
given in (53) below, for the verb saf t 'send.'
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(53) flaft
The above lexical entry and the lexical entry for.!.:. 1n (48) tog~thex:
are used to construct the f-structure given below for sentence (49a).
(49a) §ifkt lebfa Imubend. 'I sent the letter to Mohand.'
(54) SUBJ [PRED 'PROJ
NUM SG
PERS 1
PRED '~AFT«SUBJ)(OBJ)(OBLGO»'
OBJ PRED 'LEBRA'
•NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
OBLGO PRED 'L-«OBJ»'
OBJ PRED 'MOHAND'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
Verbs that subcategorize for an OBLe often allow more than one such
argument, though if more than one does occur, each must have a different
e value. The sentence below illustrates a case of a verb with several
OBLe arguments.
(55) ~affat lebfa mea ~u men kaza l~efru.
sent-3sgf the-letter with mother-3sgm from Casa to-Sefrou
'She sent the letter with his mother from Casa to Sefrou.'
In sentence (55) the verb flafl; occurs with three OBLe arguments. Thus,
another possible lexical entry for saf~ is that given in (56) below.
(56) ~
The sentence P-S rule must now be expanded to include the prepositional
arguments. The revised rule is given in (57) below.
(57) S -... V
1=+
(NP)
tSUBJ=+
(NP)
tOBJ;;:;+
pp*
{
tOBLe=+ }
tOBLe OBJ=+
tfhe * notation on the PP indicates that any number of oblique arguments,
including none, may appear in a sentence. The number, of course, ia
restricted to the number of oblique arguments subcategorized for by a given
verb. The number of OBLe OBJ arguments that a verb can take is restricted
to one, but, as seen above, verbs that subcategorize for an OBLe may take
several such arguments.
When a prepositional phrase (with both OBLe and OBLe OBJ functions) is
pronominal, it consists of a suffix (one of the set of the object suffixes
. 11given in Table III) attached to the preposition. The resulting PP is
usually a clitic appearing in the position ~ediately following the verb,
to the left of the subject. When the preposition involved is 1- 'to,' ~
'in,' or b- 'with,' the cliticization is obligatory; with the other prepo-
sitions the cliticized position is preferred. The follow1n~ sentene~s
11 The f'irst person singular suffix is =.! when attached to a preposition,
rather than the verbal suffix -n1.
illustrate the behavior of the pronominal c11tic PPs.
(58) a. €~a mUQend lektab ledderri.
gave(3sgm) Mohand th~-book ~-the-boy
'Mohand gave the book to the boy.'
b. eta11h muhend lektab •
.- .,gave(3sgm)-to-3agm Mohand the-book
'Mohand gave to him the book.'
c. *€~a mUQend lektab lil&.
gave(3sgm) Mohand the-Look to-38gm
'Mohand gave the book to him.'
d. *e~a mUQend !!h lektab.
gave(3sgm) Mohand to-388m the-book
'Mohand gave to him the book.'
(59) a. ,af~ mUgend lebf8 !f! ~u.
sent(3sgm)Mohand the-letter with mother-38gm
'Mohand sent the letter with his mother.'
b. 9af~ m£aha mUgend 1ebra.
sent(3s~)with-3s8fMohand tho-letter
'Mohand sent with her the letter.;
c. ,~f~ muhend lebfa mEaha.
sent(3sgm) Mohand the-letter with;3sgf
'Mohand sent the letter with her.'
d. ~af~ mu~end meaha lebfa.
sent(3sgm) Mohand with-3egf the-letter
'Mohand sent with her the letter.'
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(60) a. galt na~at lmuhend ymli ll~anut.
- .
said-3sgf Najat to-Mohand 3sgm-8~ to-the-store
'Najat told Mohand to go to the store.'
b. galtlih na!at yml1 llhanut.
sa1d~3sgf-to-3sgmNajat 3sgm-go to:the-store
'Najat said to him to go to the store.'
(61)
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c. *galt na~at lih ymAi IllJanut.
said-3sgf Najat to-38gm 38gm-go to-the-atore
'Najat said to him to go to the store.'
a. m~aw leflus lmuhend.
- .
went-3pl the-money to-Mohand
'Mohand lost the money.'
b. m_awlih leflus.
went-3pl-to-3sgm the-money
'He lost the money.'
c. *mJaw leflus lih.
went-3pl the-money to-3sgm
'He los l tile money. '
In (58), (60), and (61), the preposition 1- with an attaclled 6uffix
may not appear in the position in which its non-pronominal counterpart
occurs; instead, the pronominal PP with 1- must appear 1n the position
~ed1ately following the verb. In (60), the clitic1zation of the pro-
nominal PP is optional, though preferred, as the preposition involved is
not an obligatory c11t1cizer,
Example (62) below illustrates schematically the lexlcal formation of
prepositional c11tics, while (63) 1s the revised P-S rule that will generate
the prepositional c11t1cs in their proper position.
(62)
c-structure:
lexicon:
{
i-peASE.OBLe}
tPRED-'.'
pp
F2
tOBJ PRED-'PRO'
tOBJ NUM-x
tOBJ PERS.y
tOBJ GEND-z
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Note: In the above schema, x, y, and z are variables ranging over
the values of NUM, PERS, and GEND, and 'a' is a variable
ranging over the possible PRED values of the prepositions.
(6~,) S + V (pP) (NP) (NP) pp*
+=+ {tOBLeRt } tSUBJQ~ tOBJ~+ {tOBLe-t }
tOBLS OBJ;:a+ tOBLe OBJ;;.lI+
+PRED;;; pron
c
The n. " in the equation +PRED- pron indicates that that equation is
c c
a constraint equation. A constraint equation does not aid in the construc-
tion of an f-structure, but rather it specifies a particular value that must
appear for a certain feature 1f the f-structure in question is to be well-
to~ed. The tepm 'pron' is a grammatical feature indicating that the item
in question 1s a syntactic pronoun; it does not specify a particular value
for PRED.
The c-structure PP 1n (62) above includes all the information from
both the preposition and the affix. I have labeled the object affixes AF2 )
and shall refer to the subject affixes as AF1 , for reference purposes only.
The rule in (63) generates the prepositional clitia in the position
~ed1ately following the verb in c-structure; a PP is a cl1tic only when
its OBJ 1s pronominal.
In analyzing oblique arguments in this section, I have assumed the
compound function analysis for the capes in which the preposition functions
as a case-marker. That is, I have called such an argument an OBLe OBJ,
rather than an OBLe, Such a compound (or "layered") function analysis
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was proposed in Bresnan (1982b), in which certain PPs were assIgned, for
example, the function "TO-OBJ" or "BY-OBJ." The use of the compound
function for obliques was subsequently rejected in Bresnan (1982a), as its
language-specific properties created problems for the fun~t1onal locality
principle in the sentential analysis of languages other than English (see
Bresnan (1982a:303) for details).
An analysis of obliques in which the compound function OBLa OBJ is
used, however, is not at all ruled out on theoretical grounds, and 1s, in
fact, preferable in the case of Moroccan obliques, as I will demonstrate
below. First, however, I must note that the adoption of the compound
function analysis entails a revision of the coherence condition; as stated
above, coherence requires that all sub~ategorizable functions appearing in
an f-structure must be subcategorized by a PRED in the same f-structure.
The OBJ in the compound function OBLe OBJ, however, does not occur in the
same f-structure as its subcategorizing PRED; rather, it occurs in the
f-structure of the aBLe' one f-structure level down from the PRED that
subcategorizes for it. Thus, the f-structure that contains that OBJ is
incoherent. Bresnan (1982a:388 FNS) notes that coherence haa another
possible interpretation, which makes use of the functional locality
principle: "an f-structure is locally coherent if and only 1f the values of
all the subcategorizable functions that it contains are subcategorized by
a PRED," in which "local" 1s taken to mean "in the f-structure that
~ediately contains or is contained in this f-structure." Thus, since
the PRhD that subcategorizes the OBJ that appears in the OBLe f-structure
is in the f~structure that ~ed1ately contains the OBLe f-structure,
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coherence is satisfied. Functional locality ensures that at most two
levels of f-structure may be involved (see Bresnan (1982a) for a discussion
of the issues mentioned here).12
As I noted above, the compound function analysis for obliques in Moroc-
can is preferable to the possible alternatives. Using the function OBLe OBJ
rather than OBLe allows a unified treatment of the object affixes in Moroc-
can; if the function OBLe were used, then the object affixes would require
one set of features for their occurrence as verbal affixes, and another set
when attached to prepositions, as I will demonstrate below.
When a preposition is a case-marker, it has no PRED value; if this
type of PP has the OBLe function, then the NP bears the PRED value and is
the head of the construction (cf. Bresnan (1982a:303) for justification of
this claim). If the NP bears the PRED value, then naturally when it is a
pronominal affix it must also bear the PRED value. The lexical entry for
a representative pronominal affix attached to a preposition would thus be
as 1n (64) below.
(64) ....u
-
AF, tPRED-' PRO'
tNUM-SG
tPERS-3
tGEND-MASC
Since the affix ts the PRED of the oblique argument under this analysis,
rather than its object, it must not specify the features of the object of
the construction, as do the verbal object affixes AF2 1n (31) above. (310)
12 Levin (1983) adopts the compound function analysis of obliques, and
proposes a revision of the coherence condition that makes reference
to the "clause nucleus"'Jf an f-structure; see the cited work for
details. A definition of "clause nucleus" is given in Chapter II of
this dissertation.
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is repeated below for convenience.
(31c) -u AF, tOBJ PRED-'PRO'
tOBJ NUM~SG
tOBJ PERS~3
tOBJ GEND=MASC
Since the verbal object suffix is not the head of the verb of which it forms
a part, it must merely specify the feature values of the verb's object, not
the verb's PRED value. If the features in (31c) are used, however, with
the affix -u attached to a preposition in an OBLe argument, an ill-formed
f-structure would result; the affix in that case would be the PRED of the
argument, not its object.
Thus, assuming that PPs have the function OBLe requires the postulation
of two sets of features for the object affixes, those in (31) for the
verbal affixation, and those represented by (64) 'for prepositional affixa-
tion.
The f-structures below for sentdnce (61b), repeated here, show that
if the PP has the function OBLe, where the P is merely a case-marker, as in
(34), then the object affix must not have the features in (31), but rather
those of (64).
(61b) m'awlih leflus. 'He lost the money.'
(65) a,
b.
SUBJ [PRED 'LEFLUS' ]
NUM PL
PERS 3
PRED 'M~A L-«SUBJ) (OBLEXP»'
OBLEXP PCASE OBLEXP
OBJ PRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
SUBJ [PRED 'LEFLUS' ]
NUM PL
PERS 3
PRED 'M~A L-«SUBJ) (OBLEXP»'
OBLEXP PCASE OBLEXP
PRED 'PRO'
NUM SO
PERS 3
GEND MA3C
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The f~structure in (65a) is incoherent, as the function OBJ doea not
occur in the argument list of the PRED 'M~A L~.' The OBJ features appear
in this f-structure from the feature specifications of the affix ~ in (31).
If the object affix features from (64) are used, on the other hand, then
the well-formed f-structure (65b) results.
(65a) would be well~fo~ed if the oblique argument of the PRED 'M~A L-'
were assigned the function OBLe OBJ, rather than OBLe' (65b) is the correct
f-structure if the function OBLe is adopted, but this analysis ~equires
that the affi~es AF2 have two different sets of features, one used when they
are attached to verbs (specifying the OBJ features), and another for when
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they are attached to prepositions, as in (64). Since the compound function
OBLe OBJ analysis provides a unified treatment of the affixes AF2 in
Moroccan, I have adopted that analysis in this study. As shown above,
the OBLe OBJ function is assigned to PPs whose preposition is a case-marker;
when the preposition is meaningful, however, the oblique argument has the
function OBLe.
One prepositional clitic in Moroccan actually seems to attach directly
to the verb as a suffix. This case inv~lves the preposition 1- 'to.' The
other prepositions are not clearly suffixed to the verb when pronominal,
as is 1-. There is, for instance, a difference in acceptability between
the sentence in (66) below and those in (67), where material intervenes
between the verb and the prepositional clitic.
(66) m~at beEda meah lbarQ.
went-3sgf by the way with-3sgm yesterday
'She went, by the way, with him yesterday,'
(67) a. *m~aw beEda lih leflus.
went-3pl by the way to-38gm the-money
va. mlawl1h beeda leflus.
went-3pl-to-3sgm by the way the-money
'He lost, by 'the w~y, the money.'
b. *galt beeda lih ym~i llQanut.
said-3egf by the way to-388m 38gm-go to-the-store
ve. galtlih beeds ym~i llQanut.
said-3sgf-to-3sgm by the way 3sgm-go to-the-store
'She told him, by the way, to go to the store.'
(66) above, where material intervenes between a verb and a prepositional
clitic with!!!, is grammatical, while similar e~amples in (67), with the
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preposition 1-, are ungrammatical. The only material that may intervene
between a verb and a PP clitic with 1- is the negative marker -!1, as shown
below.
Facts of negation provide further evidence that 1- is more closely
bound to the verb when pronominal than are the other prepositions, including
i: and k:, which obligatorily cliticize (see above), The discontinuous
negative marker ma ••• ~ is usually placed around a verb and prepositional
clitic containing 1- for normal negation. If the -~ is attached to the
right of any other PP clitic, however, the meaning is not mere negation,
but an emphatic negation of the whole sentence, with special intonation
required. The examples below illustrate this difference,
(68) a. ma safthalih~.
. . --NEG sent(3sgm)-3sgf-to-3sgm-NEG
'He didn't send it to him.'
(69)
b. ma ~af~ha~lih.
NEG sent(3sgm)-3sgf-NEG-to-3sgm
'He didn't send it to him.'
a. ma €titulihs.
. -NEG gave-lsg-3sgm-t~-3sgm-NEG
'I didn't give it td him.'
b. ma £titus11h.
NEG gave-lsg-3sgm-NEG-to-3sgm
'I didn't give it to him.'
(70) a. ma dxelt mennu~.
NEG entered-lag from-38gm-NEG
'I did~ go in through itl'
b. ma dxelt~ mennu.
NEG entered-lsg-NEG from-3sgm
'I didn't go in through it.'
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(71) a. ma Eqelt Elih~.
NEG rf.'JUember-lsg oIl-38gm-NEG
'1 do not remember him!'
--
b. rna Eqelts Elih.
NEG remember-lag-NEG on-3sgm
'I don't remember him.'
For (68) and (69), the (b) sentences exhibit the marked form of negation,
while the (a) sentences involve normal negation. In (70) and (71), on the
contrary, the (~) sentences exhibit the normal form of negation, and the
(a) sentences are only acceptable with a special emphatic meaning, a nega-
tion of the entire sentence, rather than the normal negative meaning. In
other words, though all the sentences above in (68) through (71) are
acceptable, (70b) and (7lb) have the equivalent negative meaning to (68a)
and (69a). (70a) and (71a) have an emphatic negation reading, and are less
commonly used.
The sentences in (68) and (69) show that when an object suffix appears
on a verb, a co-occurring prepositional suffix follows the object suffix.
The ungrammaticality of the (b) sentences in (72) and (73) below show that
this order is the only possible order of these suffixes when they both
appear together.
(72) a.
€titu11h •
.. --gave-lsg-3sgm-to-3sgm
'I gave it to him.'
b. *€~itlihu.
gave-lsg-to-3sgm-3sgm
'I
I gave to him it.
(73) a. ~ .1f~halih.
sent (3SgUl) -3sgf-to-3sgm
'He sent it to him.'
b. *~aft:lihha.
sent (3sgm)-to-3sgm-3sgf
He sent to him it.
(74) a. ma €titu11h~.
.
NEG gave-lsg-3sgm-to-3sgm-NEG
'I didn't give it to him.'
b. ma e:tituAl1h.
. --NEG gave-lsg-3sgm-NEG-to-3sgm
'I lli .!!E!. give it to him.'
c. *ma €~itlih~~.
NEG gave-lsg-to-3sgm-NEG-3sgm
d. *ma €~itlihu~.
NEG gave-lsg-to-3sgm-3sgm-NEG
e. *ma E~it!1u11h.
NEG gave-lsg~NEG-3sgm-to-3sgm
saftha mEah.
~eu~(3sgm)-3sgf with-3sgm
'He sent it with him~'
*saft mEahha.
sent(3sgm) ~3sgm-38gf
He sent with him it.
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The sentences in example (74) show that when the negative marker is
present, the order of the suffixes must again be object suffix-prepositional
suffix, as shown in (74a-d). Example (74) also shows that the negative
marker -I may only occur either following the object suffix or following
the prepositional suffix, but it may not intervene between the verb and
the object suffix, This behavior is to be expected if the verb and its
object, joined together in the lexicon, form a single unit, a V.
Since the prepositional clitia with l: is not normally separable from
the verb, I assume that it 1s an affix (AF3), and that it is attached to
the verb in the lexicon in the position following the object suffix AF2•
A sentence such as (74b), however, indicates that this affixation is not
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obligatory, though it is preferable.
The preposition 1- is distinguished from the other prepositions in
yet another way: certain verbs permit the omission of this preposition
when it occurs as a prepositional suffix) rathe~ like the Dative alternation
in English. In Moroccan a PP suffix with the preposition 1- is usually
realized with certain verbs as what appears to be an object suffix AF 2 ,
rather than the prepositional suffix Aj'3. Not all verbs that take the pre-
position 1- allow it to be deleted (e.g. gal 1- 'say to,' ~aft 1- 'send to'),
but those verbs that do permit the suppression of the preposition 1-
include Eta 1- 'give to,' werra 1- 'show to,' ta 1- 'come to, strike as,'
amd ttsbab 1- 'think (seem to).' I shall call this class of verbs "dative"
verbs for convenience, though their behavior is not exactly like that of the
dative verbs in English. The following examples illustrate the alternation
that occurs in Moroccan between sentences in which the preposition 1- occurs,
and those in which it is absent.
(75) a. etitlih lektab •
. --gave-lsg-to-3sgm the-book
'I gave (to) him the book.'
b. etitu lektab •
. -gave-lag-3sgm the-book
'I gave him the book.'
c. €~it lektab Imu~end.
gave-lag the-book to-Mohand
'1 gave the book to Mohand.'
d. *€f1t mUQend lekt&b.
gave-lag Mohand the-book
'I gave Mohand the book.'
*Efit 1ektab mu~end.
gave-lsg the-book Mohand
*1 gave the book Mohand.
(76) a. werraliha lektab.
showed(3sgm)-to-3sgf the-book
'He showed (to) her the book.'
b. werraha lektab.
showed(3sgm)-3sgf the-book
'He showed her the book.'
c. werra lek~ab lna~at.
showed(3sgm) the-book to-Najat
'He showed the book to Najat.'
d. *werra na~at lektab.
showed(3sgm) Najat the-book
'He showed Najat the book.'
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*werra lektab nafat.
showed(3sgm) the-book Najat
*He showed the book Najat.
(77) a. !atlih zwina.
came-3sgf-to-3sgm beautiful
'She struck tlim as beautiful.'
b. !atu zwina.
c~e-3sgf-3sgm beautiful
'She struck him as beautiful.'
c. ~at Imuhend zw:f.na.
came-3sgf to-MQhand beautiful
'She struck Mohand as beautiful.'
d. ~lat muhend zwina •
•
came-3sgf Mohand beautiful
(78) a, !alih nnmel.
came(3sgm\-to-3sgm the-ants
'The ants came to him.'
b • !atl nnmel.
cWMe(3sgm)-3sgm the-ants
*Tl1e ants came him.
c. ~a nnmel lmuQend.
came(3sgm)the-ants to-Mohand
'The ants came to Mohand.'
d. *~a mubend nnmel.
came(3sgm) Mohand the-ants
*The ~nts came Mohand.
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*!a nnmel mu~end.
came(3sgm) the-ants Mohand
*The ants came Mohand.
(79) a. ttshabl! m~a.
se~ed(3sgm)-to-lsgwent(3sgm)
'It seemed to me he left.'
b. ttsQabni m~a.
seemed(3sgm)-lsg went(3sgm)
*It seemed me he left.
c. ttshab lna!at m~a .
.
seemed(3sgm) to-Najat left(3sgm)
'It seemed to Najat he left.'
d. *ttshab na!at m~a~
se~ed(3sgm) Najat left(3sgm)
*It seemed Najat he left.
In the (a) sentences in (75) through (79) above, the PP suffix with
the preposition 1- appears, and in the (b) se .• tences the 1- has disappeared,
and its object appears to be the verb's object. If the verb was already
transitive, as in (75) and (76), the verb's original object appears to be
a second object. The (c) and (d) sentences above show that when the prepo-
s1t1onal object is a lexical NP, the preposition is obligatory_ On the
contrary, when the PP is pronominal (AF3), the (b) sentences, where the
preposition does not appear, are the normal unmarked form, and are preferable
to the (a) sentences, which are rarely used.
It might appear that some sort of dative rule is involved in the
alternations above. A dative rule could be formulated as follows:
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(80) Dative lexical rule
(OBL GO )
IEX~
...... (OBJ)
(OBL GO OBJ)
{EXP}
(OBJ) ~~ (OBJ2)
Condition: The oblique argument is the affix AF 3 -
Rule (80) is an operation on lexical forms that states that a prollom-
inal oblique affix alternates with an OBJ argument, while an OBJ is to be
associated with an OBJ2. This rule relates the second lexical form for the
verb Eta 'give' to the f1rst~ in the example below_
(81) Eta
-----
v, +PRED-'ETA«SUBJ) (OBJ) (OBLGO OBJ»'
+PRED-' EfA«SUBJ) (OBJ2) (OBJ»'
The two lexical forms given in (81) wouli then be used to deriv~ sentences
(75a) and (75b).
A dative rule 1s not, ho"ever, motivated as an eXf.'lanation of the
object suffix-prepositional suffix alternation in Moroccan. Such a ruJ.e,
as stated above, would mean that when 8 preposition appears, the verb ha~
an oblique object, and when the preposition does not appear, the verb has
a direct object. The fact is, however, that in Moroccan the ~rammatical
relations remain the same whether or not the preposition 1- occurs; in both
cases the suffix represents a~ oblique object, ~ a direct object.
In English the Dative rule does aftect grammatical relations. The
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NP Diane 1n the following (8) sentenc~ functions as an object with respect
to rules such as Passive «82b», which makes an object a subject.
(82) a. Bob gave Diane the book.
b. Diane was given the book by Bob.
In Moroccan, however, rules that affect objects do not affect certain
object suffixes, those (among others; see Chapter III) which are not in fact
objects, but oblique objects. Such rules include question formation, rela-
t1v1zation, and clefting.
Question formation, relativization, and clefting of an object that 1s
subjacent to the head leaves a gap in Moroccan, as shown in (83) below. 13
(Since the facts are the same for all three constructions mentioned here,
as the same operation is involved in the interpretation of all three, I will
illustrate example~ using only question formation as a representative of this
class of constructions.) If an object 1s more deeply embedded, even one
clause down, a pronominal suffix appears in place of the questioned J.tem
«84».
(83) a. Aeftu ftalter~a.
saw~lsg-3sgm 1n-Talterga
'I saw him in Talterg8. '
13 Har~ell (1962:164) states that in certain constructions a suffix rather
than a gap is possible, but less common. He cites the following example:
Ibe,t lmagana el11 nsitiha fe~~af'
found-lsg the-watch that forgot-2sg-3sgf tn-the-house
'I found the watch that you forgot (it) in the house.'
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b. ~kun elli ~efti ftalter~a?
who that saw-2ag in-Talterga
'Who did you see in Talterga?'
c. *akun elli ~eftlh ftalter!a?
who that saw-2ag-38gm in-Talterga
*Who did you aee him in Talterga?
(84) a. galt belli ~aftu f~ef~u.
said-3sgf that saw-3sgf-3sgm 1n-Sefrou
'She said that she saw him in Sefrou.'
b. *~kun e11i galt belli Aaft fsefru?
• •
who that said-3sgf that saw-3sgf in-Sefrou
'Who did she say that she saw in Sefrou?'
c. skun elli galt belli laf~ fsefru?
. ..
who that said-3sgf that saw-3sgf-3sgm in-Sefrou
*Who did she say that she saw him 1n Sefrou?
In (83b) a ga~ occurs in place of the questioned item, and the sentence
is grammatical. When a suffix appears in place of the questioned object,
8S in (83c), the sentence is ill-formed. On the other hand, when an
object occurs in an embedded clause, an object suffix must appear in its
place when it is questioned, 8S shown by sentences (84b) and (84c).
A suffix 1s obligatory in two othe~ quest1o~ed environments: when the
questioned NP is the object of a preposition, or when it is a possessor.
These facts are illustrated in (85) and (86) below.
(85) a. eqelt ela dak effa~el.
remembered~ls8 that the-man
'I remember t;hat man.'
b. *~kun e111 €qelt1 eta?
who that remembered-2sg
'Who do you remember?'
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c. ~kun el11 €qelti Elih?
who that remembered-2ag-38gm
*Who do you remember him?
d. Elamen Eqelti?
on-who remembered-2ag
'Who do you remember?'
(86) a. ~eft ~ mUQend f~eftu.
saw-lag mother Mohand in-Sefrou
'I saw Mohand's mother in Sefrou.'
b. *~kun elli ~eft1" fsefru?
who that saw-2sg mother i~-S~frou
*Who did you see mother in Sefrou?
c. Akun el11 ~efti ~~ f~eftu?
who that saw-2ag mother-3sgm in-Sefrou
'Whose mother did you see in Sefrou?'
d. ~ men ell1 Mefti f~effu?
mother whose that saw-2sg in-Sefrou
'Whose mother did you see in Sefrou?'
When a prepositional object is questioned, as in (85), a suffix must
appear with the preposition, just as a questioned possessor must also leave
a pronominal suffix in its place, as shown in (86). The (d) sentences above
represent an alternative (and more usual) form of questioning prepositional
objects and possessors.
If PP and NP are considered bounding nodes 1n Moroccan, then the
generalization involved with question formation, relativ1zation, and clefting
1s that a gap only occurs when it is subjacent to the fronted position, and
COMP~to~COMP movement is not pussible in these cases.
If the object suffixes 1n the (b) sentences of (75) through (79) do
indeed function as objects, then they would be expected to leave a gap when
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questioned, af? dj.d the object in (83b). The fact is, however, that these
object suffixes do not question with a gap as normal objects do, but rather
a suffix must appear in their place when they are questioned (or relativized
or clefted). These facts are illustrated in (87) through (89) below.
(87) a. €~it~ lektab.
gave~lsg-3sgm the-book
'I gave him the book.'
b. *skun elli €titi lektab?
who that gave-2sg the-book
*Who did you give the book?
c. Akun el11 €t1tih lektab?
. -
who that gave-2ag-38gm the-book
'Who did you give (htm) the book?'
(88) a. werrit~ lektab.
showed-lsg-3sgm the-book
'I showed him the book.'
b. *Akun ell1 werriti lektab~
who that showed~2s8 the-book
*Who did you show the book?
c. Ikun el11 werrit1h lektab?
who that showed-2sg-3sgm the-book
'Who did you show (him) the book?'
(89) a. ~ah nnmel.
cWie(3sgm)-3sgm the-ants
'The ants came over to htm.'
b. *~kun e1l1 ia nnmel?
who that came(3sgm) the-ants
'Who did the ants come over to?'
c. Akun ell! lah nnmel?
who that came(3sgm)-'3sgm the-ants
*Who did the ants come over to htm?
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In each case of (87) through (89) above, the questioned object leaV~B
an obligatory pronominal suffix in its place. Normal objects, as in (83),
do not leave a pronominal suffix, but rather an obligatory gap occurs in
their within-clause position.
The "objects" in (87) through (89), then, do not function as objects
with respect to question formation. The reason for this apparently anoma-
lous behavior is that, though they have the shape of direct object suffixes)
the "dative" objects are not, in fact, objects, but are functionally oblique
objects. Oblique objects do not question with a gap, but with a pronominal
suffix, just as do the "objects" in (~7) through (89). These "objects" are,
then, functional oblique objects in which the preposition is not phonologi-
cally realized, and the omission of the preposition does not affect the
grammatical relations involved.
I assume that the "dative" alternation is simply the result of a
morphological rule that (optionally) deletes the preposition 1- prior to
lexical insertion. This deletion is only possible when 1- occurs in an AF)
which directly follows a V (and not an AF2), Only morphological, not
functional, material is deleted by this rule, and thus the f-structure of
-lih 'to him,' for example, will be identical to that of -u/-h '(to) him,'
after deletion of the preposition 1-.
At this point I have not, unfortunately, determined a satisfactory way
of marking the dative verbs in the lexicon to specify that they allow the
morphological rule of 1-. deletion.
The lexical formation of a Mqroccan verb with its affixes can thus be
represented by the schema in (90) below.
(90)
c-structure:
tSUBJ PRED~'PRO'
tSUBJ NUM==a
tSUBJ FERS:=;b
tSUBJ GEND:=;c
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v
JtOBLGO OBJ""t}
(AF
2
) ltOBLGO... t
tOBJ PREDQ'PRO' (AF 3 )
tOBJ NUM~d ~
tOBJ PERS""e ( p) A1"2
tOBJ GEND=f { } tOBJ PRED=' PRO'
tPCASE""OBLGO tOBJ NUM=g
tPRED='L-' tOBJ PERS=h
tOBJ GEND=1
Note: a through i are variables ranging over the vQlues of NUM, PERS,
and GEND, and X 1s a variable ranging over the possible PREDs
for a V.
Though the verbal affixes AF 2 and AF 3 and the preposition 1- are all
optional, certain combinations of the affixes do not occur in Moroccan, as
the following examples indicate.
(91) a. etitu leb~awat.
. -gave-lsg-3sgm the-letters
'I gave him the letters.'
b. *€~it~hum.
gave-lsg-3sgm-3pl
't 68ve him them.'
c. *€~it~.
gave-lsg-3pl-3sgm
*1 gave them him.
d. etith,unlih.
•gave-lsg-3pl~to-3sgm
'I gave them to him.'
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(91) demonstrates that an AF 2 and a prepositionless AF) may not occur
together in any order; (91b) 1s ungrammatical because, contrary to the
specifications of (90), the AF 3 precedes the AF 2 . (91c) is ill-formed
because the 1- deletion rule is only applicable when the AF 3 immediately
follows the V; in (91c) the AF 3 follows an AF2 , and so the deletion that
has taken place in this example is not allowed. Only (91d) is a wel1-
formed sentence, where an object affix AF2 occurs preceding a prepositional
affix AF3 , and the preposition in AF3 has not been deleted.
1.2.4 Equational (verbless) sentences
Simple transitive and intransitive sentences in Moroccan can be
produced using the lexical entries and phrase-structure rules provided in
this chapter, along with the principles of well-formed functional structures.
Sentences in which no overt subject NP appears are accounted for, as well
as those with no object NP; in those cases, pronominal affixes function as
the arguments of the verb. Thus, a sentence 1n Moroccan may consist of
just one verb with its affixes, the subject markers being obligatory on
every verb.
In addition to transitive and intransitive sentences, Moroccan also
allows sentences in which no verb at all is present in the constituent
structure. These sentences are present tense equational sentences, contain-
ing a subject and a complement; the present tense copula is never phono-
logically realized. Sentences such as (92) through (94) below illustrate
the type of equational sentence that occurs in Moroccan.
(92) a. lweld zwin.
the-boy beautiful(m)
'The boy is beautiful.'
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b. Ibent zwina.
the-girl beautiful-f
'The girl is beautiful.'
c. ddrari zwinin.
the-children beautiful-pl
'The children are beautiful.'
(93) a. xuya musewwir.
brother-lag ph~togr~pher(m)
'My brother is a photographer.'
b. xWti ter!mana •
•sister-lsg translator-f
'My sister is a translator.'
c. duk rr~al muQamyin.
those the-men lawyer-pl
'Those men are lawyers.'
(94) a. xuya fe998t.
brother-lag 1n-the-house
'My brother is in the house.'
b. xWti fbariz.
sister-lag in-~aris
'My sister is in Paris.'
c. lwalidin fet~ami€a.
the-parents in-the-university
'My parents are at the university.'
In (92) above, an adjectival complement is predicated of each subject
NP. In (93) the complement is an NP, while ill (94) the subject NPa are
modified by a PP,
There are at least two possible ways of analyzing the above sentences;
one possibility is to assume that present tenae equational sentences have
a functional verb that does not appear in c-structure, and the other is to
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assume that they are verbless in f-structure as well as c-structure.
I will first examine the latter alternative. If these sentences
are verbless in both c-structure and f-structure, then the (unannotated)
p-s rule would be (95):
(95) S + NP XF
XP refers to a phrasal category in which X can be N, A, or P.
The assignment of functional annotations to the rule in (95) gives
rule (96) below.
(96) S + NP XP
tSUBJ~+ +-+
tTENSE~PRESENT
The rule in (96) states that the ~p is the subject of the sentence, and
that the XP is the predicate. This ~ule, plus lexical entries, would
produce the following f~structure for sentence (92a), repeated below for
convenience. The lexical entry for the adjective~ is given in (97b).
(92a) lweld zwin. 'The boy (is) beautiful.'
(97) a. SUBJ PRED 'LWELD'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
b. ~ A, tPRED~'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
PRED
TENSE
'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
PRESENT
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The lexical entry in (97b) states that the adjective zwin subcate-
gorizes for a SUBJ argument, and by rule (96) its SUBJ is the NP lweld.
(97a) is a well-formed f-structure; adopting this analysis of the
sentences in (92) through (94), however, would mean that their f-structures
and those of their corresponding past tense sentences would be very differ-
ent.
In Moroccan, as mentioned above, there is no present tense form of the
copula verb ~ 'be.' The past tense does, however) ux1st, in the perfect
form, used to indicate a state which existed in the past but no
longer exists in ~he present. Therefore, the past tense of the sentence
mubend twi1 'Mohand is tall,' for example, would only make sense if Mohand
were no longer tall (1.e., he became short). Since such a transformation
is unlikely, the past tense sentence kan mubend ~wil 'Mohand was tall'
would not normally be used,
The sentences in (92) through (94), however, do have past teqae forms
that make sense. These forms are given 1n (98) through (100) below.
(98) a. ~n lweld zwin.
was(3sgm) the-boy beautiful
'The boy was beautiful.'
b. kant Ibent ~1na.
was-3sgf the-girl beautiful-f
'The girl was beautiful.'
c. kanu ddrar1 zwinin.
was-3pl the-children beautiful
'The children were beautiful.'
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(99) a. kan xuya mu~ewwif.
was(3sgm) brother-lag photographer(m)
'My brother was a photographer.'
b lll wkant x t1 ter~mana.
was-3sgf sister-lag trinslator-f
'My sister was a translator.'
c • kanu duk rr!al mul}anly in.
was-3pl those the-men lawyer-pI
'Those men were lawyers.'
(100) a. kan xuya fe9Q8r.
was(3sgm) brother-lag in-the-house
'My brother was in the house.'
b. kant xWti fbariz.
was-3sgf sister-lag in-Paris
'My sister was in Paris.'
c. kanu lwalidin fe!!amiea.
was-3pl the-parents in-the-university
'My parents were in the university.'
The P-S rule for introducing the past tense sentences in (98) through
(100) above is given in (101) be1ow. 14
(101) s .... V
+-+
NP
tSUBJ=-+
XP
tXCOMPm+
The above rule, along with the lexical entries for the lexical items
in (98a) , will produce the following f-structure for that sentence. (1 use
the feature TENSE rather than ASPECT in these f-structures; ASPECT is not
involved in the interpretation of equational sentences, as kan does exist in
the ~perfect, but not in the presen~ tense.)
14 This rule will be modified in Chapter IV.
(98a) kan lweld zwin. 'The boy was beautiful.'
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(102) a. lexical entry for ka.!l:
kan ~ V, tPRED~'KAN«SUBJ)(XCOMP»'
tSUBJ= tXCO~1P SUBJ
b. SUBJ i PRED 'LWELD'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
PRED ' KAN «SUBJ) (XCOMP) >'
XCOMP [:~:~ ~~WIN«~UBJ»I ]
TENSE PAST
The lexical entry for kan 'be' 1n (102a) includes the equation
tSUBJ=tXCOMP SUBJ. This equation is a control equation. It is derived
from the Lexical Rule of Functional Cvntrol (Bresnan (1982a:322». This
rule, stated below, stipulates which element in a sentence may be the
controller of an XCOMP (an open function) which itself subcategorizes for
a SUBJ. 15
(103) Lexical Rule of Functional Control
Let L be a lexical form and FL its grammatical function assignment.
If XCOMP € FL, add to the lexical entry of L:
(+OBJ2) • (+XCOMP SUBJ) if OBJ2 e FL; otherwise:
(+OBJ). (+XCOMP SUBJ) if OBJ eFt; otherwise:
(tSUBJ) • (tXCOMP SUBJ).
15 XCOMPs are. referred to in GB as "small clauses"; see Chomsky (1981).
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In the functional struct::.re of (102b), the SUBJ of kan has been
coindexed with the SUBJ of ZWi~l; this mark~ng indicatos the effect of the
control equation, that the SUBJ of zwin, the XCOMP. is identified with the
SUBJ of the verb kane This identification mean& that the f-structures in
question are identical in all features, including functional markings_
Functional control involves identifying the non-overt (in c-structure)
subject of an XCOMP, which 1s an argument.: of a verb, with an item in the
sentence with which it has identity of all features. An XCOMP does not
have a structural subject, but it does have a functional subject, whose
cont~oller is determined by the lexical item which subcategorizes for the
XCOMP argument. The lexical rule of functional control is a redundancy rule
that adds a control equation to the lexical entriea of certalIl verbs, unless
they already have a control equation in their lexical entry. Thus, the verb
promise in EngliRh, as it is irregular with respect to control facts, is
marked in the lexicon with the equation tSUBJ~tXCOMP SUBJ, even though it
has an object. In the sentence "1 promised Mary to go," the object Mary
is not cont~olling the XCOMP SUBJ, contrary to the stipulation of the
Lexical Rule of Functional Control. It is the subject of th~ verb promi~e
that controlb its complement.
Returning to Moroccan, the two f-structures (97a) and (102b), present
and past tense equational sentences, appear t,· be completely d1fferenl:.
The two f-structures are repeated below for convenience as (104) and (105),
respectively.
(104) SUBJ PRED 'LWELn'
NUM sc
PERS 3
GEND MAse
PRED ':GWIN«SUBJ»'
TENSE PRESENT
lweld zw1nll
'The boy is beautiful.'
(105)
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SUBJ i PRED 'LWELD'
NUL~ sa
PERS 3
GEND MASC
PRED 'KAN«SUBJ) (XCOMP»'
XCOMP [SUB'] i [ ) ]
PRED' ZWIN< (SUBJ);> '.
TENSE PAST
kan lweld zwin,
'The boy was beautiful.'
In (104), the AP 1s the head of the S, providing the PRED, whereas in
(105), the past tense ~entence, the AP is an XCOMP, a complement to the
verbal predicate kant Since the difference in meaning between the preseat
tense sentences in (92) t~lrough (94) and their past tense counte~parts in
(98) through (100) 1s marfJly one of tens~, the two sets of sentences should
not have radically different f-structures. F-structure is the part of the
grammar in which grammatical relations are represented, and the relation
between boy and beautiful 1s basically the same in (92) as it is 1n (98).
Since, therefore, there need not be a one-to-one correspondence between
constituents in c-structure and functions in f-structure, tt would be
ent1r~ly possible for the f-structures of the sentences 1n (92) through
(94) to contain a verbal PRED, while their a-structures do not.
This possible asymmetry betwe~n f-structure and c-structure is the
basis of one analysis for the "verbless" sentences in (92) through (94).
The rule given in (106) below~ which includes o~ly a functional PRED, will
generate these sentences.
(106) S -+ NP
tSUBJ=-+
XP
tXCOMP-+
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tPRED-'KAN«SUBJ) (XCOMP»'
tTEl~SE-- PRESENT
c
Since the equation introducing the PRED value in the above rule 1s not
attached to a labeled node, it will not appear in c-structure, and the aen-
tence will be phonologically verbless. In f-structure, however, the PRED
kan will appear, and thus the f-structures of (92) through (94) will be
exactly like those of (98) through (100), as shown below (except for the
feature TENSE).
(107) SUBJ i PRED 'LWELD' SUBJ 1 PRED 'LWELD'
NUM SG NUM SO
PERS 3 PERS 3
GEND MASC GEND MAse
PRED 'KAN«SUBJ) (XCOMP) >, PRED 'KAN«SUBJ) (XCOMP) >,
TENSE PRESENT TENSE PAST
XCOMP [SUBJ i[ ] J XCOMP [SUBJ i[ ) J
PRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»' PRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
Since kan takes an XCOMP, and its only other argument is the SUBJ function,
~
the lexical rule of function ~l control will coindex the subject of kan and
the subject of its XCOMP.
Thus, rule (101) will 8ener~te ~ast tense equational sentences, while
rule (106) produces their present tense counterparts, Sentences generated
by rule (106) are verbless in c~structure, but have a functional PRED in
f-structure. Sentences generated by rule (101), on the other hand, include
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a verb in both c-structure and f-structure. Both rules, however, will
produce f-structures differing only in the value of the feature TENSE,
thereby preserving the symmetry Letween past and present tense equational
sentences.
Though the above analysis might seem appealing, I will reject it in
favor of the analysis represented by rule (96) and the f-atructure (97a).
One problem with the analysis using rule (106) is that it involves
introducing the predicate kan into the f-structure through a P-S rule.
Bresnan (1982a) has proposed a constraint on the source of semantically
meaningful entities in grammar, which would rule out an analysis based on
rule (106). The constraint allows semantically meaningful elements to be
introduced only in the lexicon; any analysis, therefore, which proposes
introducing semantically meaningIul material in levels of the grammar other
than the lexicon would be incompatible with the proposed constraint.
The status of the verb kan 'be' is another factor that bears on the
choice of analysev of equational sentences. The copula verb in many languages
is relatively semantically meaningless, merely bearing the identity relation
meaning (cf. Halvor£en (to appear) and references cited therein). If the
verb~ in Moroccan past tense equational sentences 1s a verb of this type,
then these sentences would have basically the same semantic interpretation
as the present tense verbless equational sentences. That is, 1f the predi-
~ate ~ has l1ttle semantic content and merely functions to identify a
particular state of affairs, it thereby has bas1aall} the same maaning as
its complement; the semantic interpretation of sentences with or without
~ will thus be the same as long as the grammatical relations in the two
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f-structures are the same.
In fact, an examination of (104) and (105) reveals that the grammatical
relations of (104) are contained as a subset (the XCOMP f-atructure) of (105).
The two f-structures are given below in (109) and (110), using the modiried
lexical entry for kan giv~n in (108).
(108) kan V, tPRED-'KAN«XCOMP»'(SUBJ)
tSUBJ-tXCOMP SUBJ
(109) SUBJ PRED' LWELD '
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
FRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
TENSE PRESENT
(110) SUBJ i. EQED 'LWELD'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
~RED 'KAN«XCOMP»'(SUBJ)
XCOMP rSUBJ i [ ] JLPRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
TENSE PAST
The lexical entry for kan has been modified in (108) above. The verb kan,
as an operator on a state of affairs, exerts selectional restrictions only
on its XCOMP; its SUBJ argument is, therefore, non~themat1c (see Chapter III
for a discussion of non-thematic arguments).
Assuming kan to have the identity relation meaning, then, the two above
f-structures are not as different as they might at first appear, as the gram-
mat1cal relations are basically the same in each case. Any difference in
semantic interpretation may be due to the scope of the tense feature; in
(109) the tense feature 1s on the same level in f-structure as the subject
of the adjectival PRED, and 1n (110) the tense feature is on the same level
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as the subject of the PRED kan.
I therefore assume that present tense equational sentences in Moroccan
are generated by rule (96), rather than by rule (106)J and that they have
f-structures of the type of (109) rather than (110).
Moroccan, then, has various types of simple sentences: those consisting
of just a verb, others having a vetb and its overt arguments, and still
others containing no overt verb. The P-S rules for generat1rlg simple
sentences in Moroccan are repeated below in (111).
(111) a. s -+- V
+=~
(PP)
{tOBLe~+ }tOB-L
a
OBJ=+
+P.RED- pronc
(NP)
tSUBJ"~
(NP)
tOBJ·~
b. S .... V
1-+
NP
tSUBJ=+
XP
tXCOl1P·~
c. S .... NP XP
tSUBJ-+ +-+
tTENSE- PRESENT
c
The rules (lllb) and (111c) generate the equational sentences in Moroccan.
The next chapter will provide an introduction to complex sentences in
Moroccan. sentences in which more than one verb 1s involved.
CHAPTER II AN INTRODUCTION 'J ~... COMPLEX SENTENCES
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The last chapter provided an introduction to sentences in which only
one (or no) verb occurred. The present chapter constitutes a discussion
of complex sentences in Moroccan, those in which more than one verb appear~.
Since, as seen in Chapter 1, an obligatory subject affix on a verb
functions as a p~onom1nal subject when no lexical subject occurs, and
since a verb itself consists of a verb root together with a subject aff1x J
I assume that any verb may constitute a sentence. Thus, I will refer to
complements which consist of (at least) a verb as sentential, not verbal,
complements. A sentential complement is one of the closed complements
(COMP), those complements which have an internal subject, as opposed to
the closed function XCOMP (mentioned in Chapter I), which haa no internal
subject.
Verbs in Moroccan which subcategorize for a sentential complement
differ as to whether or not they take a complement1zer, and as to the
tense selected in their complement verb. Those complements in which no
complementi~er occurs have restricted reference for their PRO subject; the
SCOMP SUBJ must be identified with one of the arguments of the matrix verb.
Those complements which do include a complementizer, however, allow the
possibility of an extra-sentential antecedent for their subjects.
2.1 No~complement1zerCOMPs
Verbs that take COMPs with 'no complementizer usually select the
fmperfect or continuative in their complement verb. The verb!!u 'be,'
however, is an exception. It selects the perfect, continuative, future,
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and participial form in its complement verb. The verb kan with a COMP
is one of the verbs referred to in Harrell (1962) as "auxiliary verbs."
Its use is illustrated below in (1).
(1) a. kan wsel qbel ma ytiw.
was(3sgm) a~rived(3sgm) before 3pl-come
'He had arrived before they came.'
b. kan kayfiq bekri.
was(3sgm) CONT-38gm-awake eaIly
'He used to wake up early.'
c. kan yad1 yfiq bekri.
was(3sgm) FUT 3sgm-awake early
'He,was going tu wake up early.'
d. kan gals mell! !aw.
was(3sgm) s1tting(m) when came-3pl
'He was sitting when they came.'
(perfect complement)
(continuative complement)
(future complement)
(participial complement)
In (la), the complement verb w~el is in the perfect; 1n (lb) the comple-
ment is in the continuative, 1n (lc) it is in the future, and in (ld)
the complement verb 1s an active participle.
2.1.1 Participles
Active participles in Moroccan usually have the consonantal pattern
Cl ac2C3 for regular tr1l1teral (three-consonantal root) verbs. The
active participles do not have the same subject affixes as tensed verbs.
In fact, the participles have adjectival affixes, which agree in number
and gender with their subject. As seen in Chapter I (Section 1.2.4),
masculine adjectives have no marker for gender, while the feminine
adjectives have an =! suffix; plural is marked in adjectives by the
suffix~, Since adjectives agree with their subjects in gender and
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number, the lexical entries of the adjectival affixes will include
information about the subject of the adjective in que~tion, The lexical
entries for the adjectival suffixes are given in (2) below.
(2) a. -a
b. -in
AF4, tSUBJ NUM=SGtSUBJ GEND:-FEM
The feminine adjective zwina 'beautiful' is therefore formed in the lexicon
as follows.
(3)
c-structure:
AP
I
zwina
lexicon:
+PRED-'ZWIN«SUBJ»1
tSUBJ GEND-FEM
tSUBJ NUM-SG
The features of the affix will become features of the entire AP
by the process illustrated above, and thus a sentence such as (4a) below
will have the f-structure in (4b).
(4) a. lbcat zwina.
th~~girl beautiful-f
'The girl is beautiful.'
b • SUBJ PRED 1LBENT
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
fRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
TENSE PRESENT
Since both the affix -a and the NP lbent have the feature values
NUM=SG and GEND=FEM, the f-structure in (4b) is well-formed. An 111-
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formed f-structure results, however, if the features of the subject do not
match those of the adjective; such an ill-formed example is illustrated in
(5) below.
(5) a. *lbent zwinin.
the-girl beautiful-pl
b. SUBJ PRED 'LBENT
NUM SG
NUM PL
GEND FEM
PERS 3
PRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
TENSE PRESENT
In the t-structure in (5b), the SUBJ f-structure contains two different
values for the feature NUM--one given by the lexical entry for lbent, and
~he ocher given by the affix ~in on the predicate adjecl:1ve. The consis-
tency condition will therefore rule out the f-structure in (5b) as 111-
formed.
Active participles have the adjectival affixt!s AF4 rather than the
verbal subject affixes AF1 - They behave, however, as verbs, ta~~ng the
object affixes AF2 (see (7a) below), and occurring with the same argument
structure as their corresponding tensed verbs. One lexical entry for the
participle !ayb 'be bringing (m)' is given in (6a) below, with lts corres~
ponding tensed counterpart given in (6b). Example sentences with each are
given in (7).
(6) a" ~ayb
b~ ~ab
V, tPRED='~AB«SUBJ)(OBJ»'
tPARTICIPLE-ACTIVE
V, tPRED='~AB«SUBJ)(OBJ»'
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(7) a. !aybhum muQend.
bringing(m)-3pl Mohand
'Mohand is bringing them.'
b. !abhum muQend.
brought(3sgm)-3pl Mohand
'Mohand brought them.'
The active participle in (6a) has the same PRED value as the tensed verb
~ab 'he brought,' and thus its argument structure is the same as that of
its tensed counterpart.
Since a participle can Dtand alone as a sentence, 1.e., with no
lexical subject, as in (8) below, it would appear that the affixes AF4
function as pronominal subjects when no lexical subject NPs are present
in a sentence, just as do the subject affixes AF1t
(8) a. !ayy.
coming(m)
'I (m) am / you ~m) are / he is coming.'
b.
c.
d.
!ayblnhum.
bringing-pl-3pl
'We are / you (pl) are I they are bringing them.'
Earfa belli mAaw.
t
knowing-f that went-3pl
'I (f) I you (f) / she knows that they left.'
bayya nem~1,
wanting-f lsg-go
'I (f) want to go.'
In each case of (8) above, no lexical subject appears, and thus tile
affixes on the particlples must be functioning as the subject of the
participial verb. However, the affixes AF4 provide no PRED value for the
subject, only its GEND and NUM feature values. In order, therefore, for
the adjectival affixes AF4 to function as pronomiaal subjects for parti-
ciples, they must specify that the SUBJ PRED='PRO.' This equation is
added as an optional feature to the lexical entries of the affixes AF4 ,
as shown in (9) below.
(9) a. -8 Al"4 ' (tSUBJ PRED~'PRO')
tSUBJ NUM;:;SG
tSUBJ GEND=-FEM
b. -in AF4 , (tSUBJ PRED;:;'PRO')tSUBJ NUM::;PL
Conditions on the well-formedness of f-structures will prevent the
optional feature from being chosen in an inappropriate environment, i.e.,
one in which a lexical subject occurs. In that case, the optional
equation in (9) on AF4 must not be chosen; if it is chosen, the
following inconsistent f-structure will result.
(10) a. !ayy muQend.
com1ng(m) Mohand
'Mohand is coming.'
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SUBJb. PRED 'MOHAND'
PRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GENn MAse
PRED •!A«SUBJ)>'
PARTICIPLE ACTIVE
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In (lOb) the NOM and GEND features from the subject NP and the affix AF4
match, but the SUBJ f-structure includes two different values for the PRED
feature. The f-structure (lOb) is thus ill-formed, violating the consis-
tency condition.
When the affixes AF4 are affixed to participles, which have the
possibility of no lexical subject, then the SUBJ PRED~'PRO' value is
chosen for the affix if no lexical subject appears, as shown in (11) below.
(11) a. !ayya.
coming-f
'I (f) am I you (f) are I ahe is coming,'
b. SUBJ [=
GEND
'PRO' JSG
FEM
PRED '~A«SUBJ»'
PARTICIPLE ACTIVE
The f-structure in (llb) 1s well-formed, as the SUBJ has a PRED value,
none of the feature values clash, and all the arguments subcategorized by
the verb ~a appear in the f-structure.
Since the participles are v~rbs, they would be expected to tak~ closed
(propositional) complements, as in fact they do. Examples of propositional
complements of participles were given in (Be) and (8d), and further
examples are given in (12) below.
(12) a. gals kanxemmem.
sitting(m) CONT-lag-think
'I'm sitting thinking.'
b. bayya nakwel wa~d etteffa~a.
want1ng-f lag-eat one the-apple
'I want to eat an apple.'
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2.1.2 Verbs that subcategorize for COMP
The participial verb form is selected by verbs, jU8t as are the
inflected verb tenses. The verb kan, seen above, takes a participial
sentential complement, among other complement types, as does the verb
bga 'remain, keep on,' illustrated below.
(13) a. bqit galaa fug esseddari.
remained-lag aitting-f on the-sofa
'I remained I kept on sitting on the sofa.'
b. bqa waqf.
remained(3sgm) standing(m)
'He remained / kept on standing.'
In each of the sentences in (13») the complement to the matrix verb is a
participle. The verb bga also takes a continuative and sometimes imperfect
complement, and does not take a complementizer, as indicated in (14) below.
(14) a. bqit kaneQ~a / neqJ:8
remained-lag CONT-lag-read lsg-read
'I kept on reading until I fell asleep.'
Qetta nEest.
until slept-lag
/ yadi neq.a.
FUT lag-read
(future)
b. *bqit belli I ~
remained-lag that whether
c. *bqit qfit.
remained-lag read-lag
(perfect)
I yak ma
perhaps
kaneqfa.
CONT-lag-read
The verb bda 'start, begin,' on the other hand, takes a continuative
complement, but not a participial one, nor does it take a complementizer.
(15) a. bdit kanemai les8uq kull nhaf.
started-lag CONT-lag-go to-the-market every day
'I started going to the market every day.'
b. *bdit belli. I wa~_..
started-lag that whether
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I ¢ .. ...DW kanem~i lessuq.
perhaps CONT-lsg-go to~the-mdrket
c. *bdit m~i~
started-lag went-lag
(perfect)
1/ nem~i / yad! ncm~J
lag-go FUT lag-go
(imperfect) (future)
2I yad!.., lessuq.
going(m) to-the-
(participle) market
The verb wella 'become, end up' alao takes a continuative compl~ment
and no complementizer, as shown in (16) below.
(16) a. well1t kanem~i kull nhar lQafhum.
becwr.e-lsg CONT-lag-go every day· to-house-3pl
'I ended up going to theit house e"lery day.'
b. *wellit belli / wa~
became-lag that whether
I nlLDm.. kanem~ 1 lQa~hum.
perhapa CONT-lag-go to-house-3pl
c. *wellit m~it
became-lag went-lag
(perfect)
/ ..nem~i / yad! nem~i
lag-go FUT lag-go
(imperfect) (future)
I ..ns!1. lljt8fhlun.
going(m) to-house-3pl
(participle)
The following three verbs, bya 'want,' qder 'be able,' and~ 'be
necessary,' take only an imperfect complement verb, and no complementizer,
as indicated in (17) through (19) below.
1 According to Harrell (1962), the dialect of the town of Fes regularly
uses the imperfect as the complement to bda. My principal informant,
however, who does not apeak the Fea dialect, uses both the imperfect
and the continuative in the complement of bda, but in two different ansee:
(1) bda kayh4er. 'He started talking.'
(ii) bda yh~er. 'He started to talk (for the tirst time, e.g. a baby).'
2 'rhe active pat'ticiple of the verb m§a 'go' is yadi; it, like other par-
ticiples, takes the affixes AF: ~ 'I (f) / you (f) I she is go1ng~'
(i1) yadytn 'We are I you (pi' are I they are going.' The future marker
xadi is invariable; it 1s not a verb, and never takes any affixes. The
contracted form 1s frequently 11sed instead of the full form rad!:
(iii) yadi nem~i ' I'm goin~ to go.' • (iv) xan~emAi.
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(17) a. byit neulai mEahum.
want-lsg lsg-go with-3pl
'I want to go with them.'
b. *by1t belli I waS
want-ls~ that whether
I )'sk rnA
perhaps
I~
su that
namai mEahuln.
lag-go with-3pl
c. *byit kanem~i
want-ltl8 CON'r-lsg-go
(con t lnua t i v e)
I mAit
went-lag
(perfect)
IYad! ... ne!!1~l I "lad!... lu£ahum.
FUT lsg-go going(m) with-3pl
(future) (partlciple)
(J8) a. neqder nemAi meak.
lag-can lag-go with-2ag
'I can go with you. ,
b. *neqder belli I waA / yak ma I.~ nem!i me:ak.
lsg-call that whether perhaps so that lag-go with-2sg
c. *neqder kanem~1 I ~1t I yad! nemsl
lag-can CONT-ls8-~o went-Isg FUT lag-go
(continuative) (perfect) (future)
/ yad1 mEak.
going(mj with-2sg
(participle)
(19) a. xessni nemAi meah,m.
..
necess~ry(3sgm)-ls8 Isg-no with-3pl
'I have to go with them. '
b. *xe9'lni belli / wa4 I yak ma / balJ nem~1.
necessary (3sgm)-lsg that whether perhaps so that lsg-go
c. *xe'9n1 kanem!l~. / mA1t / yad1 nem~1 / yadi.
necessary(3sgm)-lsg'CONT-lsg-go went-lag FUT lag-go ~oing(m)
(continuative) (perfect) (future) (pal'ticiple)
In each case of (1/, through (19), •.he (f) sentence has the complement:
verb in the imperfect, and the sentence is well-f\Jrmed. The (b) s('ntences
'Lllu8trate that these verbs do not select a complement1zer, all-d the (c)
sentences 1nd1c~te that the only tense selected by these verba in their
complements 1s the imperfect.
The ver~, !.!t..l.t in (19) takes an itl-variable third person singular
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masculine subject affix (~) (ratl1er like thu "dummy" subject II J.o English) J
and it takes an obligatory object suffix which acts as the antecedent to
the cOlnplement verb's PRO subj ect.
2.1.3 Ob11gatnry anaphoric control
It might appear that the operation involved in the interpretation of
the sentences in this chapter is functional control; as I will demonstrate
directly, the control is obligatory, it involves agreement between controller
and controllee, and when a matrix object occurs it must canteol the comp-
lement subject. This last fact is reminiscent uf the lexical rule of
functional control, which involves a hierarchy of fun~t1onal controllers
(OBJ2, otherwise OBJ, otharwise SUBJ).
In the discussion that follows, however. I will provide ev1d~nce that
the type of control involved in the sentences in this chapter is anaphoric,
rather than functional, control. In certain well··def1ned cases the
anaphoric control is obligatory; I thus propose a rule of obligatory
anaphor1c control for Moroccan. I will alElo d~monstrate that certain
prJperties of the control operation involved in the sentenceb in ques~1on
are incotJpat1ble with functional control: 811 OBL may be the (obligatory)
controller of a complement subject, and verbs of the same form permit both
obligatory and arbitrary control. ArbitrKry control refers to the possi-
bility of an extra-sentential antecedent to a PRO subjent; this type of
control 1s a special case of anaphor1c contrul, and is not possible with
functional control.
If a COMP PRO subject is subject to obligatory anaphor1~ control, its
set of possible antecedents is strictly limited. In each sentence. seen so
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far, axe.apt for those with xeflf?, the antecedent of the COMP PRO subject
must be the subject of the matrix verb. The following examples illustrate
this restriction.
(20) a. kan kayfiq bekri.
was (3sgm) CONT-38gm-awake early
'He used to wake up early. '
b. *kan katfiq I kanfiq I kayfiqu bekr1~
was (3sgm) CONT-3sgf-awake CONT-lsg-awake CONT-3pl.-awake early
(21) a. bqa kayxemmem.
remained(3sgm) CONT-38gm-think
'He kept on thinking.' (Also means: 'lie sat there thinking.')
b. *b.qa katxemmem
rema1ned(3sgm) CONT-3sgf-think
(22) a. yqder ym~1 meahum.
32gm-can 388m-go with-3pl
'He can go with them.'
I kanxemmmu
CONT-lpl-think
I kayxemmmu.
CONT-3pl-think
b. *yqder tem~i
388m-can 3egf-go
/ nem§1
1sg-go
/ ymliw
3pl-go
m€ahum.
with-3pl
In (20) through (22) above, when the subject of the COMP is not the same
as the matrix subject, the sentences are ungrammatical. Since the COMP
subjects ar~ PRO, anaphor1c (~ather than functional) control is involved,
and the Obviation Principle of Bresnan (1982a:331) predicts that the subject
of the matrix clause will be the antecedent of the subject of the complement
clause. The Obviation Principle is stated below.
(23) Obviation Principle
If P is the pronominal SUBJ of an obv1ative clause C, and A is a
potential antecedent of P and is the ~UBJ of the minimal clause
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nucleus that properly contains C, then
a. P is bound to A if P is unexpressed and
3b. P is not bound to A if P is expressed.
I assume for the moment that the type of COMP discussed here, that
which can never include a complementizer, constitutes an obviative clause.
Since P in these COMPs is une~pressed) part (a) of the Obviation Principle
is the part relevant to the discussion of COMPs. To see how the Obviation
Principle predicts the antecedent of sentence (21a), consider the f-structure
in (24) below.
(21a) bg8 kayxemmem. 'He kept on thinking.'
1-----,--.....------ A, SUBJ of the minimal
clause nucleus con-
taining C
SUBJ PRED' PRO' - 1
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
-
(24)
t---.......--t------- p
PRED 'BQA«SUBJ) (COMP»'
COMP SUBJ PRED' PRO ,- 1
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
-
-
Obviative clause C
PRED 'XEMMEM«SUBJ»'
-
ASPECT PERFECT
-
The SUBJ features of both the matrix and COMP subjects are obtained from
the subject affixes on each verb. Since P and A are in the relation
defined by the Obviation Principle, P 1s bOUlld to A, indicated by the
co-indexed SUBJ f-structures.
3' A clause nucleus consists of a PRED and its arguments, and mUBt include
a SUBJ.
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The ungrammatical (b) sentences in (20) through (22), however, lnust
be ruled out. The Obviation Principle will not reject these sentences,
as the conditions for its application are met. The f-structure for the
ungrammatical sentence (2lb') is given in (25).
(21b') *bqa kanxemmmu. *He kept on we were thinking.
,--------+-0------ A, SUBJ of the minimal
clause nucleus con-
taining C
SUBJ fRED' PRO' - i
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
-
(25)
PRED 'BQA«SUBJ) (COMP»'
ASPECT PERFECT
COMP SUBJ [~D '~~O' 1~-----4~--- P
PERS 1 J--+------------- Obviative clause C
PRED 'XEMMEM«SUBJ»'
The two SUBJs in (25) are in the correct relation for application of th'l
Obviation Principle, and therefore P is bound to A. Sentence (21b') is,
however, ungrammatical, as the features of the two SUBJa do not match.
A condition on binding in general, stated in (26) below, will rule out the
ungrammatical (b) sentences in (20) through (22) above.
(26) All inherent featurt,s (as opposed to functional markings) of items
bound by a binding operation must not clush.
Since the values for NUM and PERS in the two SUBJ f-structures in (25)
do ~lash, the binding required by the Obviation Principle is not possible,
according to the condition in (26). The sentence (21b'), therefore, will
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be ruled out, as no possible antecedent for P exists in the matrix sentence.
Since PRED 1s not an inherent feature, two different PRED values do
not count as clashing with respect to condition (26). The sentence in
(27a) below is well-formed, aud binding of the COMP SUBJ ~o the matrix
SUBJ is possible, even though the two PRED values are not the same.
(27) 4. bqa mUQend kayxemmem.
remained(3sgm) Mohand CONT-3sgm-think
'Mohand kept on thinking.'
b. SUBJ PRED 'MOHAND' i
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
PRED 'BQA«SUBJ) (COMP) >,
ASPECT PERFECT
COMP SUBJ PRED 'PRO' 1
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MASC
PRED 'XEMMEM«SUBJ»'
In (27b) all the feature values except the PRED values match, and t .ere-
fo~e the PRO subject of the COMP 1s bound to its antecedent, the matrix
subject,
The condition in (26) is stated neKat1vely, i.e., "the feature values
must not clash," rather than positively, "feature values must match," to
include the participles, Parcicipial subject affixes do not specify the
same numb.er of features as do tensed verb subject affixes. The participles
are not specified for SUBJ person, for instance, and thus, if the feature
values were required to match for ';he participial subject to be bou~~ to
an antecedent matrix subject, the binding could not take place. The
participial subject lacks a feature that the matrix subject specifies, as
shown in (28) below.
(28) a. bqa gals.
remained (3sgm) sitting(m)
'He kept on sitting.'
b. SUBJ PRED 'PRO' 1
NUM SO
PERS 3
GEND MASC
PRED 'BQA«SUBJ) (COMP»'
ASPECT PERFECT
COMP SUBJ [fRED 'PROd i
NUM so
GEND MASC
PRED 'GLES«SUBJ»'
PARTICIPLE ACTIVE
L
Iu (28b), the feature values in the two SVBJ f-atructurea do not clash, so
the COMP SUBJ can be bound to the matrix SUBJ. The features are not
ident1cRl, however, 8S the COMP SUBJ has no PERS value.
If the participle is the matrix verb, 8S in (8d), the Obviation
Principle a.gain specifies that: its subject will bind its COMP subject.
The f-structure for (ad), repeated below, is given in (29).
(ad) bayYa nemli.
wanting-f lsg~go
'I (f) want to go.'
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(29) SUBJ [PRED 'PRO '] i
NUM SG '
GEND FEM
PRED 'ByA«SUBJ) (COMP»'
PARTICIPLE ACTIVE
COMP SUBJ [=D '~~OJ i l
PERS 1
PRED 'M~A«SUBJ»' J
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In (2J), the matrix subject's NlIM and GEND featur~s al'e specified, while
the COMP SUBJ has 1&8 NOM and PERS features specified. The featuru values
do not clash, however, and thus the COMP SUBJ can be bound to the matrix
subject.
Certain of the verbs that subcategorize for a COMP are transitive, as
illustrated in (30) and (31) below.
(30) a. byitek temll.
want:rsg~2sg 28g-go
'I want you to go.'
b. *by1tek nem~1 I neml1w / ymliw.
want:rsg-2sg lsg-go lpl-go Jpl-go
*1 want you I go I we go I they go.
(31) a. xe".!!-U!! ym~1w daba.
necessary(3sgm)-3pl 3pl-go now
'They have to go now.'
b. *xe,,~ ymV1 I nemi1 I tem~i daba.
necessary(3sgm)-3pl 3pl-go lag-go 288-80 now
'They have to he go I I go I you go now.
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The ungrammaticality of the (b) sentences in (30) and (31) above, and the
grammaticality of the (a) sentences, indicates that when a matrix object 1s
present with a COMP, that object must be the antecedent of the COMP subject.
No other antecedent for the complement PRO subject is pos~1ble.
The ubv1ation Principle, however, does k.ot account for the (a)
sentences in (30) and (31); it wouJd still predict that the antecedent of
the complement PRO subject would be the matrix subject. ~ince, in fact,
the process involved in the interpretation of the CO~t PRO SUbjdCts 1a not
obviation (which specifies disjoint reference), but rather obligatory
anaphoric control, the Obviation Principle 1s not appropriate for the
discussion in this chapter. I thus propose a rule of obligatory anaphoric
control for Moroccan, stated in (32) below.
(32) Obligatory anaphoric control
If P is the pronominal unexpressed subject of an anaphor1c control
clause C, and A is a possible antecedent of P, then P is bound to A
(1) 1f A 1s the OBJ of the minimal clause nucleus that properly
contains C; otherwise
(i1) 1f A 1s the SUBJ of the minimal clause nucleus that pro~erly
contains c.
l£he rule of obligatory anaphoric control in (32) states that if a matrix
object occurs with an anaphoric control (a-control) clause, that object
must be the antecedent of the complement PRO subject; if no OBJ occurs, then
the SUBJ is the antecedent. In Moroccan, an a-control clause 1s a closed
complement which cannot contain an initial complementlzer.
The f-structure of sentence (30a), repeated below for conveniGnce, 1a
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given in (33), to illustrate the functioning of the rule of obligatory
anaphoric control.
(30a) by1tek tem~1. 'I want you to go.'
(33) SUBJ [PRED ' PROJ
NUM SJ -------t------ A
PERS :1.
FRED 'ByA«SUBJ) (OBJ) (COMP»'
ASPECT PERFECT
OBJ [= 'PRO]1SG APERS 2
COMP SUBJ [PRED 'PRO' ] i
NUM SG P
PERS 2
a-control clause C
PRED 'M§A«SUBJ»'
-
-
Though both the matrix SUBJ and OBJ are possible antecedents of p) the
rule of obligatory anaphoric control requires that the OBJ be the antecedent.
Thus, P is bound to the OBJ, and this binding is permitted because the
features of the OBJ match those of the COMP SUBJ, in accordance with the
condition in (26) above. If the features of the COMP SUBJ matched those
of the matrix SUBJ and not the matrix OBJ, then the sentence would be
111-fo~ed, as the rule of obligatory control would be required to bind two
items whose features clash.
Certain verbs may lexically specify the antecedent of a COMP PRO Bub-
ject. For example, the verb 8$1 'say' requires that its OBLGO argument be
the COMP SUBJ antecedent, as shown in (34) below.
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(34) a. galt Imuhend ym§i ll~anut.
.
said-3sgf to-Mohand 38gm-go to-the-store
'She told Mohand to go to the store lt ,
b. *galt lmuhend tem~i Ilhanut.
. .
said-3sgf to-Mohand 3sgf-go to-tlle-s tore
*She told Mohand she go to the store.
The only possible 811tecedent of the COMP SUBJ in (34) is the OBLao argument,
mu~end. Since an OBL is the obligatory controller of the COMP SUBJ in this
sentence, the operation involved cannot be functional control, and must
therefore be anaphortc control.
When a complex s~utence consists of more than two verbs, as in (35)
through (37) below, th~ antecedent of the embedded verbs must be the same
1n each case.
(35) a. bytt nemAi neqf8,
want-lag 1sg-go lsg-read
'I want to go read.'
b. *byit nem~i teqfa / yqfa.
want-lsg lsg-go 2sg-road 38gm-read
*1 want to go you read / he read.
(36) a. by1tek tem~1 t~ufhum.
want~lsg~2sg 28g-go 2sg-see-3pl
'I want you to go see them.'
b. *by1tek tem~i n~uthum I y§ufhum.
want-lsg-2sg 2sg-go lsg-see-3pl 3sgm-see-3pl
*1 want you to go I see thew I he see them.
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(37) a. xe~~e!.. tem~i t~ib11ya lehlib •
.
necessary(3sgm)-2sg 2sg-go 2sg-bring-to-lsg the-milk
'You have to go bring me the milk.'
b. *xessek tem~i n~iblek I ytib11yya lehlib.
ne~~ssary(3sgm)-2sg28g-go lsg-bring-to-2sg 3sgm-bring-to-lsg th~-
*You have to go I bring you I he bring me the milk. milk
The (a) sentences in (35) through (37) above, in which each embedded PRO
subject has the same antecedent, are grammatical, whereas the (b) sentences,
111 which the embedded PRO subjects have different antecedents, are ungram-
matieal.
The rule of obligatory anaphoric control predicts just these facts,
as the f-strlJcture of sentence (35a), given below, illustrates.
'I want to go read.'
PRED 'ByA«SUBJ)(
-i
2
A2
CO:MP»'
-
'PRO]11 ,2
SG P2 (-Al )1
SUBJ) (CO:MP»'
-[PRED 'PRO] \NUM SG PlPERS 1
'Q~«SUBJ»'
-
-
-
PRED
CO:MP SUBJ
SUBJ [=
PERS
PRED 'M~A«
SUBJ l'='~~OJ
PERS 1
CO:MP
(38)
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In (38), each COMP PRO SUBJ has its antecedent in the minimal clause
nuclaus that contains the a-control clause of which it is a member, accor-
ding to the rule of obligatory anaphoric control. The antecedent to Pi
is A1 , and Al is also a PRO SUBJ, P2' whose antece~ent is A2 -
The following contrast shows that the minimal clause nucleus 1s
indeed the domain of application of the rule of obligatory anaphoric
control, and that it is not merely the case that each embedded verb's
PRO subject must have the same antecedent. The f-structure of (39a) is
given in (40).
(39) 8. wellaw kaybyiwha teqfa.
became-3pl CONT-3pl-want-3sgf 3sgf-study
'They ended up wanting her to study. ,
b. *wellaw kaybY1wha yqfaw.
became-3pk CONT-3pl-want-3sgf 3pl-study
SUBJ [PRED 'PROJ
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(39b), which is ungrammatical, shows that the antecedent of the most
deeply embedded verb's PRO subject must be the object of the verb 1n the
next higher clause (as predicted by the rule of obligatory anaphoric
control) t rather than the subject of the matri.x verb. In other words, the
PRO subject of an embedded verb must find its antecedent in the m1n~nal
clause nucleus that contains its a-control clause.
2.2 COMPs with complement1zera
Many verbs take COMPs that contain a complementizer. The verba qawel
'give one's word' and zeyyef 'put pressure on' often occur with the comp-
lement1zer ba§ 'in order to, so that,' as the following examples illustrate.
(41) 8. qaweltu bal nemA!.
promised-lsg-38gm that lsg-go
'I promised him that I would go.'
b. qaweltu bal ymAi.
promised-lsg-3sgm that 3sgm-go
'I promised him that he would go.'
c. qaweltu ba~ temAiw.
promised-lsg-3sgm that 2pl-go
'1 prom~sed him that you (pI) would go.'
(42) a. zeyyeftu baA ymA1.
pressured-log-3e8m that 388m-go
'I put pressure on hiM so that he would go.'
b. zeyyeftu baM nem'1.
pressured-lsg-388m that 1sg-go
'I put pressure on him so that I could go.'
c. zeyyeftu ba' temA1w.
pressured-leg-388m that 2pl-go
'I put pressure on him 80 that you (pl) could go.'
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The sentences in (41) and (42) above indicate that the antecedent to
a complement verb subject is not restricted with these verbs to one
particular argument of the matrix verb. In fact, as the (c) sentences
4demonstrate, the antecedent may be extra-sentential. The reference of the
embedded PRO subject is free in these sentences because a clause that begins
with a complement1zer is not an a-control clause. The rule of ob11gat~~y
anaphoric control is thus not applicable, and the antecedent of the
embedded clause PRO subject is not restricted. The fact that arbitrary
control 1s possible in the above sentences indicates that the operation
inv~lved is anaphor1c control, rather than functional control.
Though the presence of the complementizer is the determining factor
in the relation between anaphor and antecedent, I assume that both a-control
and non-a~control clauses (as discussed in this chapter) are closed
complements; that is, the presence of the complementizer merely affects the
choice of possible antecedents of a PRO subject, and does not affect the
complement type. Thus, a verb in an a-control clause may have the same
form as a verb in a non-a-control clause, though the subject of the former
requires obligatory anaphoric control, while the subject of the latter may
have an extra~8entent1al antecedent.
The verb zeyyer has two meanings: the one given in (42) above,
meaning 'put pressure on,' and another meaning 'force,' When zeyyer has
•
the meaning 'force,' as shown below, it occurs without the complement1zer
bait In that case, the antecedent of the complement PRO subject is
4 The (c) examples above generally require a context for Moroccan speakers
to find them acceptable, as the .arbitrary control usage is less common
than the usage in the (a) and (b) examples.
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restricted by the rule of obligatory anaphoric control.
(43) a. zeyyeftu yqra.
forced-lag-38gm 3sgm-~tudy
'I forced him to study.'
b. *zeyye~tu neqf8 I teqfaw.
forced-lsg-388M lsg-study 2pl-study
'I forced him I study / you (pl) study.
(43b) is ungrammatical because zeyyer with the meaning 'force' cannot
.
occur with a complementizer, and a complement clause which does not allow
a complementizer is an a-control clause. The rule of obligatory anaphor1c
control is thus applicable, requiring that 'the antecedent of the complement
PRO subject be the matrix object.
An a-control clause is defined as a complement clause in which a
complementizer ~ot occur, rather than one in which a complementizer
does~ occur, as certain clauses may occur with or without a complemen-
tizer. In those cases, even when no complementizer 1s present, the
possibility of having a complementizer in clause-initial position prevents
those clauses from qualifying as a-control clauses. The sentences in (44)
below illustrate this fact.
(44) a. xre! muhend y!1b lxwebz.
went out(3sgm) Mohand 388m-bring the-bread
'Mohand went out to bring the bread.'
b. xre! muhend bal y~1b lxwebz,
went out(3sgm) Mohand that 3sgm-bring the-bread
'Mohand went out to bring the bread.'
c. xre~ meaha yl1bu lxwebz.
went out(3sgm) with-3sgf 3pl-bring the~bread
'He went out with her to (they) bring the bread.'
Since the complementizer ba~ may occur with the verb xre!, the
w
complement clause y!1b(u) lx ebz is not an a-control clause, even when
the complementizer is not present, as in (44a). The rule of obligatory
anaphoric control is therefore not applicable, as the example in (44c)
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indicates. In that example, the antecedent to ~he complement verb subject
is not restricted to the subject of the matrix clause; rather, the comp-
lement PRO subject has a split antecedent, referring to both the subject
and oblique object of the matrix clause.
The verbs xre! 'go out,' !!~ 'put pressure on,' and qawel 'give
one's word' all select COMPs with che complementizer ba~, and thus their
COMPs do not qualify as a-control clauses. The verbs bya 'want,' ~
'begin,' bQa 'remain, keep on,' and kan 'be,' on the other hand, do not
select a complementizer with their COMPs, and therefore their complements
will be a-control clauses.
Another class of verbs that subcategorize for a COMP select the
complementizer belli 'that.' With these verbs, as with those that select
ba~, the antecedent of the COMP PRO subject is not restricted by the rule
of obligatory anaphoric control. The verbs €ref 'know' and ~af 'see' tare
--..- --
two verbs which optionally select the complement1zer belli. Example
sentences with these verbs are given in (45) and (46) below.
(45) a.
b.
£reft belli ddawha llehlad.
IIknow-lsg that tood-3pl-3sgf to-the-v111age
'I know that they took her to the village.'
ereft belli ddaha ll~blad.
•know~lsg that took(3sgm)-3sgf to-the-v111age
'I know that he took her to the village,'
(46) a. ~af belli m~ina 11eblad.
saw(3sgm) that went-lpl to-the-village
'He saw that we went to the village.'
b. Aaf belli m~aw lleblad.
saw(3sgm) that went-3pl to-the-village
'He saw that they went to the village.'
In the above examples, the antecedent of the PRO subject of the
complement verb is not restricted to the subject of the matrix verb; in
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fact, the antecedent 1s outside the sentence. The fact that Eref 'know'
~
and ~af 'see' take COMPs with complementizers indicates that their COMPs
are not a-control clauses.
This chapter has vrovided a brief introduction to complex sentences
in Moroccan, and includes material to be discussed in a more detailed
fashion in the next chapter. In that chapter a particular type of complex
sentence, the Matrix-Opject Dislocation sentence, is the subject of an
tn-depth investigation.
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CHAPTER III MATRIX-OBJECT DISLOCATION
Some of the examples in the last chapter involved sentences whose
matrix object NP was coreferential with a PRO subject in a complement
clause. The present chapter constitutes an investigation of sentences
in which a matrix object may be coreferential with an element in one of
several positions in the complement clause. In the course of the investi-
gation I will demonstrate that the operation involved in the interpretation
of this type of sentence is the same as that used in Left-Dislocation for
relating a "fronted" NP to a pronoun in the associated sentence.
3.1 Matrix-Object D1s1ocation--a description
In Moroccan there is a particular type of construction, which I will
call Matrix-Object D1s1ccation (hereafter MO Dislocation), in which an NP
rece~ves prominence s~ilar to that placed on left-dislocated NPs. The
investigation of the properties of this construction is the main focus of
this chapter.
MO Dislocation is a construction in which an NP or object affix occurs
in the matrix object position of certain verbs that subcategor1~e for a COMP.
An obligatory coreferent1al pronominal affix appears in the complement
clause. In contrast to the sentences seen in the last chapter, this
coreferential affix may occur in one of several pos1tions in the complement
clause, not just the subject position. A matrix object may be related to
a coreferential pronominal affix in either subject, object, oblique object,
or possessor position in the complement clause.
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This chapter will detail the theoretical significance of this construc-
tion with respect to the Projection Principle of the government and binding
theory of Chomsky (1981) and aspects of the lexical-functional gramular
theory of Bresnan (1982a,b,c) and Kaplan and Bresnan (1982).
Before the theoretical discussion, however, I will first present the
data to be considered. Since MO Dislocation shares many properties with
Left-Dislocation, the following section is an examination of Left-Dislo-
cation, both in English and in Moroccan.
3.2 Left-Dislocation
3.2.1 Left-Dislocation in English
Left-Dislocation is a construction which involves relating a fronted
NP to a coreferent1al pronoun in the associated sentence. In each of the
sentences in (1) through (3) below, examples of Left-Dislocation, the
fronted NP John is coreferent1al with a ~~onoun in the following sentence.
(1) a. John, he studies at M.I.T.
b. John, *~ saw h~ in Cambridge.
c. John, *~ talked to h~ yesterday.
d. John, his mother arrived from the village,
e. John, they brought his money this morning.
f. John, they were working with his brother.
(2) a. John, the woman he loves returned,
b. John, the W~Aan who loves htm returned.
c. John, the woman who lived with h~ returned.
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(3) a. John, I don't know whether he's asleep or awake.
b. John, I know what he's going to say to them.
c. John, I don't know who saw him yesterday.
In the sentences in (1), the elements coreferential with the NP John
occur in a variety of positions in the following sentence: subject (a),
object (b), oblique object (0), subject possessor (d), object possessor (e),
and oblique object possessor (f). In (2), the pronouns coreferential with
the NP~ are in subject (a), object (b), and oblique object pOAit1on (c)
inside a relative clause. The sentences in (3) demonstrate that a left-
dislocated NP can be coreferential with a pronoun inside an embedded
question.
Relative clauses and embedded questions are "islands" in English.
That is, "extraction" of an NP from inside those structures is prohibited.
Since, however, Left-Dislocation is permitted, it is generally agreed that
the operation involved 1s not a "movement rule" (i.e., not constituent
control (Bresnan (1982a», Rather, the dislocated NP is base-generated in
a position of prominence, provided by the p-s rule~ to the left of the
sentence, and its interpretation 1s through rules of coreference and
anaphor1c binding.
Anaphoric binding, discussed below, 1s the process that relates a
fronted NP (John in the sentences above) to a coreferential pronominal
element in an associated clause (he, !!!!!. above).
In contrast to Left~D1s1ocat1on, the rule of Top1calization in English
is an operation that involves relating a fronted NP to a gap [Npe) (rather
than a prqnoun) in the associated sentence. An example of Topica11zation
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is illustrated in sentence (4) below.
(4) John Mary likes [Npe) ,
Anaphoric binding is not involved with Topicalizat1on; rather, the
process that relates the topicalized NP to the gap 1s constituent control.
This operation is subject to the island constraints, and thus sentence (5)
is ungrammatical.
(5) *John the woman that loves [Npe] returned.
Anaphoric binding, as discussed in Zaenen (1980), is an operation that
relates anaphors to antecedents, elements that agree only in inherent
features, and not in functional markings (just as with anaphoric control).
Constituent control, on the other hand, like functional control, binds
elements in which all features match, as two f-structures are identified
and merged. Anaphoric binding, according to Zaenen, is divided into two
subparts: the first is general anaphoric binding, which relates a~tecedents
to p~onouns, and the second is local anaphor1c binding, a rule that is
constrained by requirements of partiqular anaphors. General anaphor1c
binding is the operation involved in constructions such as Left-Dislocation,
and local anaphor1c binding relates anaphors such aa reflexives to their
antecedents. Reflexive interpretation is called a local relation because
reflexives often have the requirement that their antecedent be in the same
m1n~1 clause nucleus as the reflexive (see (58a) below for evidence that
this clatm is correct for Moroccan).
Since a left~d1s1ocated item is not an argument of any verb, it
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receives an interpretatic,n by being anaphorically bound to an argument of
the verb in the folet..ow1n~ sentence. A left-dislocated item is assigned
the function TOP(IC) in f-structure, a term reserved for items that are
not themselves an argum~nt of a verb. l
Anaphoric binding, then, is the operation that relates a TOP to a
coreferentially coindexed pronominal element in a subordinate clause. 2
This rule, Jnlike constituent control, 1s not subject to island constraints,
and therefore there are no distance requirements holding between the
anaphor and its antecedent.
Since anaphor1c binding relates only elements which are coreferential,
the rule is subject to constraints on coreference. Thus, sentences such
as those in (6) below are not grammatical, as anaphoric binding is not
applicable.
(6) a. *Dianei , Bob talked with Dianei •
b. *Diane, Bob talked with Terry.
1 The function TOP raf~her than FOCUS is used for the prominence bestowed
on left~d1s1ocated as well as MO dislocated items; FOe involves new
information in the sentence, and is associated with questions and
relative clauses. ' TOP, on the other hand, involves old information,
and must be linked to another element (Kaplan and Bresnan (1982:255»,
The required linking is effected in Left-Dislocation and MO Dislocation
by anaphoric binding.
2 I assume that a Left~D1s1ocat1on sentence has the following structure:
S
tT~-r--::-6
I
Given this structure, the material contained in S' is subordinate to
the left-dls1ocated NP.
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Sentence (6a) is ill-formed because the two occurrences of the NP Diane
cannot be coreferentially co indexed , as the second instance is not a prc-
noun. Thus, anaphor1c binding, which is required by the construction in
question, is not applicable. (6b) is not possible because anaphoric
binding relates only coindexed items, as without a coreferential counter-
part the dislocated element cannot receive an i~terpretation.
The interpreta.tion of reflexives is not an instance of anapl ..oric
binding as it is being used here. First, anaphor1c binding involves no
distance l~itations between anaphor and antecedent; reflex1v~ interpretation
is subject to severe restrictions on the distance between the reflexive
anaphor and its antecedent. Second, both the reflexive and its antecedent
are arguments of a verb, and thus neither the antecedent nor the reflexive
anaphor can be assigned the TOP function. The relation between a reflexive
and its antecedent is therefore not an instance of anaphoric binding. The
process involved in the interpretation of reflexives is coreference; to
distinguish this type of corefe~ence from regular pronominal coreference,
which has no distance 1~itat1ons, I will call the reflexive case "anaphor1c
coreference.,,3
3.2.2 Restrictions on Left-Dislocation
Zaenen (1980) discusses one restriction on the Left-Dislocation
construction, which she calls the "one-pronoun constraiI,t." This constraint
3 J. S~p8on (personal communication) has suggested that perhaps certain
anaphors, such as reflexives in English (which are local) and reflexives
in Icelandic (which are long-distance) specify the type of antecedent
they can have, as part of their lexical entry. Anaphoric binding, then,
would only apply to anaphors that had no lexical marking specifying
possible antecedents.
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prohibits items from occurring in Left-Dislocation position that cannot be
referred to by one pronoun. This constraint predicts that, as only NPs
and locative and temporal PPs have pronominal forms in English, only items
of those categories may appear in Left-Dislocation position. For instance,
the sentences in (7) below are well-formed, whtle those in (8) are not.
(7) a. In that house, did you play there alot when you were a kid?
b. When you were a kid, did you play in that house alot then?
(8) a. *About that house, did you always tell people about it?
b. *W1th John, did you always talk about that house with him?
The sentences in (7) are acceptable because just one pronoun, there in
(7a) and then in (7b), refers back to the dislocated PPs. In (8), however,
there is no one pronoun that can refer back to the dislocated items, and
therefore the sentences are ruled out by the one-prenoun constraint. 4
There is another restriction ,)f Left-Dislocation, not mentioned by
Zaenen, which is a general restriction on constructions that give pr~m1nence
to certain NPs. This restriction prevents non·~specific NPs from occurrjng
in positions of prominence in a sentence. (I am assuming that questioned
elements, though indefinite, are specific.) Non-specific items ~annot be
4 J. stmpson (personal communication) has pointed out to me th~t the
following sentence is grammatical, where a PP rather than one pronoun
refers back to the dislocated PP:
(1) In that house, did you play in there alot when you were a kid?
Since sentences w1tha similar structure, those in (8) above, are
ungrammatical, it may be the case that locatives can be dislocated
even when the coreferential element is a PP; i.e., locatives in general
can be dislocated, whi;e other ~Ps cannot.
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referred to by pronouns in Left-Dislocation, nor can they occur in
Topicalizatior. or Cleft position, as the sentences below indicate.
(9) a. *Some dog, John said he saw it.
b. *Something John said he wanted to buy.
c. *It was any teacher that John wanted to locate.
va.
a'. John said he saw same dog.
b'. John said he wanted to buy something.
~'. John wanted to locate any teacher.
Since non-specific items cannot receive prominence, one would expect
that idiom chunks would not be allowed to appear in positions of prominence,
as they have no independent reference outside their particular construction,
and are therefore non-specific (non-referent1a11ty being a special case of
non-specificity). The unacceptability of the sentences 1n (10) below
1ndi~ates that in fact idiom chunks do not appear in Left-Dislocation,
Topicalization, or Cleft position.
(10) a. *Our goose, it seems to be cooked. (-We seem to be in trouble.)
b. *Headway John made.
c. *It is tabs that they keep on subversives.
3.2.3 Left~D1s1ocation in Moroccan
Left-Di~locat1on in Moroccan has many of the same properties as its
English counterpart. The sentences in (11) below illustrate that relative
clauses and eMbedded questions are islands in Moroccan. The examples in
(12) through (14) are the Moroccan equivalents of the English Left-Dislocation
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sentences g1v,.~ in (1) through (3) above. The affixes coreferential to the
dislocated NPs have been underlined.
(11) a. *4kun e111 kateEref 1emfa e111 Aaft [NPe ]?
who that CONT-2sg-know the-woman that saw-3sgf
*Who do you know the woman that saw?
b. *Akun e111 kateEref fin m~a / fin ddaw [Npe]?
who that CONT-2sg-know where went(3sgm) where took-3pl
*Who do you know where he went / where they took?'
(12) a. mu~end, kazqra fM.I.T.
Mohand CONT-38gm-studies 1n-M.I.T.
'Mohand, he studies at M.I.T.'
b. muhend, ~aftu fCambridge.
Mohand saw-3Sgf-3sgm in-Cambridge
'Mohand, she saw him in Cambridge.'
c. mUQend, he~rat meah lbar~.
Mohand spoke~3sgf with-3sgm yesterday
'Mohand, she spoke with him yesterday.'
d. muhend, wefllat JPI!l~ Illen leblad.
Mohand arrived-3sgf mother-3sgm from the-village
'Mohand, his mother arrived from the village.'
e. muhend, !abu flusu had ssbah.
. -.. .Mohand brought-3pl money-3sgm this the-morning
'Mohand, they brought his money this morning,'
f. D1Ub-end, kanu kayxedmu mEa xuh.
Mohand were-3pl CONT-3pl-work with brother-38gm
'Mohand, they were working wi~h his brother.'
(13) a, mUQend, rete8t lemfa e111 ka~by1.
Mohand returned-3sgf the-woman that CONT-38gm-loves
'Mohand, the woman he loves returned.'
b, muttend , re!£at lem~a ell1 katebyih.
Mohand returned-3sgf the-woman that CONT-3sgf-loves-3sgm
'Mohand, the woman that loves him returned.'
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c. muoend, re!€at lemfa elli kant sakna me:ah.
Mohand returned-3ssf the-woman that was-3ag! living-f with-3sgm
'Mohand, the woman th~t was living with him returned.'
(14) a. mUgend, ma ne€ief wa§ .!!!..€-! ulla !!.I9...
Mohand NEG lsg-know whether sleeping(m)or awake(m)
'Mohand, I don't know whether he's asleep or awake.'
b. mUQend, €feft al yad1 ~8ul11hum.
Mohand know-lsg what FUT 3sgm-say-to-3pl
'Mohand, I know what he's going to say to them.'
c. mubend, ma £~eft Ikun 1'afu IbarIJ-.
Mohand NEG know-lag who saw(3sgm)-3sgm yesterday
'Mohand, I don't know who saw him yesterday.'
In the examples in (12) through (14), the NP mubend is in Left-Dislo-
cation position, and the coreferentiRl affixes are in a variety of positions
in the associated sentence. In (13), the dislocated NP is coreferential
with an affix inside a relative clause, and in (14) the coreferent1al affix
is inside an embedded question. Since these sentences are grammatical,
Left..Dislocat1on in Moroccan does not obey the island constraints J 811d
thus constituent control is not involved. The process that relates the
dislocated NP to a coreferent1al element 1s the rul~ of anaphoric binding,
discussed above for English.
A further possibility for Left-Dislocation of an NP in Moroccan is
an independent pronoun. Independent pronouns are often used as an
emphasis marker, and 88 such do not function as arguments ot a verb or
preposition. With this use, an independent pronoun must occur in conjunc-
t10n with a pronominal affix to place emphasis on a subj~ct, object, or
oblique object. The independent pronoun may not itself occur P8 a subject,
object, or oblique object; it is, rather, an adjunct of an NP which has a
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grammatical function. Its use as an emphatic marker is illustrated in (15)
below, and in (16), examples are presented ,)f an independent pronoun
occurring 1n Left-Dislocation position. When they occur as dislocated NPs,
independent pronouns do not have the emphatic meaning; Lh~y are simply NPs
which have received prominence in the sentence, as are all dislocated NPs.
(15) a. hiyya, mlat le498f,
her went-3sgf to-the-house
'!!!! went home."
b. Aeftha hiyya.
saw-lsg-3sgf her
'I saw h!!:- '
c. ttlag1na meaha h1yya.
met-lpl with-3egf her
'We met .!!!!..'
d. lat ~a h1yya.
came-3sgf mother~3sgf her
'Her mother came.'
(NB: *Aeft hiyya.)
(NB: *ttlagina mea hiyya.)
(NB: *~at " h1yya.)
(NB: *§efna bba hiyya.)e. Aefna 9~aha hiyya.
saw-lpl father-3sgf her
'We saw !!!! father. '
f. ttlagina mea ~paha hiyya. (NB: *ttlag1na mea bba hiyya.)
met-lpl with father~38Kf her
'We met~ father.'
(16) a. h1yya, Aeftha.
her saw-lsg-3egf
'Her, I saw her.'
b. h1yya, ttlag1na meaha.
her met-lpl w1th~38gf
'Her, we met her.'
c. h1yya, !at ~a.
her came-3sgf mothe~~38gf
'Her, her mother came.'
d. hiyya, Aefna ~9aha.
her saw~lpl father-3sgf
'Her, we saw her father.'
e. hiyya, ttlagina mea ~~aha.
her met~lpl with father-3sgf
'Her, we met her father.'
The sentences in (16) above show that independent pronouns, like
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other dislocated NPs, occur with a coreferential element in the associated
sentence, and these elements are found in the same range of positions as
with other dislocated NPs.
3.2.4 Restrictions on Left-Dislocation in Moroccan
When an NP is fronted to receive prominence in Moroccan, a correspon-
ding pronominal affix is obligatory 1n the associated sentence (in non-
subject positions; a subject affix is always obligatory). There is no
construction in Moroccan equivalent to Top1ca11z8tion 1n English, as shown
by the ungrammat1ca11ty of the sentences in (17) below.
(17) I a. *mugend ma leftl.
Mohand NEG saw-lsg~NEG
'Mohand I didn't see.'
b. ~~eft na!at, walayenn1 mUQend ma ~eft~.
saw-leg Najat but Mohand NEG saw-lsg-NEG
'I saw Najat, but Mohand I didn't see.'
In the sentences in (17), no object suffix occurs on the verb left 'I saw'
(on the second verb!!£! in (17b», and the sentences are ungrammatical.
Recall that ~entence (12b) , where an object suffix is present. is wRll-
fo~d; therefore, in Moroccan a fronted NP must have a coreferential
element in its associated clause.
The one-pronoun constraint applies to Moroccan for dislocated
coordinate NPs, as shown below in (18).
(18) a. ~uoend w na~at, 19inaha w qellebna elih.
Mohand and Najat found-lpl-3sgf and looked-lpl for-3sgm
*Mohand and Najat, we found her and looked for him.
b. Dlu\lend w na~at, 19inahum.
Mohand and Najat found-lpl-3pl
'Mohand and Najat, we found them.'
In (18) above, a coordinate NP may be fronted only in the case where one
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pronoun, here the affix -hum, refers to both members of the coordination.
Unlike English locative and temporal PPs, Moroccan PPs have no
corresponding profo~, and thus the one-pronoun constraint is not uaeful
for predicting restrictions on Moroccan dislocated PPs.
Though one might suspect that the word temma 'there' in Moroccan is
a PP proform, the following examples demonstrate that temma is not a PP.
(19) a. mJJina llwad.
went-lpl to--the-t:iver
'We went to the river.'
b. uina ltemma.
went...lpl to--there
*We went to there.
c. *uulina tamma.
went,.lpl there
'We went there. '
(20) *fe~4af, lefnahum temma.
1n..the~house saw-lpl-3pl there
'In the house, we saw them there.'
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In (19) temma replaces an NP, but not a PP, and (20) demonstrates that
temma cannot be a prepositional proform corresponding to a fronted PP.
temma is thus not a preposition, and the sentences in (21) below illustrate
its use as a locative NP without a preposition.
(21) a. ~efnahum tamms.
saw-lpl-3pl there
'We saw them there~'
b. gals temma hdahum•
.
sitting(m) there beside-3pl
'He's sitting there beside them.'
Though temma 1s an NP, its locative meaning prevents it from acting
as a proform corresponding to an NP, as the examples below illustrate.
(22) a. *cj.9af, kayleebu temma bezzaf.
the-house CONT~3pl-play there lots
'The house, they play there lots.'
b. ~~a~, kayle€bu fiha bezzaf.
the-house CONT-3pl-play in-3sSf lots
'The house, they play in it lots.'
Example (22a) demonstrates that temma cannot function as an NF proform.
(22b) shows that a fronted NP must occur with a corresponding pronominal
affix if a grammatical sentence is to be produced.
Since temma is not a pronominal PP, and is the only possible candidate
for such status, Moroccan does not have a prepositional proform. There are,
furthe~ore, no candidates for an adjectival proform. Though PPs and APa
do not have co~responding proforma in Moroccan, they may, nevertheless, be
fronted for emphasis, as the following sentences indicate.
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(23) a. fe~9af klit.
in-the-house ate-lag
'In the house I at~.'
b. llwad m~in3.
to-the-river went-lpl
'To the river we went.'
(24) a. zwina lbent.
beaut1ful-f the-girl
Beautiful (is) the girl.
b. sxun Ihal.
hot(m) the-weather
Hot (is) the weather.
It would appear, then, that any XP in Moroccan may occur 1n sentence-
initial position for prominence. If, however, that XP has a proform (only
NPs in Moroccan), then that proform must occur in the associated sentence
when the XP is fronted.
There 1s another construction in Moroccan in which a PP can appear
in sentence-initial position. This construction, illustrated below, does
not involve coreference, in the sense of "identity of reference," Instead,
what 1s involved is "identity of kind," In English, for instance, in the
sentence "John read a book and I read one, too," the NP~ is not identical
in reference to the NP a book, but it is an NP of the same "kind" as a book.
In the sentences below, the NP duk flyar 'those small ones' 1s of the same
"kind" as the PP fet~UJ!lub11at 'among cars.'
(25) a. fe~~~ub11at, kanby1 duk "~yare
in~the-cars CONT-lsg~like those the-small(pl)
'Among cars, I like those small ones.'
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b. *fe~~~ubilat, kanbyi fihum duk ~~yar.
1n-the-cars CONT-lag-like in-3pl those the-small(pl)
*Among cars, I like those small ones among them.
c. *kanbyi duk ~,yar fe~~u~ubilat.
CONT-lsg-like those the-small in-the-cars
*1 like those small ones among cars.
d. kanbyi duk sayar, fe~~~ubilat.
CONT-lag-like those tne-small in-the-cara
'I like those small ones, among cars.'
These sentences indicate that the "fronted" PP does not originate from
a position in the sentence. (25c), in which this PP is in the most likely
position inside the sentence, is not a well-formed sentence. (25d), on
the other hand, where the PP is set off by comma intonation, is well-
fo~ed. The presence of the comma intonation indicates that the PP is an
adjunct to the sentence, rather than an argument of the verb. Therefore,
in (25a), the PP fettuwubilat has not been fronted to initial position in
the sentence, and thus Left-Dislocation is not involved.
Moroccan is like English in that non-specific items, including idiom
chunks, cannot receive prominence through Left-Dislocation. This fact is
illustrated in (26) through (29) bela••
w(26) *11 kelb, ttsQ8bni ~eftu fezzenqa g bila.
some dog thought(3sgm)-lsg saw-lsg-3sgm 1n-the-street before
*Some dog, I thought I saw it in the street earlier.
(27) a. zeyyrul1h llwalb.
tightened-3pl-to-3sgm the~screws
'They put pressure on ntm.' (lit. 'They tightened the screws
on him.')
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b. *llwalb, zeyyruhumlih.
the-screws tightened-3pl-3pl-to-3sgm
The screws, they tightened them on him.
(28) a. hezzu lma.
lifted(3sgm) the-water
'He's finished, lost.' (lit. 'The water lifted Lim.')
b. *lma, hezzu.
the-water lifted(3sgm)-3sgm
The water, it lifted him.
(29) a. 4rebha bsekra.
hit(3sgm)-3sgf with-drunkenness
'He really got drunk.' (lit. 'He hit her with a drunkenness.')
b. *h1yya, 9rebha bsekra.
her hit(3sgm)-3sgf with-drunkenness
Her, he hit her with a drunkenness.
In (26), the NP Ai kelb 'some dog' is non-specific, and thus cannot
receive prominence in the sentence. In each of the (b) sentences in (27),
(28), and (29), the dislocated NP has no independent reference, and there-
fore it is non-specific, and thus non-dislocatable. In Moroccan as well as
English, then, non-specific items, including idiom chunks, cannot appear in
Left-Dislocation position.
Non-idiomatic readings for the same dislocated items as in (27) through
(29) are possible with Left-Dislocation, as indicated 1n (30) through (32)
below.
(30) llwalb, zeyyruh~.
the-screws tightened-3pl-3pl
'The screws, they tightened them.'
(31)
(32)
Ima, hezz 19a~uf.
the-water l1fted(3sgm)the-boat
'The water, it lifted the boat.'
hiyya, 4rebha ble€sa.
~her hit(3sgm)-3sg£ with-the-stick
'Her, he hit her with a stick.'
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Given the existence of the forms in (30) through (32), the failure of the
items in (27) through (29) to undergo Left-Dislocation is thus not a property
of the items themselves, but of the idiomatic construction in which they
occur in those sentences.
3.2.5 Structure of Left-Dislocation
Without making any theoretical claims for the moment, I will assume
the structure of Left-Dislocation sentences to be roughly as given in (33)
below.
(33)
s'
Within the government and binding framework of Chomsky (1981), the
dislocated NP in the above structure would be said to be in a non-argument
(A) position; that is, a position to which a thematic role cannot be
assigned, either by the verb or the verb phrase. This fact, among others,
will differentiate Left~Dislocat1on from MO Dislocation.
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3.3 Matrix-Object Dislocation
Matrix-Object Dislocation involves relating an NP or pronominal affix
in the matrix object position (the MO dislocated item) to a coreferential
pronominal element in a lower clause. This relation is demonstrated in
(34) below. (34) exemplifies the fact that, as with Left-Dislocation, so
also in MO Disloc'ation an affix in the lower clause is obligatory if the
lower NP 1s not a subject (subject affixes are obligatory whether or not
MO Dislocation is involved).
(34)
(35)
a. byitu yAufuh fsefru.
want-lsg-3sgm 3pl-see-3sgm 1~-S~frou
'I want them to see h~ in Sefrou.'
(lit. 'I want h~ they see h~ in Sefrou.')
b. byit muhend y~ufuh ftleffU.
want-lag Mohand 3pl-s8e-3sgm in-Sefrou
'1 want them to see Mohand in Sefrou.'
(lit. 'I want Mohand they see him in Sefrou.')
a. *byitu yAufu f~efru.
want-lsg-3sgm 3pl-see in-Sefrou
I want him they see in Sefrou.
b. *by1t mubend yrufu fVeffu.
want-lag Mohand 3pl-see in-Sefrou
I want Mohand they see in Sefrou.
In the sentences in (34), an object suffix or an NP appears in the
matrix verb'c object position, and it is related to an affix in the lower
clause. The sentences in (35) demonstrate that the matrix object NP is
not functioning as the object of the verb y~ufu 'they see,' as the sentences
are ungrammatical. These sentences are not well-formed because the verb
ylufu lacks an object argument. Therefore, the NP following the matrix
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verb byit 'I want' must be outside the domain of the lower verb, and thus
must be in the position of object to the matrix verb. Its position as
matrix object is clearly demonstrated in (34a) and (35a), where the MO
dislocated item is an affix attached to the matrix verb. Thus, for the
sentences to be grammatical, an affix in the complement clause is
obligatory.
3.3.1 The data
There are two relationships operating in the sentences in (34) above.
One 1s the relation between the matrix verb and its object, and the
second is the relation between the matrix object and an obligatoTy affix
in the complement clause. Before discussing these relationships, however,
I will present data indicating the range of sentence types that are found
in Moroccan involving the matrix object-lower clause affix relation. Since
not all verbs can occur with MO Dislocation, it would seem to be a lexical
property of ce~ta1n verbs that they allow this construction.
The class of verbs which permit this type of dislocation 1n Moroccan
includes the verbs (a) bra 'want,' (b) Isa 'find,' (c) §ab 'find,' (d) !bef
'find,' (e) sayn or'.tsenna (dialectal variation) 'wait for,' (f) efef 'know,'
(g) ~af 'see,' (h)~ 'hear,' (1) xaf 'fear,' (j)~ 'think,'
5(k) ttsb!b 1- 'think (contrary to fact),' and (1) ttmenna 'hope.' These
verbs differ in several respects. First, the verbs ,€Fef, Maf, ~, !!i,
denn, and ttsbab 1- can occur with a complementizer, while the others cannot.
5 This list is not necessarily an exhaustive list of MO Dislocation verba
in Moroccan. The verbs included here are those I have found to take
MO Dislocation; others may exist that I am not aware of at this time.
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The verbs bya and sayn and tsenna allow only an imperfect co )lement, while
the other verbs select any tense in their complement verb except the
imperfective. xaf allows only an imperfective unless it occurs with the
complementizer yak ma 'perhaps,' when it can take a futur~ or perfect
complement. The verbs (a) through (h) are transitive, and those in (i)
through (1) are intransitive in their other uses where they do not occur
with a complement sentence. This fact will be important for the analysis
to follow.
Below are examples of the above verbs, shown with a dislocated matrix
object coreferential with an affix in several positions in the complement
clause. The coreferent1al elements have been underlined in each case, and
the complementizers in parentheses indicate that the sentences are acceptable
6
with or without those complementizers.
6 The abbreviations (C1), (02), and (RSH1) below, refer, respectively to:
Colin (1957), Colin (1951) and Harr~ll (1962).
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(36) SUBJECT OF COMPLEMENT VERB
a. bYitek yedda texle~ eliyya 198f mexzen... (Cl)
want:rsg-2sg tomorrow 2sg-join to-lag to-house government
'I want you to join me tomorrow at the royal palace •.• '
b. !eb;atu kla nne~~ fih. (01)
found-3sgf-3sgm at;(3sgm) half in-3agm
'She found (him) he'd eaten half of it.'
c. tsennit~ Z!i men leblad.
waited for-lsg-3sgm 3sgm-come from the-village
'I waited for him to come from the v~llage.'
d. w
€feftek bin byiti ssekk ar •••
know-lag-2ag that want-2sg the-sugar
'I know (you) that you want sugar ••• '
(Cl)
e. §eft~ ma kaze€mel yir elli gallih xalu.
saw-lsg-3sgm NEG CONT-3sgm-do only that said(3sgm)-to-3sgm uncle-
38gm
'I saw (him) that he only does what his uncle tells him.' (RSHl)
f. xaft~ ~Ylebha felklam. (01)
feared-3sgf-3sgm 3sgm-defeat-3sgf in-the-words
'She feared (him) that he would defeat her with words.'
8. kanttmennah Z!i bekri.
CONT~lsg-hope-3sgm3sgm-come early
'I hope he'll come early.'
h. ~ennit~ (belli) ~af ~1 felblad,
thought-lsg-3sgm that saw(3sgm) mother-lag in-the-village
'I thought (him) that he saw my mother in the village.'
i. tts\labli mU\lend mla meahum.
seemed(3sgm)~to-lsg Mohand went(3sgm) with-3pl
'I thought (Mohand) that he went with them.'
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(37) OBJECT OF COMPLEMENT VERB
a. bYit~ yddiwh lleblad.
want-lsg-3sgm 3pl-take-3sgm to-the-village
'I want (him) for them to take him to the village.'
b. 191tu ddawh m€ahum IbarQ.
found~lsg-3sgm took-3pl-3sgm with-3pl yesterday
'I found (him) they took him with them yesterday.'
c. tsennit.!! yxell~uh.
waited for-lsg-3sgm 3pl-pay-3sgm
'I waited for (him) them to pay him.'
d. €;eftu (belli) Aafuh fsefru.
know-Isg-3sgm that saw-3pl-3sgm i~-S~frou
'I know (him) that they saw him in Sefrou.'
w
e. ~eftha yadi yddiha W89d ax ef, dditha 'ana~ (C2)
saw-ISg-3sgf"FUT 3sgm:t8ke-3sgf one other took-lsg-3sgf me
'I saw (her) that someone else was going to take (mar'ry) her, so
I took her.'
f.
g.
h.
1.
xeftu yddiwh leffansa.
feared-lsg-3sgm 3pl-take-3sgm to-France
'I feared (him) they'd take him to France.'
kant1:mennahum yE~ihum mu~end flushum.
CONT-lsg-hope-3pl 3sgm-give~3plMohand money-3pl
'I hope (them) Mohand will give them their money,'
dennitu (belli) ddawh meahum.
though~lsg-3sgm that took-3pl-3sgm with-3pl
'I thought (him) that they took him with them.'
ttsQabli mubend, Aaftu fsefru.
seemed(3fJgm)~to-lsgMohand saw-3sgf-3sgm i~-S~frou
'1 thought (Mohand) that she saw htm in Sefrou.'
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(38) OBLIQUE OBJECT OF COMPLEMENT VERB
a. by1tu yxer~u m€ah.
want=lsg-3sgm 3pl-go out with-388m
'I want (him) for them to go out with 111m.'
b. !beft~ kayhe~ru meah,
found-lsg-388m CONT-3pl-speak with-3sgm
'I found (him) they were speaking with llim.·
c. tsenn1tu y€~1whalih.
wa1ted fOr-lsg-388m 3pl-give-3Sgf-to-3sgm
'1 waited for (him) them to give it to him.'
d. eerfu fUlhum bin darha bihum §1 w8Qd. (C2)
know-3pl themselves that d1d(3sgm)-3sgf with-3pl some one
'They know (themselves) that som~one had played a trick on them.'
e. sme£tu (belli) kayxedmu meah.
heard-lsg-3sgm that CONT-3pl-work w1t~3sgm
'1 heard (him) that they work with him.'
f. xeft,!!. yttlagaw mEah.
feared-lsg-3ssm 3pl-meet with-38gm
'1 feared (him) they'd meet him.'
8. kanttmennah y!1buhalih.
CONT~18g-hope-38gm3pl-br1ng-3sgf-to-3sgm
'I hope (him) they'll bring it to him.'
h. ~enn1t~ (belli) xer~u meah.
thought-188~3sgm that w~nt out-3pl with-388m
'I thought (him) that they went out with him.'
1. tt8~abl1 mubend, leebu meah \bar~.
seemed(3sgm)-to-188 Mohand played-3pl with-38gm yesterday
'1 thought (Mohan~) they played with him yesterday.'
(39) POSSESSOR OF SUBJECT OF COMPLEMENT VERB
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a.
b.
c.
d.
f.
g.
h.
1.
bYit~ d!1 ~~.
want-lsg-3sgm 3sgf-come mother-3sgm
'I want (him) his mother to come.'
~ebt~ !at qupu.
found-lsg-3sgm came-3sgf mother-388m
'I found (htm) his mother had come.'
tsennit.!:!. y!1w flus.!!..
waited for-lsg-3sgm 3pl-come money-38gm
'I waited for (him) his money to come.'
€feft~ (belli) ~at ~~ men leblad.
know~lsg-3sgm that came-3egf mother-3sgm from the-village
'I know (him) that his mother came from the village.'
leftu (belli) ~aw flusu.
s8w-rsg-3sgm that came-3pl mone~3sgm
'I saw (htm) that his money came.'
xeftu tkun herbat meft.!:!..
feared-lsg-3sgm 3egf be ra~ away-3sgf w1fe~3sgm
'I feared (htm) his wife had run away.'
kanttmennaJ! y~1w fl\ls.!!.
CONT-lsg-hope-3sgm 3pl-come money-3sgm
'I hope (htm) his money will come.'
\
~enn1t~ (belli) m~a ~9ah lleblad.
thought-ls8~38gm that went(3sgm) father~3sgm to-the-v111age
'I thought (h~) that his father went to the village.'
tt8oabl1 muhend, tqadat makelt~.
seemed(3sgm)-to~lsgMohand ftnished-3sgf food~3sgm
'I thought (Mohand) his food was all gone.'
(40) POSSESSOR OF OBJECT OF COMPLEMENT VERB
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
8-
byitu yddiw ~ less91~ar.
want-lsg-3egm 3pl-take mother-3sgm to-the-hospital
'I want (him) them to take his mother to the hospital.'
191tu !abu flusu.
found-lag-38gm brought-3pl money-3sgm
'I found (him) they brought his money.'
tsennit~ yMuf ~~b1b ~u.
waited for-lsg-3sgm 3sgm-see the-doctol mother-3sgm
'I waited for (him) the doctor to see him mother.'
ereftu (belli) ~afu xuh.
~ow-lsg-3sgm that saw-3pl brother-3sgm
'I know (him) that they saw his brother.'
smeetu (belli) serqu lxwebz dyalu.
heard-lsg-3sgm that stole-3pl the-bread POSS-3sgm
'1 heard (him) that they stole his bread.'
xeft~ y~erbu xuh.
feared-lsg-3sgm 3pl-hit brother-3sgm
'I feared (him) they would hit his brother.'
kanttmennah yee'91w xuh·
CONT-lsg-hope-3sgm 3pl-beat brother-388m
'I hope (him) they'll beat his brother.'
~enn1t~ (belli) ee"aw xuh felblad.
Qhought-lsg-3sgm that beat-3pl brother-388m in-the-village
'I thought (him) that they beat his brother in the village.'
tts~ab11 mUQend, ddaw ~ less9 i f8f.
seemed(3sgm)-to-lsg Mohand took-3pl mother~3sgm to-the-hospital
'I thought (Mohand) they took his mother to the hospital.'
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(41) POSSESSOR OF OBLIQUE OBJECT OF COMPLEMENT VERB
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
s'
h.
byitu yle€bu fdaru.
want~lsg-3sgm 3p1-play 1~-house-3sgm
'I want (him) them to play in his house.'
!bertu kayxedmu mEa xuh.
, - -found-lsg-3sgm CONT-3pl-work with brother-Jsgm
'I found (him) they were working with his brother.'
tsennit~ yzidu felflus dyalu.
waited for-lsg-3sgm 3pl-increase in-the-money POSS-38gm
'I waited for (him) them to increase his money.'
Efeft~ (belli) yad! ygelsu ~da ~u.
know-lsg-3sgm that FUT 3pl-sit beside mother-36gm
'I know (him) that they're going to sit beside his mother.'
~eft~ kayhe~ru mEa ~~.
saw~lsg-3sgm CONT-3pl-speak with mother-38gm
'I saw (him) they were speaking with his mother.'
xeftu ykunu ttlagaw mEa ~9ah.
feared-lsg~3sgm 3pl-be met-3pl with father-38gm
'I feared (him) they'd met his father.'
kanttmennah yttlagaw mea ~~ah w ywerrihum.
CONT~lsg-hope.·3sgm 3pl-meet with father-38gm and 3sgm-show-3pl
'I hope (him) they meet his father and he shows th~I'
4enn1t,!!. yad1 yttlagaw mea ~9ah, sa€a ma ~awa.
thought-lsg~388m FUT 3pl-meet with father-3sgm but NEG came-3pl-NEG
'I thought (him) they were going to meet his father, but they didn't
come. '
1. ?tts9ab11 muhend, kanu kayhe9ru mEa ~~.
seemed(3sgm)-to-lsg Mohand was-3pl CONT-3pl-sp~akwith mother-38gm
'I thought (Mohand) they were speaking with his mother.'
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(42) RELATIVE CLAUSE
a. €feft~ matt 1emra elli kax.byi.
know-lag-388m died-3sgf the-woman that CONT-3agm-love
'I know (him) that the woman he loves died.'
b. €feft~ matt lemfa ell! katebyih.
know~lsg-3sgm died-3sgf the-woman that CONT-3sgf-love-3sgm
'I know (him) that the woman that loves him died.'
c. Eteft~ matt lemfa elli kant sakna meah.
know",lsg-3sgm died-3sgf the-woman that was-3sgf living-f with-3sgm
'I know (him) that the woman that was living with him died.'
(43) EMBEDDED QUESTION
a. yir lit n~ufek waS na€s ulla ~. (Cl)
only came-lag lsg-&ee-2sg whether sleeping or awake
'I just came to see (you) if you were asleep or awake.'
b. byit n€eff~ wa~ Aafuh f~effU.
want-lag lsg-know-3sgm whether saw-3pl-3sgm in-Sefrou
'I want to know (him) whether they saw him in Sefrou.'
c. w !~a kay~uf ddyab a~ ka~€emlu belhmar. (01)
and Jha CONT~3sgm-see the-jackals what CONT-3pl~do with-the-donkey
'and Jha was watching (the jackals) what they were doing with the
donkey. '
d. wa~ €reftuE! as ma~i ~ullikum?
Q know-2pl~lsg what rUT lsg-say-to-2pl
'Do you know (me) what I'm going to say to you?'
(Cl)
e. mell! €feftu 19Weffa as f!~ qbel ma t~ufuhl (02)
since know-2pl the-basket what in-3sgf before that 2pl-see-3sgm
'since you know (the basket) what's in it before you see itl'
f. 'ana elli ereftu la~ k~~taQ.
me that ~ow~ls8-3sgm to-what CONT-38gm-suitable
'It's I that know (it) what it's good for.'
g. ma €feft fu§na fin ma~yinl
NEG know-lag ourselves where going-pl
'I don't know (ourselves) where we're going!'
In the examples in (36) through (41) above, the affix in the
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(01)
(02)
complement clause may occur in a variety of positions, the same range of
7positions as with Left-Dislocation. In (36) the subject affix is the
coreferential element, and in (37) the lower clause affix is in object
position. In (38) the complement clause affix appears as an oblique
object, and in (39) through (41) the lower clause affix is a possessor, an
affix attached to an NP in subject, object, and oblique object positions.
The sentences in (42) and (43) show that constituent control is not
involved in MO Dislocation, since there is a relation between the matrix
object and an element inside an island in these sentences.
Since all the argument positions of the lower verb are filled, the
matrix object cannot be an argument of the complement verb. Rather, it
7 The sentences in (36) through (38) are better than those in (39) through
(41). Of (39) through (41), the sentences in (39) are more acceptable
than those in (40), which are better than those in (41). Most of the
sentences in (39) through (41) require a very specific context in order
to be acceptable, as there are simpler and more common ways of expressing
the same ideas in Moroccan. When a particular context is furnished,
however, the sentences become more easily understandable, and thus more
acceptable. Nevertheless, some speakers may still find several of the
(39) through (41) sentences unacceptable, not being able to imagine a
context in which they make sense. Semantic considerations, as demon-
'strated in Section 3.3,2.1, are very important in the interpretation of
MO Pislocat1on sentences.
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appears in a position of prominence with respect to the complement clause,
by which a special emphasis is placed on an NP which is involved in some
manner in the complement clause.
Intonation plays an important role in the interpretation of several of
the preceding sentences. In each case of the sentences in (36) through (41),
there is a slight pause after the MO dislocated NP, and in the case of the
perception verbs and the verb e;ef 'know,' a rising intonation must be
paired with the pause. The intonation pattern distinguishes between two
readings of the same string, 1n cases where the verb selects an optional
object: one which involves physical perception of the entity denoted by
the matrix object, and other where physical perception of the object denotee
is not necessarily involved. The two cases are illustrated below.
~(44) a. !eftha dexlat le94ar.
saw-lsg-3sgf entered-3sgf to-the-house
'I saw her go in the house.'
~
b. Seftha, dexlat le9~at.
saw-lsg-3sgf entered-3sgf to-the-house
'I saw that she went in the house.'
In sentences like (44a), the object of the matrix verb is its thematic
object, denoting the person actually perceived, while in (44b) the object
is non-thematic, in that that person is not necessarily the object of the
perception. (44b) is synonymous with sentence (45) below, the only d1ffer~
ence being that in (44b) the matrix object has received prominence which the
corresponding PRO subject in (45) has not received.
(45) 8eft belli dexlat leddar.
... .
saw-lag that entered-3sgf to-the-house
'I saw that she went in the house.'
In the following section I will discuss the nature of the relation
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between the foregrounded NP and its coreferent1al element in the lower
clause.
3.3.2 The matrix object~l.,wer clause affix relation
Evidence for the existence of a relation between the matrix object and
the lower clause affix comes from the fact that the presence of the matrix
object 1s sanctioned only by the presence of a coreferential element in the
embedded clause, as sentences without this element are ungrammatical (cf.
(35». This requirement is the same as that of the Left-Dislocation coo-
struction, in which anaphor1c binding relates the fronted NP to its coref-
erential counterpart in the associated sentence.
Left-Dislocation involves an NP which does not itself correspond to a
predicate argument. It is, however, bound to an NP which is an argument of
a verb, and therefore the dislocated element receives an interpretation.
The same process 1s involved in the examples of MO Dislocation presented
above. The interpretation of the matrix object depends on there being an
affix in the complement clause with which it is coreferent1al, to which it
can be anaphor1cally bound.
The sentences 1n (46) and (47) below demonstrate that the same coref-
erence restrictions hold for MO Dislocation as for Left-Dislocation.
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(46) a. *muhend, ddaw muhend lsefru. I *Hewwa , ddaw mub~nd l£1efru •. . ..
Mohand took-3pl Mohand to-Sefrou him took-3pl Mohand to-Sefrou
*Mohand, they took Mohand to Sefrou. / wHim, they took Mohand to Sefrou.
b. mU1}end i , ddaw%/*j l~effu. I Hewwai , ddawhi/*j l~eftu.
Mohand took-3pl-3sgm to-Sefrou I him took-3pl-3sgm to-Sefrou
'Mohand, they took him to Sefrou.' I 'Him, they took him to Sefrou. '
(47) a. *bY1t~ / byit muhend ydd1w mu\)end Ifleffu.
want-lsg-3sgm want-lag Mohand 3pl-take Mohand to-Sefrou
*1 want him I I want Mohand they take Mohand to Sefrou.
b. bYit~ yddiwht/*j l~effu.
want-lsg-3sgm 3pl-take-3sgm to-Sefrou
'I want (him) them to take him to Sefrou.'
In the (a) sentences, the second instance of the NP mubend could not be
coindexed as coreferent1al to the dislocated NP, as it is not a pronoun.
In the (b) sentences, the two NPs are both pronominal, but the only possible
interpretation is for them to be coreferent1al.
The coreferentiality requirement does not hold for all constructions
involving sentential complements, In the sentences in (48) below, corefer-
ence between the NPs is not required, nor is a pronominal element necessary.
(48) a. galtiliyya belli he~ru meahai / j lbarQ.
sa1d~3sgf-to~lsg that spoke-3pl w1th-3sgf yesterday
'She told me that they spoke with her yesterday.'
b. galtiliyya belli he4ru mea nalat*1/j lbar~.
said-3sgf-to-lsg that spoke-3pl with Najat yesterday
'She told me that they spoke with Najat yesterday.'
In (48a) the oblique affix in the lower clause can either be interpreted as
coreferential with the matrix subject, or as disjoint in reference from it.
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The restriction on coreferentiality shows up in sentence (48b), where the
lower NP 1s not pronominal, and thus corefer~nce is excluded_ If the
subject of the matrix verb and the NP na!at are interpreted as disjoint
in reference, the sentence is well-formed. With MO Dislocation and Left-
Dislocation, on the other hand, the possibility of disjoint reference
between the matrix object NP and a particular lower clause pronominal
affix is not available.
The reason that disjoint reference is not possible with Left-Dislo-
cation is that, as mentioned above, the dislocated NP is outside the argu-
ment list of any verb, and therefore cannot be interpreted on its own. It
is only by virtue pf its coreference to another NP that it receives an
interpretation. In terms of relations between NPs, the sentences in (47)
have shown that MO Dislocation behaves like Left-Dislocation in requiring
coreference between matrix and lower NPs.
I propose that both constructions are, in fact, the result of the same
process, namely anaphoric binding, which is subject to conditions on
coreference. The MO Dislocation construction is further subject to
semantic conditions, discussed in the next section. These conditions do
not, however, bear on the fact that the operation involved in MO Dislocation
1s anaphoric binding, as with Left-Dislocation.
I have said that with Left-Dislocatioq disjoint reference between the
dislocated NF and a pronoun in the following sentence is not possible
because the dislocated NP is not itself an argument of a verb. It needs a
coreferential element to receive an interpretation. I will make the same
claim for MO dislocated NFs: they are not thematic arguments of the matrix
verb, and thus to be interpreted they need a coreferent1al element in the
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lower clause. It is for this reason that disjoint reference is not possible
between the MO dislocated NP and the lower clause affix, just as it 1s not
possible with Left-Dislocation. I will return in a later section to a
discussion of the claim that the MO dislocated NPs are not thematic argu-
ments of the matrix verb.
The semantics of MO Dislocation
These facts point to an important aspect of the MO Dislocation con-
struction. With Left-Dislocation, as there is no verb involved with the
dislocated NP, there are no semantic requirements holding between that
element and its associated sentence. With MO Dislocation, however, the
dislocated element is the object of a verb which is subcategorized to take
a complement clause. The presence and meaning of this matrix verb impose
a special connection between the dislocated NP and the complement sentence,
but one which is also limited by these same two factors. With the MO
Dislocation construction, the dislocated NP is put 1n a position of
prominence in the sentence, and, depending on the meaning of the matrix
verb, this foregrounding entails certain expectations of the relationship
between the person or entity denoted by the matrix object and the event
described in the complement clause.
In many cases, as with the verbs bya and tsenns, the person or entity
denoted by the matrix object must have some control over the action ind1.cated
by the complement clause. With bya 'want' this person or entity is expected
to bring about this action. The English translations I have given do not
reflect this requirement, as such sentences as (39a) '1 want him for his
mother to, come,' and (390) 'I waited for him for his money to come' do not
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LXist in English. In Moroccan, sentence (39a) implies that the matrix
object person will somehow be involved in getting his mother to come. (39c)
implies that the speaker is waiting for the matrix object person's money to
come so that he will uo something specific with that money, e.g., give the
speaker some. Thus, a sentence such as (49a) below is unacceptable in
Moroccan.
(49) a. ~bYitu teete~ mmu.
want-lsg-3sgm 3sgf-sneeze ~~ther-3sgm
I want him for his mother to sneeze.
b. byit ~u teEtes.
want-l~g mother-3sgm 3sgf-sneeze
'I want h~s mother to sneeze.'
Sentence (49a) does not make sense because the matrix object person could
not normally have any relation to t~e act of his mother's sneezing. In
(49b), however, since the object of the matrix verb is the ~ame person
who will do the sneezing, there is no problem of involvement 1n the action,
and thus the sentence is acceptable.
With regular Left-Dislocation, the semantic restriction does not hold,
as there is no verb associated with the dislocated NF, and thus a sentence
such as (50) below is pe~fectly well-formed.
(50) mu~end, €et,at ~u.
Mohand sneezed-3sgf mother-3sgm
'Mohand, his mother sneezed.'
With the verbs!!! 'see,'~ 'hear,' and !A! 'find,' the semantic
requirement is slightly different than with the previous verbs. With
these verbs what is required 1s that there be some sort of physical evidence
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for the seeing, hearing, or finding. This requirement does not mean that
the object of the verb itself is the thing seen, heard, or found; it merely
means that something must be perceived. The sentences below illustrate this
fact.
(51) a. dxelt leddar w ~eftu ma kaynS.
entered-lag to:th~-house and saw-lag-38gm NEG being there-NEG
'I went into the house and saw (him) that he wasn't there.'
b. mitt 14afU w 19itu ma kayn~ •
went-lag to-house-3sgm and found-lag-38gm NEG being there-NEG
'I went to his house, and I found (him) that he wasn't there.'
In sentence (51a) the speaker did not see the person referred to by the
matrix object because he wasn't there. In (5lb), that person could not
have been found because he wasn't at his house. Thus, the entity or person
denoted by the matrix object is not necessarily the thing or person perceived.
What is perceived in the~e cases is a certain state of affaixs.
Sentence (52) below has a more specialized mt1aning.
(52) ?~eftu ~at "U men leblad.
saw-lsg-3sgm came-3sgf mother-3sgm from the-village
'I saw (him) that his mother came from the village.'
Such a sentence would only be acceptable 1£ it meant that every time his
mother came from the village he did a particular thing, e.g., sat a certain
way or dressed a certain way, and that the speaker knew this and saw him
in that particular state. What is important in this sentence is that the
state of the person is what is seen, not the person himself. He may be the
one Ul that state, but it is not enough for the sentence to be well-formed
for the speaker to see him; the speaker must see him in that particular state.
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With the verb~ 'hear,' something must be heard by the speaker in
order for the sentence to be acceptable, but what is heard need not be the
entity or person denoted by the matrix object, but some indirect source of
noise. Thus, for the perception verbs there are perception requ;lrements
when they occur in an MO Dislocation structure, even w'hen the entity
referred to by the matrix object is not the object of that perceptio~l.
The verb E{ef 'know,' on the other hand, is muc'h freer than the
perception verbs in terms of restrictions on its complement clause with
the MO Dislocation construction. There is thus a sort of hierarchy of
semantic restrictiveness in the class of MO Dislocation verbs with respect
to their complement clauses. The meaning of the verb itself limits the
possibilities for a well~formed relationship between the person or entity
denoted by the dislocated NP and tIle event: described in tlle complement
clause.
The requirement that the entity denoted by the matrix object be
involved in some manner 1n the event described in the complement clause
is easily met if the matrix object denotee is the subject or object of the
compl~ent clause. It is much more d1ff1cult to find sentences that make
sense in which the matrix object is not the subject or object of elle
embedd.:.:.d sentenceA The fartl1er aW8'y from the complement subj~ct or object
the dislocated NP' s referent is, tIle leds likely the possibility becomes
that the entity denoted by thisNP will be involved in the proceedings
described in that clause. It is for this reason that the sentences in
(39) through (41) are less acceptahle than those in (36) through (38); it
is merely mo're d1.fficul.t to envision cases in which the sente1.1Ce makes sense.
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The problem is one of semantics rather than a fact about sentence grammar.
Nevertheless, the existence of sentences like those 1n (39) through (41) lti
not crucial to thd discussion 1n this chapter. Even if such sentences did
not exist, the existence of the forms 1n the sentences in (37) and (38),
where the matrix object is coreferential with an affix in object or oblique
object position in the complement clause, justifietl the conclutiioll that
control 1s not involved, and that rather the operation is one of anaphor1c
binding, as with Left-Dislocation.
The important fact about the MO Dislocation sentences is that the
matrix object is not directly associated with a seD~nt1c argument of the
matrix verb. It 1s the object of that verb, as I will demonstrate below;
the precise nature of the relation between the matrix verb and its object
1s the subject of Section 3.3.5 below.
The semantic restrictiveness of MO Dislocation is one way in which
this construction differs from Left-Dislocation; ot~er differences are
discussed in Section 3.3.4 below.
A stmilarity between the two constructions, however, is that they both
act to give prominence to certain NPs. With Laft-Dislocation it was seen
that non-specific NPs, including idiom chunks, could not appear in Left-
Dislocation position. This fact is a reflection of the more general
prohibition against non-specific items receiving prominence in a sentence.
Since MO Dislocation serves to place prominence on NPs, as does Left··
Dislocation, it 1s to be expected that non-specific items, including non-
referential idiom chunks, would not be possible in MO Dislocation position,
just as they do not occur in Left-Dislocation position. This prediction is
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borne out, as the unacceptability of the sentences in (53) below shows.
(53) a. *€ref muhend Ai kelb (belli) ~eftu fezzenqa.
~ow(3sgm) Mohand some dog that saw-lag-36gm in-the-street
Mohand knows some dog that I saw it in the street.
b. *€reft llwalb (belli) zeyyruhum11h.
know-lag the-screws that tightened-3pl-3pl-to-3sgm
I know the screws that they tightened them to him.
c. *~eft lma (belli) hezzu.
saw-lag the-water that lifted(3sgm)-3sgm
I saw the water that it lifted him.
d. *Ieftha (belli) drebha bsekra •
.
saw-lsg-3sgf that hit(3sgm)-3sgf with-drunkenness
I saw her that he hit her with a drunkenness.
e, *£;eftha tartlih.
know~lsg-3sgf ~sgf~flew-to-3sgm
I know her she flew to him.
(va, tartlih. 'He got angry.'
lit. 'She flew to him.')
In each case in (53) above, a non-specific NP appears in MO Dislocation
posit1on, and the sentences are ungrammatical. The (b) through (e) sentences
have an idiom chunk in the position of prominence, but, as they are non-
referential, and therefore non-specific, they may not be MO dislocated,
just as they may not be left-dislocated,
3.3.3 Opt1onality of MO Dislocation
Before discussing the matrix verb-matrix object relation, I must first
note that the presence of this matrix object is optional; that is, all the
sentences in (36) through (41) are perfectly well-formed without the
matrix object, though there is a difference in prominence on a particular
NP between the sentences with that object and those without it. The (a)
and (b) sentences in (54) and (55) below have roughly the same meaning, but
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there does exist a difference in terms of emphasis.
(54) a. I want John to go.
b. John, I want him to go.
(55) a. ereft belli kayfhem s~elha.
• •know-.lsg that CONT-3sgm-understand Berber
'I know that he understands Berber. '
b. €feftu belli kayfhem ~~elha.
know-lsg-3sgm that CONT-3sgm-understand Berber
'I know (h~) that he understands Berber.'
The discussion in Section 3.3.5 below will not involve sentences such
as that in (55a), but rather those in which the matrix object ia present,
as in (55b).
3.3.4 The structure of MO Dislocation
Since MO Dislocation shares many properties with Left-Dislocation, one
might assume the structure of the MO Dislocation sentences to be represented
by the structure in (56) below, by analogy to the Left-Dislocation structu~e
given above in (33).
(56)
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The above structure implies that the dislocated NP is not the object of
the matrix verb, but that it has been left-dislocated to a position under
the embedded S. The dislocated NP cannot be in the matrix clause, as under
the theory of category type and functional relations, S must be a closed
function; its constituents are not, then, functionally transparent, and thus
no item can be raised from inside a closed function, nor can an item inside
an S be governed by a verb outside that S.
Structure (56) entails the claim that verbs do not subcategorize for
an object and complement, but rather for just a complement. Evidence from
strict subcategorization, however (see below), indicates that both possi-
bilities are necessary to distinguish between classes of verbs. There are
also several other indications that structure (56) is not the correct
structure for the MO Dislocation sentences.
One such indication is the fact that reflexives may occur in MO 01810-
cation position, whereas they do not occur 1n Left-Dislocation position.
These facts are exemplified 1n the sentences below.
(57) a. *f8Vi, ma Efeft fin ma~i.
m~self NEG know-lsg where going(m)
*Myself, I don't know where I'm g01ng.
b. ma €reft rae! fin ma~i.
• • •NEG know-lsg myself where going(m)
'I don't know (myself) where I'm going.'
The examples in (57) indicate that MO Dislocation allows refl.exives
to receive prominence, while Left-Dislocation does not. In (57a), the
reflexive anaphor rae! 'myself' (lit. 'my head') 1s in Left-Dislocation
...--.-
position, and the sentence is ungrammatical. In (57b), however. the NP
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ra~i appears in MO Dislocation position, yielding a grammatical sentence.
The reason for the difference between these two constructions is that
a reflexive anaphor must have an antecedent within its minimal clause
nucleus, as mentioned above in Section 3.2.1. The sentences below show
that this generalization holds true for Moroccan.
(58) a. *gallihum belli fa~u ma yad1S ym&i.
said(3sgm)-to-3pl that himself NEG FUT-NEG 3sgm-go
*He told them that himself he wasn't going to go.
b. gallihum belli hewwa ma yadi~ ymai.
said(3sgm)-to-3pl that him NEG FUT-NEG 3g8m-go
'He told them that he wasn't going to go.'
c. gallihum belli na~at, ma yadi~ y~ufha yedda.
said(3sgm)-to-3pl that Najat NEG FUT-NEG 3sgm-see-3sgf tomorrow
'He told them that Najat, he wasn't going to see her tomorrow.'
In (58a), the anaphor rasu does not have an antecedent in its minimal
~
clause nucleus. Its antecedent is the subject of the higher clause. (58b)
indicates that (58a) is ungrammatical because the prominent constituent
is a reflexive, not because the structure of the sentence is impossible.
hewwa is an independent pronoun, used as an emphatic, and in (58b) it
occurs in Left~D1s1ocat1on position in the lower clause, Similarly, in
(58c), the NP na~at 1s in Left-Dislocation position in the lower clause.
Since (58b) and (58c) are well-formed, it is therefore a restriction on
the interpretation of reflexives that rules out sentence (58a).
Sentence (43g), repeated below for convenience, provides another
example of a reflexive in MO Dislocation position. In this case, however,
there is not identity of xeference between the reflexive and its antecedent.
( 438) ma Ereft rusna fin ma§yin!
NEG ~ow-lsg ~urselves where going-pl
'I don't know (ourselves) where we're goingl'
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In the above sentence, the reflexive ru~na is plural, while its antecedent,
the subject of the verb €feft 'I know,' is singular. This subject is, how-
ever, one of the people to which fu§na refers, and therefore it can act as
an antecedent to the reflexive. If an NP is not one of the referents of a
reflexive, then it cannot function as the antecedent to that anaphor. This
fact is illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (59) below.
(59) *mu~end ma €;ef rusna fin ma~yin.
Mohand NEG know(3sgm) ~u~selves where going-pl
*Mohand doesn't know ourselves where we're going.
In sentence (59), mu~end is not included in the referents of fu§na, and
therefore it cannot function as its antecedent.
Just what the restrictions are on identity between anaphor and antece-
dent remains to be determined. The facts illustrated by the sentences below
give some indication of these restrictions.
(60) a. _eft f'1,na fettilivizyun. I *~eftnana fettilivizyun.
saw-leg ourselves on~the-telev1s1on I saw-lsg~lpl on-the-television
'I saw ourselves /*1 saw us on television. '
b. ~efna f\19na fettilivizyun I *lIefnana fettilivizyun.
saw-lpl ourselves on-the-telavision I saw-lpl-lpl on-the-television
'We saw ourselves / *We saw us on television. '
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c. *wa~ ~efti Fu~na fettilivizyun? Ilwas ~eftina fettilizizyun?
Q saw-2sg ourselves on-the-television/Q saw-2sg-1pl on-the-T.V.
*Did you see ~urselves / Ibid you see us on televisi,n?
d. wa~ ~efti fU~kum fettilivtzyun?/*waM ~eftikum fettilivizyun?
Q saw-2ag yourselves on-the-television!Q saw-2sg-2pl on-the-T.V.
'Did you see yourselves I *Did you see you (pl) on television?)
As demonstrated in the sentences in (60) above, the first person
does not occur with a first person object affix; it must occur with a
reflexive object. The second person requires a reflexive object as well,
and the second person cannot be included 1n the referents of a first person
reflex:f.ve.
There is a case, however, where a second person verb occurs with a
second person object rather than a reflexive. This example may be an
idiomatic usage, however, and as such may not be a counterexample to the
generalization given above, This example is shown in (61) below.
(61) a. xellik!
leave(IMPERATIVE)-2sg
'Stay (there)!' (used, for example, when a person gets up
from a chair to let another sit down, and
the standing person refuses the seat.)
b. *xelli rasek!
• •leave(IMPERATlVE) yourself
It was shown above that MO Dislocation is more restricted than Left-
Dislocation in terms of semantics, but the reflexives case ahows that not
only does the matrix verb restrict some sentence possibilities, it also
licenses others that cannot occur with Left-Dislocation. Since with
structure (56) the reflexive anaphor would not have an antecedent in its
m1n~l clause nucleus, this structure must be rejected.
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The case of independent pronouns provides another example of a
difference between Left-Dislocation and MO Dislocation. and furnishes
evidence that MO dislocated NPs are indeed objects of the matrix verb.
Independent pronouns, as mentioned above in Section 3.2.3, cannot
occur in object or oblique object position, though they do occur in Left-
Dislocation position. As dislocated items, they are related to pronominal
affixes in a variety of positions, including object and oblique object, by
anaphoric binding. Independent pronouns cannot, however, appear in MO
Dislocation position, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of the sentences
below.
(62) a. *€reft hiyya ma yadi~ naufuha fsefru.
~ow-lsg her NEG FUT-NEG 1~1-see-3sgf tn-Sefrou
I know her that we're not going to see her in Sefrou.
b. *~eft hewwa ma byaM yhger mEahum.
saw-lag him NEG want(3sgm)-NEG 3sgm-speak with-3pl
I saw~ he doesn't want to speak with them.
Independent pronouns cannot appear in MO Dislocation position, as
indicated above, because the MO Dislocation position is an argument position;
specifically, an object position. Thus, it is to be expected that items
that cannot appear in object position would not be allowed to appear in MO
Dislocation position, and indeed such is the case with independent pronouns.
Since the MO Dislocation position is an object position, as evidenced
by tlle fact that reflexives may appear in that position and independent
pronouns may not, for ~he reasons given above, structure (56) must be
rejected.
(Note that MO Dislocation position cannot be the subject position, as,
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when a lexical subject is present, the MO dislocated NP follows the subject
NP, just as does a normal object:
(63) §af muhend natat belli dexlat leddar.
. .. .
saw(3sgm) Mohand Najat that entered-3agf to-the-house
'Mohand saw (Najat) that she went 1n the house.'
Nor is MO Dislocation position an oblique object position for the examples
given above, as oblique NPs require prepositions, and no prepositions occur
with the MO dislocated items; the MO Dislocation verbs seen so far do not
subcategorize for oblique arguments with their complements.)
. There is yet another reason to reject structuxe (56). This structure
should provide a sentence with a left-dislocated item in the lower clause,
and would predict that the left-dislocated item would occur preceding the
complementizer. When an NP is left-dislocated in an embedded clause, how-
ever, the dislocated item appears following the complementizer, not preceding
it. Thus, structure (56) would predict that sentence (64a) below would be
grammatical, whereas in fact it is not. (64b) shows the correct order of
the constituents in a sentence with a dislocated item in the lower clause.
(64) a. *gallihum na!at belli ma )adiA y~ufha yedda.
said(3sgm)-to~3plNazat that NEG FUT-NEG 3sgm-see-3sgf tomorrow
He told them Najat that he wasn't going to see her tomorrow.
b. ga~lihum belli na~at, ma yad1' y!ufha yedda.
said(3sgm)-to-3pl that Najat NEG FUT-NEG 3sgm~see-3sgf tomorrow
'He told them that Najat, he wasn't going to see her tomorrow.'
The order of the constituents in sentence (64a) above is that found
with MO Dislocation verbs, as shown in (65) below.
(65)
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Eref na~at belli ma yadi~ y~ufha yedda.
~ow(3sgm) Najat that NEG FUT-NEG 3sgm-see-3sgf tomo~row
'He knows (Najat) that he's not going to see her tomorrow.'
Since (65) is well-formed) and (64a) is not, (64a) must be u(\grc.,nunatical
because an NP has been dislocated 1n the lower clause in a position that
is not the correct one for Left-Dislocation in a lower clause. The position
of the dislocated NP 1n (64a) and (65) is MO Dislocation position, Since,
however, gal 'say' is not an MO Dislocation verb, sentence (64a) is 111-
formed. Efef is an MO Dislocation verb, and thus (65) is well-formed.
(64b) shows that when an NP is dislocated in the lower clause, it
appears in the position following the complementizer, contrary to the
prediction of structure (56). Since structure (56) makes incorrect predic-
tiona as to constituent order in the lower clause with Left-Dislocation in
that lower clause, that structure must be rejected.
I stated at the beginning of this chapter that not all verbs can take
the MO Dislocation construction, that it is a lexically dete~1ned property
of verbs. An example of a verb that is not an MO Dislocation verb, ~, was
illustrated in (64) above. It was shown that this verb cannot take a dislo-
cated object together with a sentential complement. gal 1s subcategorized
for a sentential complement with no object, as shown in (64).
The class of verbs which take sentential complements but not a dislo-
cated object with a complement includes the verbs fhem 'understand,' ndem
'regret,· nker 'deny,' and ~ekk doubt.' The sentences below illustrate
that these verbs do not occur with MO Dislocation, though they do take
sentential complements.
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(66) a. fhemt belli yadi y~ufuh yedda.
understood-lag that FUT 3pl-see-3sgm tomorrow
'I understand that they are going to see him tomorrow.'
b. *fhemtu belli yadi y~ufuh yedda.
understood-lag-3sgm that FUT 3pl-see-3sgm tomorrow
I understand (him) that they are going to see him tcmorrow.
(67) a. ndemt elli m~a.
regretted-lag that went(3sgm)
'I regretted that he went.'
b. *ndemtu el11 m~a.
regretted-lsg-3sgm that went(3sgm)
I regretted (him) that he left.
(68) a. nkert belli kla lxwebz.
denied-lag that ate(3sgm) the-bread
'I denied that he ate the bread.'
b. *nkertu belli kla lxwebz.
denied-lsg-3sgm that ate(3sgm) the-bread
I denied (him) that he ate the bread.
(69) a. kanAekk wa~ had le~kaya ~~1~a.
CONT-lag-doubt whether this the-story true-f
'I doubt if this story is true.'
b. *kan~ekkha wa~ shiha.
CONT-lsg-doubt-3sgf whether tru~-f
I doubt (it) if it's true.
(RSH2(1963»
Since these verbs take sentential complements, but not the MO Dislocation
construction, strict subcategorization is needed in order to distinguish
the class of MO Dislocation verbs from other verbs in Moroccan that take
a COMP.
Therefore, as structure (56) cannot make a distinction between the two
classes of verbs, those which a~e subcategorized for an object and a sentential
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complement, and those which take only a sentential complement, the structure
must be rejected.
Since structure (56) is not appropriate for the MO Dislocation con-
struct1on, then, for the reasons given above, I will reject this structure
and propose the MO Dislocation construction to have roughly the structure
given in (70) below.
(70)
v
/(NP) NP
,
CO:MP
s'
/
The matrix verb-matrix object relation
Structure (70) asserts that the MO dislocated NPs are objects of the
matrix verb. The justification for the objecthood of these MO dislocated
items cames from several factors: (a) they are attached to the matrix
verb when they are pronominal; (b) when pronominal, they have exactly the
shape of object affixes, and cannot be prepositional affixes, as the MO
Dislocation verbs do not subcategorize for oblique arguments; (c) reflexives,
which must have a local antecedent, can appear in the MO Dislocation position;
and (d) independent pronouns, which cannot be objects, cannot appear in MO
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Dislocation position.
According to the a-Criterion of Chomsky (1981), the object of a verb
must be assigned a thematic role by that verb. However, as the following
sentences illustrate, the dislocated NP is not always semantically the
object of the matrix verb, and thus it does not receive a thematic role
from that verb.
(71) mell! dxelt lecj<}.af, 19it mUQend ma kayn~.
when entered-slg to-the-house found-lag Mohand NEG be:1ng there-NEG
'When I got home, I found (Mohand) that he wasn't there.'
(72) mutlend tah felmeyrib, walak1n ~eftu ma byaa y~1
Mohand is in-Morocco but saw-lag-38gm NEG want (3agm)-NEG 3sgm-come
e:endna Imirikan.
to-lpl to-America
'Mohand is in Morocco, but I saw (him) that he doesn't want to come to
our place in the States.'
(73) ma kane€ffu~ gae, walakin €feftu a~ yadi
NEG CONT-lsg-know-3sgm-NEG at all but know-lag-38gm what FUT
ygululih.
3pl-say-to-3sgm
'I don't know him at all, but I know (him) what they're going ,~o tell him. I
In sentence (71), though the NP wuhend is the object of the verb 19it
'I found,' the speaker did not find Mohand because he wasn't there. What
that person did find is that Mohand wasn't there. In this case, then, the
NP muhend 1s not a thematic argument of the verb 19it; at least, this NP
does not correspond to the thematic role usually associated with the OBJ of
the verb 18a, that is, the "thing found." In sentence (71), the propositional
complement 'Mohand wasn't there' corresponds to the "thing found" thematic
role; since arguments of a verb must be associated with unique thematic roles,
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the NP muyend may not have the "thing found" thematic role.
The same problem arises in sentence (72) • Here, a,sauming the speaker
to be :(,n the U.S., he/she could not possi.bly see Mohand because he is in
Morocco. What the speaker does see is that: Mohand doesn't WRIlt to come
to the States. Thus, the thematic role corresponding to the "thing perceived"
cannot be associated with the OBJ argument of the verb ~eft '1 saw' in the
above sentence, as that thematic role is associated with the propositional
complement; the person denoted by the object ~ffix ~ 'him' was not per-
ceived at all.
In sentence (73) the speaker clearly states that he/she doesn't know
a certain person, but does know something about him, i.e., what "they" are
going to tell him. In this case, as in the sentences above, the object of
the verb cannot be associated with the themat1c rolft corresponding to the
"thing known." Rather, this thematic role is associated with the propo-
sitional complement COMP subcategorized for t'v the verb Eref 'know.'
-.--
Since the matrix obje~~s in the above sentences do not correspond to
an argument of the matrix verb in the usual mannor for object arguments,
one possibility fon their interpretation is that they are associated with
a more unusuC41 thematic role, "about X, of X." 1111s analyeis would 11'lVol'fe
the optional addition of a aemalltic arg\.unent, an "about X" argumellt, to tIle
argument list of the MO Dislocation verbs. Thus, in sentence (73) above)
the object of the verb Et'eft. would be associated with the "about X" argument,
and the sentence would have the mealA:l.ng "I don't know him, but J know
about him what they're going to say to him. 11 Sentence ('11) would have the
meaning ''When I got home, I found about Mohand tllat he wasn't there."
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If thp MO 1islocated object is associated in this manner with a semantic
argument of the matrix verb, then it is a thematic argument of that verb.
As such, the MO dislocated object would not constitute a violation of the
Projection Principle (see below).
This analysis, however, does not provide a unified account of the MO
D1s1ocati~n facts. Though the above sentences might seem to allow a para-
phrase with "about," other MO Dislocation sentences do not allow that meaning.
Sentences (36c) and (36£), for example, do not have a paraphras~ with "about,"
as indicated below.
(36c) taennitu y!1 men leblad.
'I waited for him to come from the villag~,'
*1 waited about him he come from the village.
(36f) xaftu yylebha felklam.
'She feared (him) that he would defeat her with words.'
*She feared about him that he woul~ defeat her with words.
Since these sentences do not have the "about X" meaning for their matrix
objects, the postulation of an optional "about X" argument with these verbs
is not motivated. In fa~,. the paraphrase of most MO Dislocation sentences
is simply the corresponding non-MO Dislocation ~entence. ThA difference
between the MO Dislocation fo~ and the non-MO Dislocation form is merely
that the matrix object receives prominence with respect to the complement
clause in MO Dislocation sentences, whereas with non-MO DLslocation sentences
this prom1n~4ce is not involved. The prominence accorded to the MO dislocated
object is the same prominence given to a left-dislocated NP with ~espect to
its subordinate clause,
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Thus, under the argument addition analysis given above, only certain
MO Dislocation verbs would allow association of their object with an
"about X" argument, and therefore the analysis under which the matrix
object is a thematic argumen~ of the matrix verb would only provide an
adequate account of a sub-class of the MO Dislocation verbs. I therefore
reject this analysis, and assume for the moment that the matrix object in
the MO Dislocation construction is a non-thematic argument of the matrix
verb. I will show later in this chapter that in fact the MO dislocated
object bears a range of relations to the matrix verb, from thematic to non-
thematic argument of that verb, depending on the verb in question.
The c,')ncept of non-tl1ematic arguments has been used in both OB and LFG
to characterize the subject of such verbs as seem in English, in a sentence
such as (74) below.
(74) Debbie seems h~ppy.
With!!!!, the thematic subject in the above sentence is the proposition
"Debbie (ls) happy"; to derive sentence (74), the NP Debbie has been
"raised" from the position of subject of the complement clause to subject
position in the main clause.
The MO Dislocation sentences are similar to those in English invol"ing
raising-to-object, in which the matrix verbs appear to have an object, but
in fact have a propositional complement and a non-thematic object, One
such verb is believe, and its use in a "raising" construction is illustrated
in sentence (75) below.
(75) I believe Gretchen to have done good work.
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In sentence (75), what is believed is not Gretchen, but rather that ~he haa
done good work. In this sentence, the object Gretchen is a non-thematic
argument of the verb believe, which functions as the subj ect of the followj,ng
XCOMP.
In an LFG analysis, sentences such as (75) have the following c-struc-
ture (with functional notation).
(76)
tSUBJ-+
NP
I believe
tOBJ-+
NP
Gretchen
txCOMP~+
VP
.///'
//
to have done
good work
The verb believe has the following lexical entry:
(77) believe v, tPRED-'BELIEVE«SUBJ)(XCOMF»'(OBJ)
tOBJ-tXCOMP SUBJ
The lexical rule of functional control provides the control equation in
this lexical entry, which stipulates that the object of the verb believe
functions as the subject of its XCOMF.
The use of the angle brackets in (77) indicates that the arguments
inside the brackets are those on which the verb exerts selectional reatric-
tiona, those associated with a thematic argument of the verb. Since the
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OBJ argument is outside the angle brackets, it is not a senlant1c argument
of the verb believe. Thus, this verb exerts selectional restrictions on
its subject and complement, but not on its object.
Bresnan (1982a) assumes that non-thematic objects exist 1n English
only in a control situation, like Raising, when they are functionally the
subject of a complement. Non~thematic objects elsewhere in English
(except for idioms) would violate the requirement that functional sCruct\\~es
be "semantically coherent," because English lacks a mechanism for the
semantic interpretation of such arguments. Semantic coherence requires
that all arguments receive a semantic interpretation (Bresnan (1982a».
Sentence (78) below is an example of a sentence whose f~structure is
both syntactically and semantically incoherent.
(78) *Bob saw Diane Terry.
Sentence (78) is not well-formed because the lexical form of the verb ~
contains only one OBJ argument, whereas in the above sentence the verb
!!! has a second object. Thus, the second object cannot be bound to an
argument in the predicate argument structure of the verb ~, and the
structure is not syntactically coherent. Nor is there any rule of English
or control equation associated with the verb~ that would assign a
semantic interpretation to the extra object. Thus, semantic coherence is
also violated in sentence (78).
The verb!!! contrasts with a verb such as~ in English, which
subcategorizes for an object. and a second object, and therefore the second
object with~ does receive a semantic interpretation. The sentence
below illustrates an example of the use of the verb ~, where both an
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object and a second object appear and receive a semantic interpretation.
(79) That book cost me my last dollar.
In a GB analys1s~ sentence (75) above has the following structure.
(80) [s I believe [s Gretchen to have done good work.]]
Non-thematic objects are not allowed in GB, as their existence would be
a violation of the Projection Principle together with the e~Criterion.
These principles are defined below.
(81) a. Projection Principle
"Representations at each syntactic level (i.e., in LF, and D-
and S-Structure) are projected from the lexicon, in that they
observe the subcategorization properties of lexical items."
[Chomsky (1981:29)]
b. a-Criterion
"Each argument bears one and only one a-role, and each a-role
is assigned to one and only one argument." [Chomsky (1981:36)]
By the principles given above, a verb which takes a clausal complement is
subcategorized only for an S in the lexicon, and therefore the existence
of a non-thematic object at some other level of representation would violate
the requirements of the above principles.
Given the Projection Principle and the a-Criterion, then, the NP
Gretchen 1n sentence (75) above cannot be considered an object of the matrix
verb. If it were an object of that verb, it would necessarily be assigned
a a-role, and, as shown above, that NP is not a thematic argument of the
matrix verb, It must therefore be the subject of the S complement to the
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matrix verb, and therefore receives a thematic role from the complement.
A rule of S deletion allows the verb believe to assign case to the subject
of its complement.
With respect to MO Dislocation, howevec, the disloca~ed NP cannot be
in the lower clause, for reasons discussed in Section 3.3.4. It cannot be
a thematic argument of the lower clause verb, as all of the arguments of
that verb are present in the lower clause. This situation is reminiscent
of Left-Dislocation, where there is no possible verb that could include the
dislocated NP as one of its arguments. The dislocated NP thus receives an
interpretation by anaphor1c bindiu.g with a coreferential element in the
associated sentence.
With MO Dislocation, as with Left-Dislocation, the dislocated NP
receives an inter;~dtation by being anaphorically bound to a coreferential
pronominal element in the complement clause. This is the only way the MO
dislocated NP receives an 1nterp~etat1on.
The following discussion shows that in Moroccan, non-thematic objects
are needed independently of the MO Dislocation construction.
Non-thematic objects exist 1n Moroccan in certain idiomatic expressions.
An example of one such idiomatic expression was given in (29a) above. It
is repeated here for convenience.
(29a) drebha bsekra •
. -hit(3sgm)-3sgf with-drunkenness
'He really got drunk.'
The pronominal affix -ha is invariable in this expression, and has no
reference; that is, it does not refer to anyone or anything with the features
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third person feminine singular. The verb 9reb 'hit' takes an object, but
in this sentence nothing or no one was hit. Therefore, the pronominal
object does not correspond to a thematic argument of the verb dreb. The
...a--
expression 9rebha b-, in which the suffix =h! is invariab~e, but the verbal
subject affixes are not, can take several other NPs besides sekra, and
means in general "He (I, we, you, they, etc.) really did X." A second
example with this expression is given in (82a) below, and (82b and c) are
examples of other idiomatic expressions which involve the non-thematic
obj ec.t =!!!.
(82) a. 9rebtha bne€sa.
hit-lag-3egf with-a sleep
'I really slept.'
b. €~aha llemsarya I Isekra lete.
gave(3sgm)-3sgf to-the-walking around / to-drunkenness
'He indulged in walking around / getting drunk I etc.'
cf. also: e:~aha yir llemsarya / lsekra / etc.
'All he did was walk around / drink / etc.'
c. xlitiha. I xlaha. I etc.
destroyed-2sg-3sgf I destroyed(3sgm)-3sgf
'Big deal!' (lit. 'You I he (they, we, etc.) destroyed it.')
In each case in (82) above, the subject affix is variable, but the pronominal
object =h!, which has no reference, is invariable. And in each case, that
object does not correspond to a thematic argument of the verb.
The m~Rt compelling evidence, however, that the MO Dislocation objects
do not correspond to thematic arguments of the matrix verb comes from
intransitive verbs.
Those ve~bs that most clearly take thematic objects are those given in
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the (a) through (e) examples of (36) through (41) above, the transitive
verbs. These verbs may occur with a verb and a complement, as in MO D1s10-
cation, and with just an object, as indicated below. When the transitive
verbs occur with only an object, that object is a thematic argument of the
verb.
(83) byit w8Qd ttfaQs.
want-lag one the-apple
'I want an apple.'
(84) 19it ktabi fugesseddari.
found-lag book-lag on-the-sofa
'1 found my book on the sofa.'
(85) tsennit ,,1 fe~~af.
waited for-lag mother-lag in-the-house
'I waited for my mother in the house.'
(86) kaneEfef d1k lemfa.
CONT-lag-know that the-woman
'I know that woman.'
(87) ~efthum fsefru.
• •
saw-lsg-3pl in-Sefrou
'I saw them in Sefrou.'
Though it has been demonstrated above that the obj ects of these " ~!'bs
may be non-thematic when they occur with a complement clause, one might be
tempted to argue that since these verbs s~bcategorize for an object argument,
this object always corresponds to a thematic argument of the ve~b.
Since intransitive verbs do not normally subcategorize for an object
argument, however, they do not normally occur with an object which corresponds
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to a thematic argument of the verb. Intransitive verbs do occur with objects
in the MO Dislocation construction, but that is the only environment in which
an object does appear with those verbs. There 1s no construction in Moroccan
as there is 1n English in which an intransitive verb is used as a transi-
tive, e.g., in sentences such as "They laughed him off the stage" or "She
ran them ragged." In these sentences the verbs laugh and ~, which are
normally intransitive verbs, are used with an object. Such sentences do not
exist in Moroccan, and so if an intransitive verb occurs with an object, it
must be 1n the MO Dislocation construction. The ungrammat1ca11ty of the
following sentences indicates that the verbs given in the (f) through (i)
examples in (36) through (41) are indeed intransitive.
(88) a. *xeft muQend.
feared-lag Mohand
'I feared Mohand.
/ xeftu.
/ feared-lag-3sgm
/ 1 feared him .. '
b. xeft men mUQend
feared-lag from Mohand
'I'm afraid of Mohand.
I xeft mennu.
I feared-lag of-3sgm
/ I'm afraid of him.'
(89) *kanttmenna Mohand I kanttmennah f / kanttmennaha.
CONT-lsg-hope Mohand I CONT-lsg-hope-3sgm / CONT-lsg-hope-3sgf
*1 hope Mohand. / I hope him I I hope her (it).
(90) *dennit muhend. ,
thought-lag Mohand
*1 thought Mohand.
/ dennitu I dennitha.
/ thought-lag-388m I thought-lsg-3sgf
/ I thought him. I I thought her (it).
(91) *ttsQ8bli mUgend I ttsQabuli.
seemed(3sgm)-to-lsg Mohand seemed (3sgm)-3sgm-to-lsg
*1 thought ~ohand. / I thought him (it).
Note: The sentence ttsbab11 mubeytd is acceptable with the reading
'I thought it was Mohand,' but not with the reading in
which muhend is the direct object of the verb, rather than
a complement NP.
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When these intransitives occur with an object by virtue of the MO D16-
location construction, there is no discernible change in meaning from the
corresponding non-MO Dislocation sentenct!s, in which no object occurs; as
with the transitive MO Dislocation verbs, the only meaning difference is
the prominence on the matrix object in the MO Dislocation cases. This
prominence, however, does not warrant the addition of a semantic argument
to the predicate argument list of the intransitive verbs for the MO Disloca-
tion condtruction. Such a move would imply that there is a real meaning
change between the verb when it occurs in the MO Dislocation construction,
and when it occurs without. Since there is no change in meaning of the
matrix verb with the MO Dislocation construction, I assume that the intran-
sitive verbs never subcategorize for a thematic object, but for the MO D1s-
location cases they subcategorize for a non-thematic object and complement.
These objects, as with all MO Dislocation objects, receive an interpretation
by anaphoric binding with a coreferential pronominal affix in the complement
clause.
Clinkenbeard (1976) discusses a construction in Classical Arabic which
he terms "Subject-to-Object Raising." The class of verbs that undergo this
Subject-to-Object Raising is the same class that undergoes MO Dislocation
in Moroccan Arabic. In fact, Subject-to-Object Raising appears to be a
special case of MO Dislocation; an NP which is interpreted as the lower
clause subject occurs in matrix object position, as shown in the example
in (92) below.
(92) wajad-tu ,adiiq-a-ka qad xaraja.
find-1P friend-A-your'asp leave~3P
'I found that your friend had left.'
(I found your friend that he left.)
(Clinkenbeard's (lb»
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As only examples of a relation between a matrix object and a lower clause
subject are provided, it would appear that the full range of lower clause
positions are not available in Classical Arabic for coreferentiality with
an MO dislocated NP.
Clinkenbeard states that Subject-to-Object Raising is preferred when
the complement is a present tense equational sentence (see Chapter IV for
a discussion of MO Dislocation with equational complements in Moroccan),
and rare when the complement is verbal. The "raised" item in Classical
Arabic functions as an object to the matrix verb, undergoing such operations
as Passivizat1on, unlike an MO dislocated NP in Moroccan.
In a language like English, Passive is a test that is often used to
dete~1ne if a particular NP is an object. Passivization is an operation
by which an object in an active sentence becomes the subject of a corres-
ponding passive sentence. The agentive subject of the active transitive
sentence is often rea11~ed in the passive as an oblique object in a ~
phrase. If, then, an MO dislocated NP were an object, it would be expected
to undergo Fassivization, as it does in Classical Arabic.
In Moroccan, however, what might be called Fassivization is really a
process of intransitivization. An agent is never expressed with an intran-
sitivized verb, and the agentive meaning is lost; verbs with the intransitive
morpheme~ do not imply the result of an action performed by an agentive
argument. Thus, not all transitive verbs commonly undergo Intransitivization
in Moroccan; intrans1t1ves such as ttlaf muhend 'Mohand got seen' are rare,
as such a sentence is unusual in a normal context. Since Intransitivization
is a restricted rule in Moroccan, not applying to all objects, it is not a
useful test for objecthood in Moroccan.
3.3.5.1 Relativization and question formation
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I have demonstrated above that the MO dislocated NPs must be in object
position with respect to the matrix verb. If indeed they are objftcts, how-
ever, there is certain other behavior that they would be expected to exhibit.
For example, if they were true objects, they would be expected to undergo
relativization and question formation, whereas left-dislocated NPs would not.
Relativization and question formation were discussed in Chapter I, but I
will repeat the facts here for convenience.
Relativization in Moroccan is illustrated by the sentences below. A
gap normally occurs in the within-clause poaition of the relativized item,
except when that item 1s not subjacent to the head (i.e., is embedded or is
the object of a preposition or a possessor). In those cases a pronominal
affix coreferential with the relativized NP appears in its within-clause
position.
(93) a. xre~ r:ra!el el11 l:'eft.
went out (3sgm) the-man that saw-lag
'The man that I saw went out. ,
b. *xre! rra!el elli aeftu.
• •
went o~t(3sgm) the-man that saw-lag-38gm
The man that 1 saw him went out.
(94) a. *xret ffa~el elli ttlagit mea.
went out(3sgm) the-man that met-lag with
'The man- that I met (with) went out.'
b. xre! ffa!el elli ttlagit meah.
went out(3sgm) the-man that met-lag with-3sgm
The man that I met with him went out.
(95) a. *xre! rra~el elli kaneEref ~.
went out(3sgm) the-man that CONT-isg-know mother
The man that I know mother went out.
b. xre! ~.atel elli kaneEfef ~u.
went out (38gm) the-man that CONT-lag-know {u\" .... uer-3sgm.
'The man whose mother I lc.now went out.'
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(96) a. *xre~ ~fa~el elli €feft belli yadi y~ufu fsefru.
went out(3sgm) the-man that know-lag that FUT 3pl-see i~-S~frou
'The man that I know that they're going to see jn Sefrou went out.'
b. xre~ ffa~el e1l1 €feft belli yadi y$ufuh f~effu.
went out(3sgm) the-man that know-lag that FUT 3pl-see-3gam in-Sefrou
The man that I know that they're going to see him in Sefrou went out.
The sentences in (93) show that a gap is obligatory in a simple relative
clause, while the (94) through (96) examples indicate that a pronoun is
obligatory when an oblique object, possessor, or other embedded item ia
relat1vized.
There is, however, a case where a pronoun occurs instead of a gap with
relativization of an object, even though the relativized NF is subjacent to
the head. (97) below illustrates an example of such a case.
(97) xer~at d1k lbent ell! ~eftha (belli) dexlat leddar.
•• •
went out-3sgf that the-girl that saw-lsg-3sgf that entered-3sgf to-tha-
house
'The girl that I saw (her) that she entered the house went out.'
In sentence (97), an object suffix appears on the verb ~eft in the lower
clause; this object suffix is 1n fact in MO Dislocation position. I thus
assume that sentence (97) is the result of relat1v1z1ng the NP dik lbent in
sentence (98) below.
(98) ~eft dik Ibent (belli) dexlat leddar.
.. .
saw-lag that the-girl that entered-3sgf to-the-house
'I saw (that girl) that she entered the house.'
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In sentence (97) the NP dik lbent is in MO Dislocation position. If,
as I have claimed, MO dislocated NPs are objects of the matrix verb, then
these NPs would b~ expected to relativize with a gap, as do normal objects
(assuming that the semantic interpretation of MO Dislocation is not incom~
patible with relativizing). Sentence (97), ~owever, indicates that when an
MO dislocated NP 1s relativ1zed, an object affix appears on the verb, rather
than the expected gap.
A pronominal affix rather than a gap is expected when a particular item
is not in a "relat1vizable" position (e.g., object of a preposition, pos-
sessor, embedded NP). Therefore, since a pronouu occurs with relativization
of an MO dislocated NP, the MO dislocated item must not be in a, "~elat1viz-
able" position. Object position is a "relativizable" position, and there-
fore the MO dislocated NP is not in object position. That is, it is not in
object position for the purpose of relativization. The MO dislocateJ NP
does act as an object for certain other processes, however, namely reflexiv-
izat10n and affixation. The analyses of the MO Dislocation construction
proposed in Sections 3.3.6 (for GB) and 3.3.7 (for LFG) b~low provide a
solution in each framework to this apparent problem of the dual nature of the
MO dislocated object.
If the NP dik lbent were not in MO Dislocation position, but rather in
subject position in the lower clause, as in (99a) below, then relativization
of that NP does not leave a pronominal affix on the verb ~eft, as in (99b).
(99) a. Aeft helli dexlat dik lbent leddar.
•• •
saw-lag that entered-3egf that the-girl to-the-llouae
'I saw that that girl entered the house.'
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b. xerlat dik Ibent ell! 4eft belli dexlat leddar.
.. .
went out-3sgf that the-girl chat saw-lsg that entered-3egf to-the
house
'The girl that I saw that entered the house went out.'
(100a) below shows that when the complementizer belli does not occur, the
sentence is ill-formed, just as it is in the relativ1zed form in (lOOb).8
(100) a. ~eft dik lbent dexlat le44ar.
saw-lag that the-g'Lrl entered-3sgf to-the-house
'I saw that girl eatered the house.'
b. *xer~at dik Ibent el11 ~eft dexlat leddar.
•• •
went out-3sgf that the-girl that saw-lsg entered-3egf to-the-house
'The girl that I saw entered the house went out.'
In the sentetlCes in (97) and (98) I have indicated that.: the complemell-
tizer belli is opt1onal. It ls, in fact, only optional when an NP or
pronominal affix appears in MO Dislocation position. as the ungrammaticality
of the sentences in (100) indicates. Indeed, in (97) and (98) above, the
absence of the complement1zer renders the sentences~ acceptable than if
the complement1zer 1s present. When both an MO dislocated item anlj the
complementizer occur together, the sentence 1s less acceptnble. Thus, sen-
tences (97) and (98) without the complementizer belli, and sentences (99a)
and (99b), with the complementizer but without an MO dislocated item, are
the most acceptable of the se~ltences discussed here. I do not have a
8 Sentence (100a) is acceptable with the meaning 'I saw that girl go in
the house,' in which phy&ical perception is involved; with the MO
Dislocation meaning, h~ev6rJ the sentence 1s ill-fo~ed.
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satisfactory explanation at this time for why the co-occurrence of an MO
dislocated item and a complementizer should lessen the acceptability of
a sentence.
Since both constructions involve the same operation, constituent con~
tral, it follo~3 that the facts of question formation parallel those of
relativization. Questioning an object normally leaves a gap, as seen in
(101) below, while NPs that are non-subjacent are questioned with a pro-
nominal affix in their within-clause position. These facts are illustrated
in (102) through (104) below.
(101) a. ~kun (e111) ~afu?
who that saw-3pl
'Who did they see?'
b. *§kun (elli) ~afuh?
who that saw-3pl-3sgm
*Who did they see htm?
(102) a. *'kun e111 €fefti belli Aafu?
who that know-2ag that saw-3pl
'Who do you know that they saw?'
b. akun ell! &fefti belli ~afuh?
w~o that know-2sg that saw-3pl-3agm
*Who do you know that they saw him?
(103) ft. *~kun e111 je"t1 tptp?
who that saw~28g mother
~Who did you see mother?
b, _kun e111 _eft1 "u?
who that saw~2s8 mother-38gm
'Whose mother did yOll see? t
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(104) a. *Akun el11 ttlagiti mEa?
who that met~2sg with
'Who did you meet (with)?'
b. §kun el11 ttlagiti mEah?
who that met~2sg w1th~3sgm
*Who did you meet (with) him?
As shown in (101), a questioned obj ect must not occur with a correspondillg
pronominal affix. If, however, an NP is questioned from a non-subjacent
position, as in (102) through (104), then a corresponding pronominal affix
must occur.
As with relat1v1zation, there :Ls a case with question formation where,
instead of an expected gap, a pronominal affix occurs on a verb when a
(subjacent) object is questioned. This case 1s illustrated in (105) below.
(105) Akun ell! €;eftih (belli) !afuh fsefru?
- . .
who that know-2sg-Jsgm that saw-3pl-3sgm in-Sefrou
'Who do you know (him) that they saw (him) in Sefrou?'
In (105) the object suffix appears in MO Dislocation posit jon, the result
of questioning the NP dak fEa~el in sentence (106).
(106) ereft1 dak rralel (belli) lafuh fsefru.
• • • • •know-2sg that the-man that s8w-3pl-3sgm/in-Sefrou
'You know (that man) that they saw him in Sefrou.'
If the MO dislocated NP dak EEalel 'that man' in (106) were a normal object
of the verb erefti 'you know,' then it would be expected to question with
•
a gap. (lOS) shows, however, that when the MO dislocated NP is questioned,
a pronominal affix occurs in its within-clause position. Thus, MO dislo-
cated NPs must not be in a "questionable" position, and since object position
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is a "questionable" position, MO dislocated NPs must not be objects of the
matrix verb for the purpose of question formation. As mentioned above,
the analyses of MO Dislocation that I propose in succeeding sections provide
insight into the status of the MO dislocated NP.
As with relativization, if the NP to be questioned is not in MO D16-
location position. then a normal question results.
(106') a. €fefti belli ~afuh.
know-2ag that saw-3pl-3sgm
'You know that they saw him.'
b. ~kun el11 €refti belli ~afuh?
•
who that know-2sg that saw-3pl-3sgm
Who do you know that they saw him?
The same facts with respect to the non-occurrence of the complementizer,
and the preferred complementarity of the MO dislocated NP and the complemen-
tizer hold for question fo~ation as for relativization; I will therefore
not repeat those facts here.
Verbs which I have not included in the MO Dislocation class do, however,
exhibit the same behavior as the MO Dislocation verbs with respect to
question formation and relativizat1on. These verbs include, among others,
zeyyer 'force, put pressure on,' baIler 'beg (with a whine),' and!!~
'teach.' Example sentences with each verb, and their corresponding questions,
are given in (107) through (109) below.
(107) a w zeyyertu ym11.
forced~lsg-3sgm 3sgm-go
'I forced him to go.'
b. Ikun e111 zeyyertih ymii?
who that forced-2sg-3sgm 3sgm-go
'Who did you force (h~) to go?'
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(108) a. Qe~~ertu ym~i.
begged-lsg-3sgm 3sgm...go
'I begged him to go.'
b. Akun ell1 \le~~ertih ~i?
who that begged-2sg-3sgm 388m-go
'Who did yOll beg (him) to go?'
(109) a. €ellemtu yq.8.
taught-lsg-3sgm 3sgm-read
'I taught him to read.'
b. akun el11 eellemtih yq.a?
who that taught-2sg-3sgm 3sgm-read
'Who did you teach (htm) to read?'
In each case of (107) through (109), an object suffix appears on the
9
matrix verb when that verb's object is questioned. This result ia not
the expected result, as these verbs are all transitive, taking obligatory
thematic objects, as shown by the ungrammaticality of the (b) and (c) aen-
tences in (110) through (112) below.
(110) a. zeyyertu.
forced...lsg-3sgm
'I forced htm.'
b. 1czeyyert.
forced-lsg
it1 forced,
c. *zeyyert ym6i.
forced-lag 3sgm-go
*1 forced he go.
9 Questions without the Object suffix are slightly acceptable, but they are
much less acceptable than those in the (b) sentences in (107) through
(109), in which the object suffix does occur.
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(111) a. hezzertu.
• ••begged-lag-38gm
'I begged him.'
b. *hezzert.
· ..begged-lag
*1 begged.
c. *hezzert ym~i.
• • •begged-lag 3sgm-go
*1 begged he go,
(112) a. eellemtu.
taught-lsg-3sgm
'I taught him.'
b. *eellemt.
taught-lag
I taught.
c. *eellemt yqfs.
taught-lag 3sgm-read
*1 taught he read.
Though these verbs take sentential complements, they also take obl1ga-
tory objects with those complements (as opposed to the MO Dislocat~on verbs,
whose objects are non-thematic and optional with a complement). The matrix
verbs in (107) through (109), howeve~, exhibit the same behavior with their
objects in question formation (and relat1v1zation) as do the MO Dislocation
verbs. Since verbs such 8S!h!! 'understand,' which are clearly not MO D1s-
location verbs, do not exhibit similar behavior with respect to the opera-
tiona under discussion here (see (115) below), I assume that the verbs
zeyyer, belfer, and eellem are members of the class of MO Dislocation verbs,
and that when they occur with a complement, their objects function as do
the objects of the other MO Dislocation verbs,
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Just as with~ 'know' and ~af 'see,' when the verbs in (107) through
(109) occur without a sentential complement, the object suffix is prohiblted
from occurring on the verb with questions and relative clauses.
(113) a. ~kun el1i erefti I *€feftih?
.
who that know-2ag know-2sg-3sgm
'Who do you know I know him?'
b. Ikun ell1 ~efti I *seftih?
who that saw-2sg saw-2sg-3sgm
'Who did you see I see him?'
(114) a. ~kun el11 zeyyerti I *zeyyert1h?
who that forced-2sg forced-2ag-38gm
'Who did you force / force him?'
b. ~kun el11 hezzerti I *hezzertih?
• • • • • •
who that begged-2ag begged-2s.g-3sgm
'Who did you beg I beg him?'
c. ~kun e111 €e11emti / *Eellemtih?
who that taught-2sg taught-2sg-3sgm
'Who did you teach I leach him?'
In (113) and (114), when an object suffix appears in place of a questioned
object, and no COMP appears, the sentences are ungx'aounatical. When a comp-
lement sentence is present, however, the suffix does occur «107) through
(109) -above), just as it does in similar cases with the MO Dislocation
verbs.
The same facts do not hold for non-MO Dislocation verbs, as shown below'.
(115) a. fhemt belli ~afuh fsefru.
• •understood~ls8 that saw-3pl~3sgm in-Sefrou
'I understood that they saw him in Sefrou.'
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b. *fhemtu belli ~afuh fsefru.
. .
understood-lsg-3sgm that saw-3pl-3sgm In-Sefrou
I understood him that they saw him in Sefrou.
c. *§kun ell1 fhemtih belli Mafuh fsefru?
who that understood-2sg-3sgm that saw-3pl-3sgm i~-S~frou
Who cid you understand him that they saw him in Sefrou?
Since fhem is not an MO Dislocation verb, it can never take an object with
a complement, as shown by the ungrammaticality of sentences (115b) and (115c).
Returning for a moment to the sentences in (113) and (114), it seems
that same speakers do accept the starrud sentences 1n those examples, those
in which an object suffix occurs in a question. I believe, however, that
these examples entail a different presupposition from the examples 1n which
no object suffix is present. The questions that include object suffixes
presuppose that the questioner knows for a fact that someone was seen,
begged, taught, etc.; those questions without the object entail no such
presupposition. Thus, a possible answer to the question ~kun ell! ~aft?
'Who did she see?', for example, could be betta wabd 'no one.' The same
answe~ could not be given to the question akun ell! ~aftu? 'Who did she see
h~?', as the questioner 1n that case knows that someone was seen. If the
form with the object suffix is used, it usually occurs with an adjunct,
meaning that the person referred to by the affix is a member of a group
being spoken of or addressed, as in the following example.
(116) _kun e111 ~aftu fikum?
who that saw-3egf-3agm 1n~2pl
'Who did she see (him) among you?'
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If, in fact, the object suffix can occur (when subjacent) with the
same meaning as a gap, then one explanation could be that, instead of an
obligatory gap with the questioning, etc. of subjacent objects, an object
affix may optionally occur in the within-clause position. This possibility
would only exist for verbs that subcategorize for a thematic object, and
would hold with those verbs whether or not a COMP appeared with the verb.
A verb whose object is always non-thematic does not have this option, as
shown below.
(117) a. *skun el11 xeft1h / xeft1?
who that feared-2sg-3sgm feared-2sg
Who were you afraid him / afraid?
b. ~kul1 elli xeftih ymA1? I *xefti ymtii?
who that feared··2sg-3sgm 3sgm-go feared-2ag 3sgm-go
Who were you afraid hfm he'd go I afraid he'd go?
c. ~kun elli xefti mennu?
who that feared-2sg from-388m
Who were you afraid of him?
Since the verb !!i only subcategorizes for an object when it occurs with a
COMP, its object is non-thematic. It is thus not eligible for an object
suffix when no COMP occurs with a question, and must have an o~ject suffix
when a COMP does occur.
The verbs discussed in this chapter can now be divided into classes
with respect to the type of objects they take with sentential complements.
The class division 18 illustrated in (118) below, with subcategor1zation
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information for each class listed with repcesentative verbs from that class.
(118) a. xaf 'fear'
denn 'think'
....-.-
b. e:ref 'know'
----.
~af 'see'
19a 'find'
c. zeyYer 'force'
be~iier 'beg'
eellem 'teach'
d. ~'understand '
nker 'deny'
«SUBJ) (COMP»(OBJ)
(i) «SUBJ)(COMP»(OBJ)
(11) «SUBJ)(OBJ)(COMP»
«SUBJ) (OBJ) (COMP) >
«SUBJ) (COMP) >
(118a) snows the class of verbs (including the 1ntrans1tives) whose objects
are always non-thematic with a COMP. (118b) includes the verbs which
(1) take a non-thematic object with a COMP, ~ (11) take a thematic object
with a COMP (in the ca8~ of actual physical perception of the ob~ect denotee).
(118c) repre,ents the class of verbs which take an obligatory thematic
object with a COMP, and (118d) includes those verbs which taka a COMP but
no concomitant object. The first three classes are made up of MO Disloca-
tion verbs, while the class in (118d) is not an MO Dislocation class.
The question a~d relativization facts imply a contradiction in the
behavior and function of the MO dislocated NPs, when taken together with
the facts presented in Section 3.3.4. In that section, the MO dislocated
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NP was shown to function as an object to the matrix verb, while evidence
from relat1vization and question formation suggests that these NPs are not
(normal) objects of the matrix verb. The discussion that follows will
attempt t() provide an explanation for this apparent contradiction.
3.3.6 A GB analysis
Recent work in GB on the syntax of non-configurational languages
(Hale (1983); Zub1zarreta and Vergnaud (1982» has focussed on the formal
expression of certain well-known differences between configurational and
non-configurational languages. One feature that often characterizes
non-configurational languages is free (or at least not totally fixed)
word order.
In configurational languages the word order is fixed, and grammatical
relations are determined by position in the phrase structure. In non-
configurational languages, on the other hand, since· the order of constit-
uents in a sentence is less fixed than in configurational languages, gram-
matical relations cannot be defined on phrase structure. In English, for
instance, the NP object of a verb always follows the verb, and the verb and
its object form the constituent VP. In Japauese, on the other hand, as
reported by Zubizarreta and Vergnaud (from sources c1t~d there), the subject
and object NPs both must precede the verb, but are unordered with respect
to each other. The verb and its object thus do not form a constituent, and
need not even be adjacent.
A simple transitive sentence 1n Japanese, represented by (119) below,
would thus have the structure given in (120).
(119) NPi NPj v (1,j) = (1,2) or (2,1)
NP l - subject of V, NP2 ~ object of V
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(120) s
Structure (120) does not include a VP constituent.
Since in GB grammatical relations must be defined structurally, 8Ild
structure (120) cannot be used to determine which NP is the subject and
which the object of the V, Zubizarreta and Vergnaud propose a level of
"virtual structure" for Japanese, on which grammatical relations can be
determined. The virtual structure corresponding to structure (120) 1s
given in (121).
(121) s
v
Structure (121) is included in the Logical Form of a sentence of the
type represented by (119) above, as is the P-marker given in (122) below.
(122) · { S, NP1 VP, NPl NP2 V} where NP1 and VP, and NPI and NP2
are unordered.
Since the virtual structure includes a VP, VP is a virtual category in
Japane~e. NP1, immediately dominated by the S node, is the subject, and NP2'
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~ediately dominated by VP, is the object NP. Structure (120), where
NP l and NP2 are unordered, and there is no VP, 1a wh~t Zubizarreta and
Vergnaud call the "actual structure."
Both a virtual and an actual an~lysis are needed for a language like
Japanese, as the hierarchical structure and the left-to-right ordering of
constituents cannot be simultaneously expressed in a standard phrase-marker.
Zubizarreta and Vergnaud use a bracketed phrasA-marker, given in (123a),
to express the virtual analysis of the Japanese structures in question.
(123) a. { S, < NPl & VP > , (NPl & NP2) V } (z. & V.'s (10»
virtual projection of (a)
(Z. & V.'s (9»
actual projection of (a)
(Z. & V.'a (8»
(123b) is the longer expansion of (123a), called the virtual projection of
that P-marker, while the shorter expansion in (123c) is called the actual
projection ~f the P-marker in (123a). One further note of explanation:
(124) (Xl & X2 & .•. & Xi & Xn) represents "a continuous unordered
string containing one and only one occurrence of Xi' i ... l,2, ••••n."
(Z. & V. 's (7)
Thus, a sentence with free word order will be assigned a virtual and
an actual analysis, the actual analysis representing the po~sible surface
word orders, and the virtual analysis representing the "logical" hierarch1-
cal organization of the constituents.
Hale (1983) discusses another non-configurational language, Warlpiri,
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a Pama-Nyungan language of Australia. In Warlpirt the word order ia free,
with the exception that in certain cases the AUX must occupy second position
in the sentence. Hale proposes the following phrase-structure rules for
Wal'lpiri.
(125) a. X + x* X
{Hale's (7»
b • V + AUX X* V x*
Rule (a) indicates that the head is. final, and generates nominals and
1nfin1tives~ Rule (b) generates finite clauses. The X* notation means
that 4ny number of X constituents, including none, may appear as sisters
to a given head.
Lexical insertion in Warlpiri is free, the only limits being those
defined by the P-S rules in (125), and free word order is the natural result
of this interaction. Thus, given a string such as (126a) below, any nominal
is free to insert at either X, and both of the strings given in (126b) and
(126c) are possible results of the lexical ineertiQn.
(126) a.
·.. i·····
X
i···
X
(Hale's (8»
b.
c.
• ••
• ••
N
1
~~~ .. i ~~~
N erg N aba
Naba _. erg~ ~b;··I~;~
(Hale's (9a»
{Hale'" (9b»
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Free lexical insertion, in conjunction with the P-S rules given in
(125), also acc~unts for the ex1sten~e of the discontinuous nominal expres-
sions and null Rnaphora that occur in Warlpiri. For example, two absolutive
nominals c~uld be inserted at two separate K nodes, dom1n~ted by two separate
Xs, and they will receive interpretations. They may even both be interpreted
as log1rally constitutit..g a single expression. On the other hand, the P-S
rules of (125) include the possibility that no complement occurs with the
head, ~nd again an interpretable string results, where the verb's arguments
aTe not represented by overt nominals.
Hale's view 1s tha foo the "flat" structure that often characterizes non-
configurational languages ~.~ not in itself the explanation for the differ-
ences between these and configurational languages. He attempts to determine
thA reaaon for th~ existence of tIle non-hierarchical structures ill n()n-COl.-
figurational la.nguages. His u..lswer to this question is the postulation of
the "Conf1gurati011ali1 y Parameter." Th.:fs parameter is stated in (~.27) below.
(127) The Con=1gurationality Parameter (CP): (Hale's (28»
a. In configurational languages, the projection principle holds of
the pair (J,8, PS).
b. In non-cnnf1gurati~~.al languages, the projection principle holds
Jf L8 alone.
In the Configurational1ty Parameter, the abbreviation PS stands for phrase
structure, and LS stands for lexical structure, a term which refers to the
argument structure of a predicate. (The tw~ notions lexical structure and
phrase structure rou~hly aorrespon\' to Zubizarreta and Vergnaud's virtual
stlucture and actual structure, respectively.)
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The Configurationality Parameter expresses a typological difference in
the way in which lexical structure and phrase structure are related in
languages. In non-configurational languages the notion of argument of a
predicate is only relevant to lexical structure, not phrase structure. The
projection principle does not mot1vat~ any necessary isomorphism between LS
and PS. With configurational languages, on the other hand, the proJ~~tion
principle holds of both levels, thereby entailing the identity of the two
structures.
To summarize, the Configurat1onality Parameter expresses the nature of
the difference between configurational and non-configurational languages,
this difference being in the relation between lexical structure and phrase
struct~re. Witl. configurational languages there must be a con8t1tuen~ in
phrase structure for each argument in lexical structure, whereas with non-
configurational languages this one-to-one correspondence is not obligatory_
Both Zub1zarreta &Vergnaud and Hale have suggested that certain
languages have two levels of representation (lexical/virtual structure and
phrase/actual structure) which are not in an identity relation. Hale
statas further that this non-identity 16 a property of non-configurational
languages in general, and that in fact it is a defining characteristic of
non--configurational languages. I will now turn to an examillat10n of l&ow
Moroccan fits in with the languages discussed abovp.
Moroccan cloes not exhibit the genelal cllaracter1st1cs of non-config-
urational languages ill that it' has fixed word ordE:r, has null anaphora only
with subjects, and does not have discontinuous nominal e)t~res81ons. However,
since it is a VSO language, there is no VI' constituent (in the trad1tiollSl
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sense), i.e., the verb and its object do not form a constituent, as the
subject intervenes; nor is there any other sort of evidence for a VP at
the level of phrase structure. Now, if all languages have a llierarch1cal
structure at some level, as claimed by the Configurat1onallty Parameter
and is implicit in the paper by Zubizarreta and Vergnaud, then some level
of Moroccan must include a VP constituent. This level is the virtual struc-
ture, to use the terminology of Zubizarreta and Vergnaud. Since the actual
structure, which is flat, has no VP, and the virtual structure must have a
VP, Moroccan fits, at least in this minor way, one of the criteria for non-
configurational languages, as set out by the Configurationality Parameter:
10
there is not identity between the virtual and actual structures.
If Moroccan 1s a non-configurational lanRuage, one would expect the
non~lsomorphism between virtual and actual structure to exist in places
other than just stmple sentences. That ls, violations of the projection
principle would be expected on actual ~tructure, and NPs would be expected
to appear in positions not selected by verbs (in the sense of thematic role
asslg1UDent). The Me Dislocation construction in Moroccan provides just such
a case.
Evidence was presented in Section 3.3.4 that led to the adoption of
structure (70), where the Me dislocated NP is a sister to the matrix verb,
and the rejection of structure (56), where the MO dislocated NP is the
initial constituent of an S which is a sister to the verb. Both structures
are repeated here for convenience.
10 The adoption of this view for Moroccan implies that all VSO languages
are non-configurational; there are, however, varying degrees of non-
conf18urat1ona11ty, e.g., Warlpir1 has a much freer word order than
Japanese, etc.
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.~,.~_.~-~----J
s
st
...........~.,.,.
~-~.-. . ..~~.'~...:.o-
(56)
(70)
v /~,,'"'" ",
COMP ~_'~
'-----__....-1
Evidence f~om relat1v1zat1on and question formation, however, suggests
that the MO dislocated NP is DGt an object of the matr'1x verb. The facts
save rise to an apparent contradiction.
If, however, each structure corresponds to a different level of repre-
sentat1on, 8ay, virtual structure and actual structure, several facts can
then be explained quite naturally.
(128) a. Virtual structure b. Actual structure
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In structure (128a), the MO dislocated NP is not a sister to the verb, and
is therefore not its object; in fact, this NP 1s not in an argument position.
One class of items that would not be exp~cted to relat1vize or question
no~11y is non-arguments (i.e., NPs in a non-argument, or A, position).
Since the notion "argument" 1s relevant only to virtual structure, where
the MO dislocated NP is not an argument of any predicate, the MO dislocated
NP would not be e1~ected to relat1v1ze or question in the mannet of a normal
object, i.e., with a gap. In fact, as seen above, relativizat10n 4nd ques-
t1on1ng of MO d1slocated NPs involves a pronominal affix rather than a gap.
If (128a) is an approp~1ate represen, 4t1on of the structure of Moruccan
at a certain level, then the fact that an MO dislocated object can appear
with certain intransitive verbs is not a problem. The virtual structure in
Mo~occan 18 the level at which the projection principle holds, according to
the Conf1gurat1onality Parameter, Therefore, the subcategorizat1on and
selection facts encoded in the lexicon for each verb will be represented at
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this level. Since intransitive verbs do not subcategorize for objects,
the virtual structure, according to the projection principle, will not
include an object for these verbs, just as structure (128a) does not. How-
ever, since the projection principle holds only of v1rtua~ structure_ an
object NP may appear in actual structure that 1s not included in the argu-
ment structure of a verb in the lexicon. Thus, MO Dislocation is possible
with intransitive verbs.
Since, also, only arguments of a verb can be assigned thematic roles,
and the MO dislocated NF 1s not an argument of ,any verb (and is in a non-
argument position), it would not be expected to be directly assigned a
thematic role. In fact, these NFs are usually not directly assigned the-
matic roles, as shown in Section 3.3.5. However, the MO dislocated NP~ust
be an object at ~ome level of representation for certain facts to be explained.
Independent p~onouns, which cannot occur in object position (but which
can occur in Left-Dislocation position) do not occur in MO Dislocation pos:l,,-
tion. If (128) is correct, then at actual structure the MO dislocated NPs
are objects, and at virtual structure they are not. The same holds for
reflexives: at actual structure they must be objects, since ttay must have
a local antecedent.
What is important about the relat1v1zat1on-quest~onfacts, on the one
hand, and the reflex1v1zation-independent pronoun facts, on the other, is
that they provide ev1deuce that two different structures are needed to
account for the Moroccan MO Dislocation construction. Certain facts follow
trom the assumption that the MO dislocated NP 1s not an. argument of the
matrix verb: it occurs with intransitive verbs, does not relativize or
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question like an object argument, and is not assigned a thematic role by
the matrix verb. Other facts follow from the MO d1s1~cated NP's position
as object to the matrix verb: when pronominal, it is attached to that verb,
reflexives are permitted in MO Dislocation position, and items which cannot
be objects cannot occur in that position.
Certain phenomena in Moroccan, then, depend on an NP's being an argument
of a verb (relat1vizat1on, question formation), while others (reflexiv!zation,
independent pronouns) refer to the properties of grammatical functions, e.g.
object. The facts of Moroccan MO Dislocation show that the two notions
argument and grammatical function must be distinct. That 1s, an NP may be
an object of a verb but not necessarily a (thematic) argument of that verb.
(This possible non-isomorphism between the argument structure of a verb and
the functions appearing in its f-structure is basic to the LFG framework; see
below.) These facts are expressed in the GB framework by the postulation of
two levels of representation for the MO Dislocation construction: (a) the
virtual structure, at which the MO dislocated Nf occurs in a non-arBument
position -- consistent with that NP's non~occu~rence in the argument struc-
ture of the matrix verb -~ and (b) the actual structure, at which the MO
dislocated NP is in the position of object of the matrix verb, and the
question of 1ts be1n~ an argument of that verb does not arise (as the
projection principle holds only of virtual structure).
There are other cases where an NP that has a grammatical function with
respect to a certain predicate is not an argument of that predicate. The
sentence in (129) below, discussed above in Section 3.3.5, prov1d~s such a
case.
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(129) Debbie seems happy.
Syntacticians generally agree that while the NP Debbie in the above sentence
bears the subject function 1n relation to the verb~, it is not present
in the argument structure of that verb. That is, the NF Debbie is not
assigned a tnematic role by the verb of which it is the subject.
The Moroccan MO Dislocation construction forces the extension of the
non-argument function category to include objects, whereas in GB this notion
exists only for subjects. This extension is only required for virtual
structure, however, as in actual structure the notion "argument of a predi-
cate" 1s not relevant.
The notion of subcategor1zation must also be extended if elle analysis
proposed here 1s correct. If virtual structure mirrors sUbcategor1~at1on
facts, then verbs may subcategorize for an S, given structure (128a), or
an S', This S includes an NP, the M0 dislocated NP, which does not have a
sentence gr8JDlJlar function; rather, it bears an "overlay" relation (Perlmutter
and Postal (1983» with respect to the luwer clause. This overlay relation
is primarily a discourse relation, and verbs are generally not thought to
subcategorize for dj,acourse-related arguments. Verbs are not subcategorized,
for instance, to take a left-d!slocated NP at the front of their clause.
However, the MO Dislocation nonstruct1on provides a case in which verba
actually ar~ subcategorized in terms of whether or not they permit MO
Dislocation (cf. Section 3.3.4), The evidence, therefore, points to th~
concl'ls1on that it 1.8 in principle possible for verbs to f:lub\Jategorize for
a topic-type construction, and this type of subcategorization 1s marked in
the same sense that the class of Raising verbs are marked in English; that
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is, they are thought to have special properties, e.g., triggering S deletion.
In other words, the Moroccan MO Dislocation verbs are in a sense similar to
English Raisll£g verbs, but instead of taking an S complement and specifying
that the S be deleted to allow case assignment of its subject, in Moroccan
these verbs are subcategorized for 5, which includes a topic NF as its
in1t1~1 constituent.
Under this analysis, non-MO Dislocation verbs do not subcategorize for
S, but rather for S'; the analysis thus allows for subcategorization of a
non-max~al category (5), as well as the maximal ~ategory S'. The theory
of subcategor1~at1on 1s thus weakened, as a more constrained theory would
allow subcategor1zation for maxtmal categories only.
The analysis proposed here does not, however, account for the facts
related to the verbs zeyyer, beff~, and e~llem, verbs in Class (ll8e) above.
These verbs behave as MO Dislo~ation verbs with respect to question forma-
tion and relativization. Their objects are, however, always thematic, and
thus a scructure such as (128a) 1s inappropriate for these verbs. The MO
dislocated NP in structure (128a) 1s not an argument of the matrix verb,
whereas the object of the verbs ~ Class (118e) is an argument of those verbs.
I cann~t envision a satisfactory resolution to this problem within the
analysis proposed in this section, and thus further research is needed to
dete~1ne if an explanatory analysis can be made in GB of the Moroccan
MO Dislocation construction.
3.3.7 An LFG analysis
The ex1stence of subcategorizable non~themat1c object arguments is
allowed, and, in fact, expected in LFG, unlike in OD. A basic claim of LFG
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is that predicate argument structure is not isomorphic to c-structure.
Thus, a c-structure object need not be a thematic argument of a predicate.
In English, non-thematic objects are found in the raising-to-object
construction. As noted above in Section 3.3.5, both synt~ct1c and semantic
coherence are satisfied 1n this construction; raising verbs subcategorize
for a non-thematic object, and if an OBJ is present in their functional
structure (~long ~ith all the other subcategorized functions), then the
f-structures w~ll be syntactically coherent. Semantic coherence is provided
by the control equation in the lexical entry of the raising verb, which
specifies that its OBJ will control the XCOMP SUBJ. Since the non-thematic
OBJ receives an interpretation through the control equation, semantic
coherence is satisfied if all the other arguments of the verb have received
a semantic interpretation as well.
MO Dislocation verbs, as demonstraterl in Section 3.3.5 above, l~ay
subcategorize for a thematic object (zeyyer, he~~er). a non-thematic
object (xaf, denn), or both (€fef, §af) when they occur with a COMP. The
MO dislocated objects receive prominence in the aentence, prominence with
respect to the complement clause, however, not the entire sentence.
Since the ability to take an object with this prominence iJ a lexical
property of certain verbs, those verbs must be marked 1n the lexicon as
belonging ,to the MO Dislocation class. The lexical entry for these verba
will thus sp~c1fy that their objects receive prominence with regard to their
COMf. This specification 1s illustrated below for representative examples
from the MO Dislocation verb class.
(130) xaf V, tPRED~'XAF«SUBJ)(COMP»'(OBJ)
tToP~tOBJ
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(131) a. ~af
b.
V, tPRED~'SAF«SUBJ)(COMP»'(OBJ)
tTOPRtOBJ
tPRED~'~AF«SUBJ)(OBJ)(COMP»'
(132) zeyyer V, tPRED~'ZEYYER«SUBJ)(OBJ)(COMP»'
tTOP=toBJ
The lexical entries above represent the three sub-classes of the MO 01810-
cation verbs. (130) is the representative example for those verbs whose
OBJ is always non-thematic when it occurs with a COMP. (131) includes
those verbs whose OBJ ~y (b) or may not (a) be them.ltic in the presence
of a COMP. (132) illustrates an example of a verb whose OBJ is always
thematic. In each case, except for (131b), the equation tTOP-tOBJ occurs
in the lexical entry. This equation indicates that the matrix object
receives prominence in the sentence by being identified with the function
TOP(IC), the same function assigned to left-dislocated NPs. Thus, verbs
which include the tTOP-toBJ equation in their lexical entt~ are MO D18100a-
tion verbs. The function TOP does not occur in c-structure with MO D1aloca-
t1on; rather, it 1s functional information that appears in f-structure only.
The following examples illustrate the instantiation of the tToP-tOBJ
equation in f-structure. The arrows in the f-structures below indicate
functional identification, and the coindexing represents the process of
anaphor1c binding.
(133) a. xeftu ykun m~a.
feared-lag 3sgm-be went(3sgm)
'1 am afraid he has gone.'
b. SUBJ [PRED 'PRO]
NOM SG
PERS 1
PRED 'XAF«SUBJ)(COMP»'(OBJ)
Topt
OBJ PRED 'PRO'
NUM sa
PERS 3
GEND MAse
COMP SUBJ i PRED 'PkO~
NUM f:iG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
PRED 'KAN«COMP»'(SUBJ)
COMP SUBJ PRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
PRED 'M~A«SUBJ»'
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(134) a. zeyyertu yqra •
forced-lag-388m 388m-study
'I ~orced him to study.'
b. SUBJ [JPRED 'PRO]
NUM SG
PERS 1
FRED 'ZEYYER«SUBJ) (OBJ) (COMP»'
TOpt
OBJ PRED 'PRO'
NUM SO
PERS 3
GEND MASC
COMP SUBJ1 PRED' PRO
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND MAse
PRED 'Q~«SUBJ»'
The arrows in the above f-structures indicate functional identification;
the f-structure which is the value of TOP is the same identical f-structure
as the OBJ f~structure. The coindexing indicates the effect of anaphor1c
binding; the TOP/OBJ is linked to the within-clause PRO subject. This
11nkin~ ensures that, though TOP is in the f-structure of the matr:l.x verb ~
as it is subcategorized by that verb, the prominence the obje~t receives
is~ in terms of the matrix sentence, but rather with respect to the
embedded clause. That is, the M~ dislocated NP is left-dislocated from
the embedded clause and appears in matrix object position. It bears, however,
the same relation to the embedded clause that a regular left-dislocated NP
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beara to its associated s~ntenceJ i.e., it is in a position of
prominence with respect to the following sentence.
An NP in that prominence relation is assigned the function TOP, with MO
Dislocation as well as Left-Dislocation, since the same operation, namely
anaphoric binding, is involved in the interpretatic,n of botll structures.
Thus, the TOP function may be lexically (MO Dislocation) or constructionally
(Left-Dislocation) introduced. and anaphor1c binding applies in the same
fashion to both.
The TOP (and thus in MO Dislocation also the non-thematic object)
receives a semantic interpretation through anaphor1c binding. This operation
binds a TOP to an element in a clause that it f-commands (i.e., a subordinate
clause). F-command is a relation defined on f-structures, stated below in
(135).
(135) F-command
For any occurrences of the functions a,a in an f-structure F,
a ,f-commands a if and only if a does not contain a and every
f-structure of F that contains a contains a.
[Bresnan (1982a:334)
from Mohanan (1981)]
Thus, in the f-structure (134b) above, if TOP-a and COMP-a, then TOP
f-commands COMP, as TOP does not contain COMP, and every f-structure that
contains TOP contains COMP.
Anaphoria binding is stated as binding a TOP to an element in an
f~commanded clause in order to prevent a sentence such as (136a) below
from receivins a semantic interpretation.
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(136) a. *~a ~ta~el ell! zeyyertu.
left(3sgm) the-man that forced-Isg-388m
The man that I put pressure on 111m lef t •
b. m~a ffa~el el11 zeyyert.
le~t(3sgm) the-man that forced-lag
'The man that I put pressure on left.'
c. msa ffa~el ell! zeyyertu ym~i.
left(3sgm) the-man that forced-Isg-38gm 3sgm-go
The man that I put pressure on him to go left.
In (136a) an object suffix appears on the verb zeyyer which tenders the
11
sentence ungrammatical. This sentence will thus be ruled out as a
violation of semantic coherence, as the TOP function does nut f-command
any clause, and thus it has nothing to bind. It therefore does not
receive an interpretation, and the sentence is ruled out. Only when a
COMP occurs with that object «136c» does the TOP receive an interpretation
and thereby produce a well-formed f-structure (assuming all other well-
formedness conditions are met, 8S well).
ThrJugh anaphoric binding, then, a matrix object identified with a
TOP function 1s understood as bearing a relation of prominence with respect
to a following clause. The matrix object thus has two simultaneous functional
one as the OBJ of a matrix verb that subcateGorizes the TOP function, and
the other 8S the TOP of the complement clausa, Because LFG does not
require 1somorphy between a-structure and f-structure, the fact that the
matrix object functions 8S a TOP with respe~t to the lower clause is
not marked in a-structure; there the matrix object appears as a normal
11 As noted earlier in this chapter, this type of nentence is acceptable
in some cases.
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object. It is functionally different from normal objects, however
(Section 3.3.5), and this difference is reflected in f-structure.
Thus, TOPIC in Moroccan is always interpreted with respect to a subor-
dinate clause, and the TOP function in the MO Dislocation f-structures is
the same as the TOP in Left-Dislocation sentences. The encoding of the
function into f~structure is different in each case, however, as in one
case it is introduced by a lexical equation (MO DislocRt1,on), and in the
other, Left-Dislocation, the function TOP is associated with a c-structure
node.
3.3.8 Prolepsis and embedded guestions
The MO Dislocation construction in Moroccan resembles a construction
found in many languages which has been called "prolepsis." Prolepsis
involves a matrix object related to an element in a complement clause,
just as does MO Dislocation. Higgins (1981) describes the prolepsis
construction in Nahuat, where it occurs with perception verbs. An example
of a sentence with a proleptic object in Nahuat is given in (137) belo~.
(137) n1k1:n1tak kihekohkeh tahto:skeh mehika:noh.
lS:3P:see:PRET 3:3S:try:PRET:P 3:speak:FUT:P Nahuat
'I saw them trying to speak Nahuat. '
(Higgins' (12»
In the above example, the matrix verb includes an affix with the same features
as the subject of the complement verbs.
Proleps1d also occurs in Latin (Greenough, et a1. ads. (1975» and
Greek (Higgins (1981», especially with verbs of perception and knowing-
In both languages the complement clause may be either a that-clause or an
embedded question (H1ggins p. 72) , Examples of prolepsis from Lat:f.n and
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Greek are provided in (138) and (139) below, respectively.
(138) nostt Mircellum quam tardus sit
you know M. how slow he is
'You know how slow Marcellus is.'
(139) iidee gar ••• adelpheon hos epon~to
know PRT brother:ACC how labored
'he knew ••• how his brother labored'
(Greenough. et.al.:372)
(liigg1ns' (15»
Examples of prolepsis are also found in Biblical (and perhaps modern)
English, as the following example from the Bible illustrates.
(140) And God saw the light, that it was good. (Genesis 1.4) (Higgins' (13»
Joseph (1976) discusses what he terms "Rais1ng-to-Object" in Modern
Greek, a process rather like Raising-to-object in English, except for the
fact that the complement clause in Modern Greek 1s finite, whereas in English
it is non~finite. This process occurs with verbs such as want and consider,
verbs that have traditionally been thought of as raising verbs. An example
of "Raising" in Modern Greek is given in (141) below.
(141) 6eoro ton yan1 pos ine eks1pnos.
consider-lag John-ACe COMP be-)sg smart-NOM
'I consider John to be smart.'
(Joseph's (2»
In the example in (141) above, an accusative NP occurs in matrix object
position, and that object is coreferential with the subject of the complement
clause.
Ingria (1981) presents examples of sentences in Modern Greek in which
a matrix object is coreferential with a pronominal element in several
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positions in a complement clause, just aa with the MO Dislocation sentences
given in this chapter. Ingria argues, contrary to Joseph, that Raising is
not involved in the Modern Greek examples. He claims, much as I have done
for Moroccan MO Dislocation, that the "raised" item is ba~e generated in the
matrix clause, and is related by pronominal binding, a discourse rule, to
an element in the complement clause.
The cases of prolepsis and Raising discussed by the above authors
could all be classified as examples of MO Dislocation. In all of the
sentences cited by these authors, the element coreferential with the
matrix object 1s the subject of the complement clause. Higgins claims that
this type of prolepsis is the most common, though the related element in
the complement need not necessarily be restricted to subjects.
In most cases of prolepsis in Latin the complement is an embedded
question. MO Dislocation in Moroccan is extremely common with embedded
questions (ef. the examples in (43) above), and, in fact, verbs that d~ not
allow MO D1s1o~at1on with a regular sentential complement permit that con-
structlon with an embedded question complement. The verb!h!! 'understand,'
for example, was 110t included in the class of MO Dislocation vtarbs in the
discussion above, but it does take MO Dislocation with an embedded question
complement. These fa~ts are illustrated in (142) below~
(142) a. fhemtu al kaygul.
understood~lsg-3sgmwhat CONT-3sgm-say
'I understand (him) what he's saying.'
b. ~fhemtu (belli) m_a.
understood-ls8~3sgm that went (3sgm)
'I understand (h~) that he left.'
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(142) allOWS that the verb fhem allows MO D1s1ocat:ton only in the case where
the COMP is an embedded question, and not a regular COMP.
Another way in which MO Dislocation with embedded questions is freer
than with regular sentential complements is that the dislocated element may
be an oblique object as well as a direct object when the complement is an
embedded question.
(143) a. ;edd Ibal ll'ustad al kaygul.
, give attention to-the-teacher what CONT-3'Jgm-say
'Pay attention to (the teacher) what he's saying.'
b. sewwel ela muhend wal!a ulla mazal.
ask on Mohand whether came(3sgm) or not yet
'Ask (about Mohand) whether he came or not yet.'
(RSH)
Further examples of MO Dislocation with embedded question complements
are provided in (144) below.
(144) a. sir tAuf mubend aa kayd1r.
go 2sg-see Mohand what CONT-3sgm-do
'Go see (Mohand) what he's doing.'
b.
c.
ma ereft muhend fin m~a.
NEG ~ow-lsg Mohand where went(3sgm)
'I don't know (Mohand) where he went.'
wa~ ereft1 muhend fuqal xre!?
Q kRow-2sg Mohand when went out(3sgm)
'Do you know (Mohand) when he went out?'
In each of the examples in (144) above, an NP occurs in matrix object
position whose coreferent1al element is the subject affix on the verb in
the embedded question complement. The full range of question words can
occur with the MO Dislocation construction, though of course only verbs
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that subcategorize for an embedded question complement permit an embedded
question with MO Dislucation.
All of the sentences given above have a corresponding form without
MO Dislocation, as all the verbs involved subcategorize for an embedded
question complement. As is usual with the MO Dislocation construction,
sentences with an MO dislocated element and those without have the same
meaning, except for the prominence accorded the MO dislocated item. The
non-MO Dislocation forms of th~ above sentences are given in (145) below.
(145) a. fhemt a~ kaygul.
understood-lag what CONT-3sgm-say
'I understand what he's saying.'
b. fedd Ibal la~ kaygul l'ustad.
give attention to-what CONT-3sgm-say the-teacher
'Pay attention to what the teacher is saying.'
c. sir tluf al kaydir muQend.
go 2sg-see what CONT~3sgm-do Mohand
'Go see what Mohand is doing.'
d. ma €feft fin mla muQend.
NEG know~ls8 whe~e went(3sgm) Mohand
'I don't know where Mohand went.'
e. wa5 efeft1 fuqaa xre~1
Q know-2sg when went out(3sgm)
'Do you know when he went out?'
One type of MO Dislocation sentence with an embedded question haa the
same fo~ as the corresponding non-MO Dislocation sentence; the example
below involves a verb in Clas8 (118a), whose object is always thematic
whether or not a COMP ocaurs.
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(146) yir kanEel1em had Ifeffu~ kif yy~nni.
only CONT-Isg-teach this the-rooster how 3Sgtal-sing
'I'm just teaching this rooster how to sing.'
(Cl)
Since the verb €ellem always takes an object with a COMP, the non-MO D1610-
cation form is identical to the MO Dislocation form.
The objects that occur in the above examples with embedded question
COMPs are indeed MO Dislocation objects, as they may question or relativize
with an affix instead of a gap. The examples below illustrate the quest1on-
ing of MO dislocated objects with embedded question COMPs.
kif yyenn!?
how 36gm-sing
I *kateellem~kun el11 katEellmu
- '
who that CONT-2sg-teach-3sgm CONT-2sg-teach
Who are you teaching him I teaching how to sing?
a.(147)
b. ~kun elli mliti t~uf~1 I ?t~u.f
who that went-2sg 2sg-see-3sgm 2sg-see
Who did you go see him I see what he was doing?
a~
what
kaydir?
CONT-3sgm-
do
In the examples in (147), when an MO dislocated object is questioned, an
affix occurs in its place.
The MO Dislocation object in the sentences above may be non-thematic
with an embedded question COMP, just as it may be with a regular COMP.
The uxample in (148) below illustrates a case of a non-thematic object
with an embedded question.
(148) ma kaneEfefA mUQend, walak1n €~eft~ fin m~a.
NEG CONT~lsg-know-NEG Mohand but know-lag-38gm where went(3sgm)
'1 don't know Mohand, but I know (him) where he went.'
In (148), the object of the verb e;eft is non-thematic, as the speaker states
that he doesn't know Mohand. The object thus does not correspond to a
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semantic argument of the verb ~.
Given the examples in (143), (144), and (147) above, it would appear
that the four classes of verbs listed in (118) have merged into just two
classes when the complement is an embedded question. The verbs whose object
is always thematic with a COMP form one claos, as in (ll8e) (the verbs
zeyyer, hezzer), and the other three verb classes (118a, h, and d) form
just one other class. The non-MO Dislocation verb~, in Class (llBd),
takes MO Dislocation with an embedded question complement, and verbs from
the other two classes (118a) and (llBb), whose objects are either obliga-
torily or optionally non-thematic with a COMP, take MO Dislocation with
embedded questions as well.
I have no explanation at this time for why MO Dislocation sho~ld be
more free with embedded question complements than with regular sentential
complements, but the p~esence of the wh-word seems to license certain
otherwise unacceptable structures.
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CHAPTER IV XCOMP OR COMP?
The preceding chapters involved verbs which subcategorize for the
closed function complement COMP~ In this chapter, verbs which appear to
take open complements will be examined. An open funct1011 complelnent> XCOMP J
has no phrasal subject, hut does have a subject in f-structure that 1s
functionally controlled. In Moroccan an XCOMP may be either adjectival,
1
nominal, or prepositional.
An example of a verb that was said in Chapter I to subcategorize for
an XCOMP is the verb~ 'be,' whose partial lexical entry is repeated
below in (la), along with an example sentence in (lb).
(1) a. kan
-
v, tPRED~'KAN«XCOMP»'(SUBJ)
tSUBJ-tXCOMP SUBJ
b. kan lweld zwin.
was(3sgm) the~boy beautiful
'The boy was beautiful.'
The lexical rule of functional control provides the control equation in
the above lexical entry. All verbs that take XCOMPs include a control
equation in their lexical entry, which specifies the controller of the
XCOMP SUBJ. The control equation is either redundantly provided by the
lexical rule of functional control, or exceptionally spec1f1,ed by the verb
itself. In the case of kan, since its only argument other than the XCOMP
is a SUBJ argument, that SUBJ must be the controller of the XCOMF SUB,J ..
1 VP XCOMPs do not exist in Moroccan, though they do in English, because
all verbs in Moroccan have anaphorically controlled rather than func-
tionally controlled subjects; see Chapters I and II.
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The adjective ~win 'beautiful' has the lexical entry in (2) below.
(2) zwin A, t~RED~'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
The lexical entry above specifies that the adjective zwin is subcategorized
for a SUBJ argument.
In the following discussion I will demonstrate that, contrary to the
assumptions made in Chapter I (and repeated above), the complement subcate-
gorized for by the verb kan, and most other verbs in Moroccan, is the closed
complement COMP, rather than XCOMP. I will proceed by showing that XPs in
Moroccan may stand alone as fully interpretable sentences, and thus must
have an internal subject; a construction that has an internal subject is
assigned a closed function.
4.1 Adjective Phrases
In Chapter II it was shown that the affixes AF4 , which occur on
participles and adjectives, specify feature values for the item's subject,
including an optional SUBJ PRED~'PRO' value. This SUBJ PRED~'PRO' equation
was used when participles occurred in sentences with no lexical subject, as
in (3) below.
(3) a. !!It.
b. !ayybahum.
'I'm (m) I you're (m) I he's coming.'
'I'm (f) / you're (f) / she's bringing them.'
Since the same affixes occur on adjectives as on participles, it would
be expected that adjectives, too, would be able to stand alone as sentennes,
without lexical subjects; and without an overt verb, 1.n present tense
equational sentences, Such sentences do, in fact, exist, as demonstrated
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2in (4) below.
(4) a. kbir.
big(m)
'I'm (m) I you're (m) I he's big.'
b. zwina.
beautiful-f
'I'm (f) / you're (f) / she's beautiful.'
The SUBJ PREDQ'PRO' equation on AF4, along with the other information
contained therein, provides the values for the features of a pronominal
subject for the adjectives, just as it does with participles. Since the
above adjectives can stand alone as sentences, they must Lnclude an internal
subject which is anaphor1cally, rather than functionally, cont~olled.
The sentences in (4) are present tense equational sentences in which
no lexical subject occurs. UnJer the analysis of present tense equational
sentences adopted in Chapter I, the XP bears the FRED value for the clause.
To account for the sentences in (4) above, the P-S rule generating the
present tense equational sentences given in Chapter I is modified as in
(5) below.
2 These adjectives are interpreted as full sentences in Moroccan, though
they are not in English. The following dialogue, for example, is wel1-
formed in Moroccan, but not in English.
A. ki dayra xWtek? A. What's your sister like?
how doing-f 8ister~2sg
'How's your Rister/ B. #Beautiful.
What's your sister like?' (va. She's beautiful.)
B. zwina.
beautiful~f
'~he's beautiful.'
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(5) S + (NP) XP
tSUBJ=+ t;::;+
tTENSE:::;PRESENT
In rule (5) the NP SUBJ is marked as optional, and thus a sentence may
consist of just an XP. (In Chapter I this NP was not marked as optional.)
The f-structure for sentence (4b), repeated below for convenience, is
given in (6).
(4b) zw1na. 'I'm (f) / you're (f) I she's beautiful.'
(6) SUBJ
[
PRED 'PRO]
NUM SG
GEND FEM
FRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
'EENSE PRESENT
The adjective phrase in the above f-structure 1s the head of a verbless
present tense equational sentence, and if~ thus provides the PRED value.
No lexical subject occurs, and so the features of the SUBJ are provided by
the affix AF4 that occurs on the adjective.
Since the AP in (4b) contains an internal subject, it cannot be assigned
the open function XCOMP, but must have the closed function COMP. Thus, the
verb kan will subcategorize for a COMP, as in (7) below, rather than an
XCOMP, contrary to the claim of (la) above.
(7) ~ V, tPRED~'KAN«COMP»'(SUBJ)
The above lexical entry does not include a control equation, as the function
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COMP does not permit functional control of its SUBJ.
One past tense form of sentence (4b), given in (8a) below, will thuD
have the f-structure in (8b).3
(8) a. kant zwina. 'She was beautiful.'
COMP
b. SUBJ PRED 'PRO'
NlJM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
PRED 'KAN«COMP»'(SUBJ)
TENSE PAST
SUBJ [PRED ' PRO' ]
NUM SG
GEND FEM
PRED 'ZWIN«SUBJ»'
In (8b) the features of the matrix subject are given by the lexical
entry for the subject affix AF1 on kant 'she was.' The features of the
COMP SUBJ are determined by the affix AF4 on the adjective zwina.
4.2 Noun Phrases and Prepositional Phrases
Just as APa can stand alone as fully interpretable sentences in Moroc-
can, so can NPs and PPs. The following are examples of sentences containing
only an NP and a PP in c-structure.
3 Since AF4 does not specify a value for SUBJ PERS, the sentence zwinahas two other possible past tense forms: kent zwina 'I was beautiful.'
and kenti zwina 'You were beautiful.'
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(9) a. 'ustad.
teacher(m)
'I'm (m) / you're (m) / he's a teacher.'
b. mu~amya.
]awyer-f
'I'm (f) I you're (f) / she's a lawyer.'
c .. mUQ8DlY in •
lawyer-pl
'We're I you're (pl) I they're lawyers.'
(10) a. fe44ar.
1n-the-house
'I'm I you're / he's / she's / it's I we're / you're (pl) / they're
in. the house.'
b. fU8e~~ebla.
on-the-table
'I'm / you're / he's I she's / it's I we're I you're (pl) I they're
on the table.'
The NPs in (9) are fully interpretable sentences, and thuR they must
have PRO subjects. NPs have affixes that specify the number and gender of
their subjects, though for many nouns the plural is marked supplet1vely
rather than through affixation of a suffix. I will nevertheless assume for
the purpose of this discussion that nouns are suffixed with the affixes AF4,
4
as are adjectives and participles. These affixes provide the nllmber and
gender features for the PRO subject of the NP, and thus (9b) will have the
f·structure given below in (lIb).
4 Those nouns with morphological plurals will be individually marked :f.n
their plural form lexical entry with the following lexical equations:
(tSUBJ PRED-'PRO'), tSUBJ NOM-PL.
(11) a. lexical entries:
-a AF4, (tSUBJ fRED-'PRO')tSUBJ NUMII:ISG
tSUBJ GEND-FEM
muQamya N, tPRED·'MU~I«SUBJ»'
(tSUBJ PRED-'PRO')
tSUBJ NUM-SG
tSUBJ GEND-FEM
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b. SUBJ [PRED 'PROJ
NUM SG
GEND FEM
PRED 'MU~I«SUBJ»'
TENSE PRESENT
In (11a), the lexical entry for mubamya includes the features specified by
,
the AF, -a which is suffixed to the noun. Since in (llb) no person value
... -
is specified for the SUBJ of mubamya, its antecedent may be either first.
second, or third person, provided that that possible antecedent is feminine
singular. Thus, a sentence consisting only of a c~structure NP receives
a full iuterpretation in Moroccan.
The PP sentences require a slightly different analysis, as PPs have
no affixes which specify information about their subjects, The lexical
5
entry for a representative preposition, ~ 'in,' is given in (12) below.
(12) f- P, tPRED-'F-«SUBJ) (OBJ»'
5 Prepositions have three sets of lexical entries: two for when they are
oblique arguments (see Chapter I), and the other for when they are
predicates. Nouns also have two sets of lexical entries, for when they
are subjects and predicates. The lexical entries are systematically
related by rules of predicate composition (ef. Bresnan (1979».
Using the lexical entry for the preposition!.:: given 1n (12), the
f-structure for (lOa), repeated here for conveni~nce, is that of (13).
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(lOa) feQc;\ar.
(13)
'I'm I you're I he's etc. in the house.'
PRED 'F-«SUBJ) (OBJ»'
OBJ PRED 'DDAR'
NOM sa'
PERS 3
GEND FEM
The f-structure in (13) is incomplete, as it contains no value for SUBJ,
and the PRED f- subcategorizes for a SUBJ as well 8a an OBJ.
Since PPs have no affixes specifying SUBJ features, the laxieal entry
for the preposition f- in (12) must be revised, so as to provide a PRED
value for its subject, The revised lexical entry is given in (14) below.
(14) !:. P, tPRED-'F-«SUBJ) (OBJ»'
(tSUBJ PRED-'PRO')
The revised lexical entry for the preposition f- given in (14) includes an
optional equation specifying that its subject's fRED-'PRO'. This lexical
entry will now produce a well-formed f-structure for sentence (lOa), that
of (15).
(15) SUBJ [PRED 'PRO' 1
PRED 'F.-«SUBJ) (OBJ) >'
OBJ PRED 'QJ)~
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
TENSE PRESENT
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Since no features other than PRED~'PRO' are specified for the SUBJ,
the antecedent to the 'PRO' can be of any gender, person, or number. Rules
of discourse will then choose the proper antecedent for the subject of the
sentence.
4.3 XP sentences
Sentences consjsting of just a a-structure AP, PP, or NP (which I will
call "XP sentences") are found in all environments in which full sentences
occur. An XP sentence may occur, for instance, as the complement to the
head of a relative clause, as the examples below indicate.
(16) a. Et1ni lektab el11 fuge~f.ebla.
.
give.-lsg the-book that on... the-table
'Give me the book that (is) on the table.'
b. werrin1 ffa!el ell1 'ustad.
show-lag the-man that teacher
'Show me the man that (1s) a teacher.'
c. €tini lbaliza ell1 tqila.
give-lag the~suitcase that heavy-f
'Give me the suitcase that (is) heavy.'
In (16a) the modifier of the relative clause head is a PP, 1n (16b)
the complement is an NP, and in (16c) it is an AP.
4.3.1 MO Dislocation
Another environment in which full sentences occur is as COMPs to MO
Dislocation verbs. XP sentences also occur in this environment, as the
examples below demonstrate.
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(17)
__AP __ L __ pp 1_ NP__
kanbYih sxun 1 fettebsil I *'ustad.
CONT-lag-want hot(m) in-a-plate teacher(m)
'I like it hot I in a plate I *a teacher.'
(18) 19itu zwin I fe94ar I 'ustad.
found-lag-3s8m beautiful(m) 1n-the-house teacher(m)
'I found him beautiful I in the llouse I a teacher.'
(19) €~eftha 9r1yfa I feY9 8 f I muQamya.
know-lsg-3egf nice-f in-the-house lawyer-f
'I know (her)(that she's) nice I 1n the house I a lawyer.'
(20) 6!eftu zwin I fe998f I ?mu~eww1r.
sa~-lsg-3sgm beautiful(m) in-the-house photographer
'I saw (him) (that he's) beautiful I in the house I a photographer.'
(21) ~ennitu ~riyef I fe9~af I 'ustad.
thought-lag-38gm n1ca(m) in-the-house teacher
'I thought (him) (that he's) nice / in the house I a teacher.'
(22) tts9abni mUQend zwin I fe998r I 'ustad.
seemed(3sgm)-lsg Mohand beautiful(m) in-the-house teacher
'I thought Mohand (was) beautiful I in the house I a teacher.'
7Ifa!el mezya',l.
man good(m)I *
fe998 f
in-the-house
kan~esbu ~wil
CONT-lsg-cons1der~3sgmtall(m)
.
'1 consider hiM tall I *1n the house I a good man.'
(23)
6 The first reading of this sentence is 'I saw him in the house,' where
physical perception is involved. Whe~ the complement is negated. how-
ever, the MO Dislocation reading is found: Aeftu mas! feddaf 'I saw
that he wasn't in the house.'
7 The verb hseb 'consider' was not included 1n the class of MO Dislocation
verbs in ChaPter III. It does, however, function like the MO Dislocation
verbs with respect to XP COMPs. Other MO Dislocation verbs, such as xaf
'fear,' are not included here, as they have strict limitations on their
COMP tense; !!1 usually occurs only with an imperfect or compJementizer+
future complement verb, and thus cannot occur w:fth a COMP in which no
overt verb occurs.
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In each case of (17) through (23) above, the verb appears with a COMP
which is an AP, a PP, and an NP. 8 In these senten(leS, the object of the
matrix verb may be non-thematic, as shown by the ex~mples below.
(24) ma kan€effu~ walakin €feftu 9riyef I feddar / 'ustad.
NEG CONT-lsg-know-3sgm-NEG but know-lag-38gm nice(m) in-the: teacher
house
'I don't know him, but I know (him) (that he's) nicel in the house I
a teacher.'
(~5) ma ~eftu~ walakin Aeftu ma§;1 feddar •
., .
NEG saw-lsg-3sgm-NEG but saw-lag-38gm not in-the-house
'I didn't see him, but I saw (him) (that he was) not in the house.'
A further indication that MO Dislocation is involved in the sentences
in (17) through (23) above is the fact that the matrix object leaves a
pronominal affix in its within-clause position when it is questioned or
relativized, rather than a gap.
(26) a. *Akun ell1 €feft1 fe44sf?
who that know-2sg in~the-house
'Who do you know (is) in the house?'
b. ~kun elli €feftih fe44ar?
who that know-2sg-3sgm in-the-house
*Who do you know (him)(that is) in the house?
8 Though all of the verbs subcategorize for a COMP, not all verbs allow
all categories as the head of this COMP. ~, for instance, cannot
occur with a COMP which is a PP. This fact suggests that some verbs
~pose semantic restrictions on their arguments. The restrictions may
appear to be catego~1al, as there is often a correspondence between
semantic type and lexical category. This cor~espondence does not always
hold, however, and sever~l scholars have demonstrated that the restric-
tions imposed by a verb on its arguments are semantic, rather than cate-
gorial; see Simpson (1983) and Maling (in press) for details.
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In (26b) an object affix appears on the verb in place of the questioned
object. The ungrammaticality of (26a), where this affix does not appear,
and the grammaticality of (26b) indicate that the questioned object 1s an
MO dislocated object, rather than a normal object. If that object is in
MO Dislocation position, then it requires a coreferential pronominal element
in a subordinate clause for it to receive an interpretation through anaphoric
binding. Since the sentences in (17) through (23) are well-formed, the XP
in each case must be a closed complement, with its PRO subject being the
coreferent1al element required by the MO dislocated object.
For those verbs that take a complementizer, Er~f, §af, 4enn, and
ttsbab 1-, the complementizer may occur preceding the XP COMP, just as it
does with the full sentence COMPs (ef. Chapter III). This fact is illua-
trated in (27) through (30) below.
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
ereftu belli zwin.
~ow-lsg-38gm that beaut1ful(m)
'I know (him) that (he is) beautiful.'
5eftu belli kbir.
saw-lsg·...3sgm that old (m) Ibi8 (m)
'I saw (him) that (he was) old / big.'
~ennitu belli waer.
thought-lsg-38gm that tough(m)
'I thought (him) that (he was) tough.'
tts9abli mUQend belli zwin.
seemed(3sgm)-to-lsg Mohand that beautiful(m)
I thought Mohand that (he was) beautiful.
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TIle presence of th~ complementizer in the above ~entences indicates that
the verb's complement is a COMP rather than an XCOMP.
When the complement is in the past tense, its closed complement nature
is more clearly exhibited, as the sentences below indicate.
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
Efeftu belli kan zwin.
know-lsg-3sgm that was(3sgm) beautiful(m)
'I know (him) that he was beautiful.'
§eftu belli kan zwin.
saw-lsg-3sgm that was(3sgm) beautiful(m)
'I saw (him) that he was beautiful.'
dennitu belli kan zwin.
thought-lag-38gm that was(3sgm) beautiful(m)
'I t~ought (him) that he was beautiful.'
tts~abni mUQend kan zwin.
seemed(3sgm)-lsg Mohand was(3sgm) beaut1ful(m)
I thought Mohand t~at he was beautiful.
The MO Dislocation verbs, then, which subcategorize for a closed
complement, provide evidence that PPs, APe, and NPs may have the function
COMP.
4.3.2 Other COMP verbs
Certain verbs which are not in the MO Dislocation class subcategorize
for an obligatory COMP. These verbs take verbal as well as XP sentences
as their complement. Verbs in this class include, among others, wella
'become,' ban 'appear,'~ 'be ••• in the morning,' ~ 'spend the night,'
!2.!9.. 'turn out, end up,' and Is 1- 'strike as.' Example sentences with
these verbs are given below.
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(35)
AP / NP / PP / S
......... -...~~ ........ ~~ ......... ,......~..-.-...-. .............. .-.. ...... "....... ............. ~.--. .........
wellit mfi~a / 'ustada / *fe99af / kanakwel bezzaf.
became-lag sick-f teacher-f in-the-house CONT-lag-eat lots
'I became sick / a teacher / *1n the house./ I ended up eating alat.'
/ belli
that
(36) ban muhend fWil I fa!el mezyan I fe~~a~9
appeared(3sgm) Mohand tall(m) man good(m): in-the-house
wkayak el bezzaf.
CONT-3sgm-eat lots
'Mohand appeared tall I a good man / in the house / that he eats alot.'
(37) sbeht mfiQ / fa~el axwer I feddar I kan~ebben_
mo~inged-lag sick(m) man another(m) 1n:th~-house CONT-leg-wash
'I woke up sick / another man./ I spent the morning in the house I
washing (clothes).'
(38) bett skran
spent the night-lag drunk(m)
I ra~el m~iQ
man sick(m)
Ifeddar I kanelEeb.
in:th~-house CONT-lsg-
play
'I spent the night drunk / a sick man I in the house I playing.'
(39) !atu 9riyfa / ~fa mezyana / *fe998f I*katexdem bezzaf.
came-.3sgf-3sgm nice-f woman good-f in-the-house CONT-3sgf-work lots
'She struck him as nice / a good woman 1*10 the house I working alot.'
(40) vedqat kb1ra / mUQamya I ferrba~ I katelEeb.
turned out-3sgf big-f lawyer-f in-Rabat CONT-3sgf-play
'She turned out big / a lawyer. I She ended up in Rabat I playing.'
In each case of (35) through (40) above, a verb appears with a COMP who~e
head 1s an AP, an NP, a FP, and a V; again, not all verbs are compatible
with every type of COMF.
The COMF of the verbs above in (35) through (40) is an obligatory
tence when fe~4af is not predicated of mubend but of the verb, i.e.)
where Mohand appeared.
9 ban muhend feddar 'Mohand appeared in the house' is an acceptable sen-
•••
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argument, as evidenced by the ungrammaticality of the examples below, in
which no COMP occurs.
(41) *wellat natat.
became-3sgf Najat
*Najat became.
(42) *betna.
spent the night-lpl
'We spent the night.'
(43) *~edqat.
turned out-3sgf
*She turned out.
4.4 XCOMPs
All of the verbs discussed so far in this chapter subcategorIze for
complements which are the closed function COMP, rather than the open function
XCOMP. If all verbs in Moroccan which subcategorize for an obligatory or
optional complement can be shown to take a COMP rather than an XCOMP comp-
lement, then the function XCOMP could be entirely eliminated from the inven-
tory of functions needed in ehe grammar of Moroccan. This grammar would thus
be simplified, as the operation "functional control" would be eliminated
along with the function XC0MP. Such a move, however, is not motivated for
Moroccan, as there is a class of verbs which do not allow their complements
to be COMUs.
The verbs above, in add1.tion to taking closed complements 1n which no
over~ verb appears, also, for the most part, take verbal closed complements.
There is a class of verbs, however, that subcategorize only for an optional
resultative complement, a complement which can never be a closed complement.
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A resultative, as shown below, is an AP, and since it is not propo-
s1tional, it must have the function XCOMP, rather than COMP. Verbs that
take an optional resultative complement include shey 'paint,' ~awb 'mak9,'
teyyeb 'cook,' q~e€ 'cut,' ~ewwer 'draw,'~ 'dig,' and n§e! 'weave.'
The grammaticality of the (a) sentences below indicates that the resultative
complement is optional, while the (b) sentences demonstrate that verbs in
this class never take closed complements.
(44) a. sbeyna ddar.
.. .
painted-lpl the-house
"We painted the house.'
b. sbeyna ddar bi4a I *ma~l bida.
.. . •painted-lag the-house white-f not white-f
'We painted the house white / *not white.'
(45) a. tlawbuhum.
made-3pl-3pl
'They made them.'
b. Ijawbuhum kbar bezzaf / *ma~i kbar bezzaf.
• .
made-3pl-3pl big-pl alot not big-pl alot
'They made them very big I *not very big.'
(46) a. teyybat leQ.rira.
•
cooked-3sgf the-soup
'She cooked the soup. ,
b. teyybat lehr1ra mal\l8 I *maAt malha
•
.
• salty-f I salty-fcooked-3agf the-soup not
'She cooked the soup (too) salty I *not (too) salty. '
(47) a. q~e€tha.
cut-lag-3esf
'I cut it.'
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b. q~e€tha q~ira I *maAi q~ira.
cut-lsg-3sgf short-f not sho~t-f
'I cut it short / *not short.'
(48) a. sewwerha.
drew(3sgm)-3sgf
'He drew it.'
b. ~ewwerha mdewwra I *ma~i mdewwra.
drew(3sgm)-3sgf round:f not r~und:f
'He drew it round I *not round.'
(49) a. ~efru lQefra.
dug-3pl the-ditch
'They dug the ditch.'
b. ~effU 1gefr8 yarqa / *maSi yarqa.
dug-3pl the-ditch deep-f not deep-f
'They dug the ditch deep / *not deep.'
(50) a. neAtat ~~efbiyya.
wove-3egf the-rug
'She wove the rug.'
b. ne~tat ~~efbiyya kbira I *ma~1 kbira.
wove-3sgf the-rug big-f not big-f
'She wove the rug (too) big / *not (too) big.'
The (a) sentences above indicate that the reaultat1ve complement is
an optional argument of the verbs in (44) through (50). A resultative,
which describes the result to the verb's object of the action denoted by
the verb, is not propositional, but rather adjectival, as demonstrated by
the (b) examples above. Negating the adjective, which is possible when the
AP is a closed complement, is not possible with the resultat1ves. The
examples below illustrate this contrast.
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(51) a. €feftha ma~i kbira.
know-lsg-3sgf not big-f
'I know (her) (that she's) not big.'
b. *neA~at ~~efbiyya ma~i kbira.
wove-3sgf the-rug not big-f
*She wove the rug not big.
Another contrast between the class of COMP verbs and the resultative
verbs is that verbs that take COMPs never occur with an AP complement with
a resultative meaning: ~bebt mriQa 'I woke up sick' can never mean 'I was
sick as a result of waking up.'
Since, then, the resultative complements are not propositional, they
cannot be assigned the function COMP. These complements must therefore have
the function XCOMP, and thus this function cannot be entirely eliminated
from the function inventory of Moroccan. Since AP is the only category that
occurs as an XCOMP, however, the function XCOMP 1n Moroccan is quite
restricted.
The interpretation of sentences with XCOMPs involves functioutll
control of the XCOMP SUBJ by the object of the verb. The lexical entries
for the affixes AF4 indicate the feature values required for the XCOMP's
functional subject. In other words, as shown in the f-structure for
sentence (SOb), given below, the optional SUBJ PRED-'PRO' equation in the
lexical entry of AF4 is not choson, and the obligatory features on AF4 act
as agreement markers~
'She wove the rug (too) big.'
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(52) a. lexical entries:
kbir A, tPRED~'KBIR«SUBJ»'
-a AF, ,
4\
(tSUBJ PRED~'PRO')
tSUBJ NUM==SG
tSUBJ GEND=FEM
n§e! V, tPRED~'NSEt«SUBJ)(OBJ)(XCOMP»'
tOBJ=tXCOMP SUBJ
b. SUBJ PRED 'PRO'
NUM SG
PERS 3
GEND FEM
PRED 'N~E~«SUBJ)(OBJ)(XCOMP»'
OBJ i FRED 'ZZERBIYYA'
NUM sa·
PERS 3
GEND FEM
XCOMP SUBJ i [ NUM SG J
GEND FEM
~RED 'KBIR«SUBJ»'
The lexical rule of functional control provides the control equation
on the lexical entry for the verb n~e~ in (52a). The XCOMP SUBJ in the
f-structure in (52b) has no PRED value; however, the f-structure is well-
fo~ed, as that SUBJ receives an interpretation through the effect of the
control equation, by being identified with the verb's object. The feature
specifications in the XCOMP SUBJ ensure that the features of the XCOMP SUBJ
controller and the XCOMP adjective itself do not clash.
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There is another class of verbs that behaves like the verba of the
resultat1ve class. Resultative verbs do not take closed complements. and
their complement must be an AP. Similarly, certain verbs that have under-
gone a causat1vization lexical rule only take an adjectival complement,
even when their non-causative form took a COMP. An example is given 1n (53)
below.
(53) a. fbe9t mf14a I fe~9af / kan~ebben.
morninged-lsg sick-f in-the-house CONT-lag-wash
'1 woke up sick.1 I spent the morning in the house I washing clothes.'
b. sebbehn1 mrida /*maA1 mr1da l*fe9~af I*kansebben.,
• • • • • •
caused to sick-f not sick-f in-the- CONT-lsg-
morning(3sgm)-lsg house wash
'It caused me to spend the morning sick /*not sick I in the house I
washing clothes. '
In (53a), the verb~ 'spend the morning' subcategorizes for a COMP. Its
causative form in (53b), however, takes only an adjectival complement, which
cannot bd a closed function. In this sense the verb in (53b) behaves like
the verbs ,that take resultat1ves.
In summary, then, the function XCOMP in Moroccan is restricted to AP
complements, and most verbs that subcategorize for a complement take the
closed function complement COMP, Though superficially resembling XCOMPs,
XP sentences can be shown to be propositional in nature, thus greatly
limiting the occurrence of XCOMPs in Moroccan.
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CONCLUSION
In this study of complementation 1n Moroccan Arabic, Chapters I and II
provide a brief introduction to the syntax of Moroccan, analyzed within the
framework or Lexical-Functional Grammar. Chapter III represents the main
focus of the dissertation, an examination of the Moroccan MO Dislocation
construction.
This construction is unusual in that (a) an NP appearing in matrix
object position bears the TOPIC relation with respect to an embedded clause
rather than to the matrix clause, and (b) this TOPIC relation is subcate-
gorized for by the matrix verb, not the embedded verb. Furthermore, the
MO dislocated NP, though functionally the object or oblique object of the
matrix verb, 1s often not a thematic argument of that verb. This matrix
object or oblique object is related by the process of anaphor1c binding to
a coreferent1al element in the lower clause, thereby receiving a semantic
interpretation.
These facts about MO Dislocation are strikingly similar to the facts
of Left~D181ocat1on; in the latter construction, an NP which is not the
argument of any verb bears the TOPIC relation with respect to a subordinate
clause, and the left-dislocated NP is related to a coreferential element
in that subordinate clause by anaphoric binding_
These similarities indicate that MO Dislocation and Left-Dislocation
are, in fact, instances of the same operation, the only major difference
being the position in which tRe dislocated item occurs in each case. Certain
other differences follow fro~ the fact that an MO dislocated NP appears in
the position of object or ob11qua object to a verb, while a left-dislocated
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NP is not within the domain of a verb: a reflexive may appear in MO Dis-
location position, but not in Left-Dislocation position; an independent
pronoun may not be MO dislocated, though it may be left-dislocated; and,
when pronominal, an MO dislocated NP is an affix, whereas a left-dislocated
NP is not.
Since a basic property of LFG is that a one-to-one correspondence
between f-structure and c-structure is not required, the dual nature of the
MO dislocated NPs 1s quite naturally expressed by assigning a c-structure
NP the function OBJ, and functionally identifying that OBJ with the function
TOPIC. Thus, one c-structure NP is associated with two functions 1n f-
structure, and therefore the behavior of an MO dislocated NP as an OBJ with
respect to certain operations, and as a non-argument with respect to certain
others, is explained.
Chapter IV examines further instances of complementation in Moroccan,
and it is concluded that most examples of Moroccan complementation involve
closed, rather than open, complements. Further research is needed to
explain the fact that only APe seem to appear as open as well as closed
complements in Moroccan.
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